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This thesis concerns itself mainly with analytical methods

development and analytical applications in the field of drug metabolism

studies. The determination of the analgesic pentazocine and its

metabolites in the greyhound are studied.

Pentazocine and all of its possible metabolites are isolated from

the greyhound urine by a the multi-solvent extraction and XAD-2 column

after enzymatic hydrolysis. The optimization of subsequently applied

chromatographic separation techniques are studied, and a useful

strategy for the separation of analgesics like pentazocine and its

metabolites is devised. As a result, nine pentazocine metabolites were

recovered from the greyhound urine and metabolic isomers were

successfully separated by the HPLC assay developed.



Mass spectroscopic fragmentations of trimethylsilylated

pentazocine upon electron impact (El) are described. The

identification of positional isomers due to different functional group

attachment to the end of the side chain is achieved by the

fragmentations proposed. The EI mass spectra of nine pentazocine

metabolites including three pairs of new metabolic isomers are

interpreted based on the fact that the biotransformation of a drug

results in structurally similar metabolites.

A complete NMR assignment of pentazocine is conducted emphasizing

the choice and utilization of selected 1D and 2D NMR methods to

determine the molecular structure and conformation of a complex organic

molecule. An NMR analysis protocol is proposed whereby a pentazocine

metabolite can be characterized without a synthetic reference.

A newly discovered pentazocine metabolite is identified as

8-methoxyl pentazocine by using the NMR analysis strategies devised.
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the 9-position. Their isomers are formed by interchanging these two

groups between these two sites. It is concluded that, in addition to

oxidative metabolism on the side chain observed in most other species,

pentazocine has also undergone the hydroxylation and methylation of the

aromatic ring in the greyhound metabolism.
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THE ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY OF PENTAZOCINE METABOLITES

PRODUCED BY THE GREYHOUND

I. INTRODUCTION

It was discovered more than a century ago that drugs or other

foreign compounds are excreted either unchanged or chemically modified

by living tissues. The importance of this biotransformation process in

determining the pharmacological activity, clinical efficiency, and

toxicological profile of drug molecules has since led to the emergence

of specialties from its parent sciences of chemistry, biochemistry,

pharmacology, and toxicology.

However, the advances in the selectivity, sensitivity, and

accuracy of the analytical chemistry tools, as well as the development

of analytical methods specifically designed for drug metabolism studies

play a major role in formulating the science of drug metabolism. The

primary aim in this thesis is to investigate the analgesic drug

pentazocine metabolism in greyhounds, particularly the separation of

pentazocine and its metabolites from urine samples and the structural

elucidation of these compounds by chromatographic and spectroscopic

methods.

1. Historical

The problem of how to relieve pain has always been a major
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interest. As far back as thousands of years ago, Egyptians had written

many references to opium preparations for pain relief. Many

analgesically active alkaloids were isolated from opium by the

beginning of the nineteenth century, and became popular to use. These

opium alkaloids nonetheless are highly addictive, and can promote

dangerous side effects physically, psychologically, and socially.

The unwanted and dangerous side effects of opium alkaloid

analgesics encouraged a search for new drugs that would be as potent

but free from side effects. Pentazocine was originally one of the many

chemicals synthesized as part of a deliberate effort to develop such an

effective analgesic with little or no abuse potential111. The

pharmacology of pentazocine has been described as having both agonistic

actions and weak opioid antagonistic activity121.

Nevertheless, pentazocine produces side effects similar to those

associated with the morphine-like analgesics. Psychic and physical

dependences of pentazocine have been reported in humans. Abuse of

pentazocine involves the intravenous administration of a liquid mixture

of crushed tablets and certain antihistamine tablets. It has been

widely used by "street addicts" in combination with tripelennamine

referred as "T's and Blues"131. In particular, pentazocine has been

reported repeatedly used in the racing business by both jockeys and

thoroughbreds4, and it is also thought to be used in greyhound racing

to relieve pain in greyhound muscles. The abuse of such an analgesic

can cause restlessness of a racing greyhound at the race track, and

eventually lead to its death.f41

Pentazocine (1,2,3,4,5,6-Hexahydro-6,11-dimethy1-3-(3-methyl-2-
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buteny1)-2,6-methano-3-benzazocine-8-oll Fig. 1.1a) is extensively

metabolized following oral, intravenous and intramuscular

administration in man151. The previous metabolism studies of

pentazocine in monkey, mouse, and rat liver homogenates[61 found that

pentazocine was mainly metabolized through oxidation of the terminal

methyl groups of the dimethylallyl side chain to yield a pair of

isomeric cis- (1,2,3,4,5,6 Hexahydro- 8-hydroxy-a,6111-trimethy1-2,6-

methano-3-benzazocine-3-cis-2-buten-1-ol, Fig. I.1b) and trans-alcohol

(1,2,3,4,5,6-Hexahydro- 8-hydroxy-a,6,11-trimethy1-216-methano-3-

benzazocine-3-trans-2-buten-1-ol, Fig. I.1c), and one of a

corresponding trans-carboxylic acid (1,2,314,516-Hexahydro-

8-hydroxy-a16,11-trimethyl-216-methano-3-benzazocine-3-crotonic acid,

Fig. I.1d). Norpentazocine (Fig. I.1e), a metabolite produced by the

N-dealkylation, was identified in the bile of mice171. In a study of

benzomorphans in the rat liver, it was indicated that hydroxylation and

methylation on the aromatic ring might happen, but the positions where

hydroxylation and methylation occurred could not be clarifiedi81. A

metabolite formed by reductive metabolism, pentazocine hydrate (Fig.

I.1f), was also detected in human urine by GLC/MS191. As summarized

in Table I.1, different animal species show different metabolic

behavior for pentazocine.
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(a)

r2CH
( b )p.--..o0-...0.43

H3

(e)

(f)

Figure 1.1 Major pentazocine (a) metabolites found in various

species: pentazocine (b) cis-alcohol, (c) trans-alcohol

(d) trans-acid, (e) norpentazocine and (f) pentazocine

hydrate.
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Table 1.1. Summary of Pentazocine Metabolism Studies Conducted
in Different Species.

SPECIES SAMPLE RESULTS
METABOLITES

trans-OH cis-OH trans-Acid nor-Pent others

Human

Monkey

Rat

Mouse

Horse

Rabbit

Dog

Urine
Blood

Urine

Liver

Bile
Blood
Brain

Urine

Blood

Urine

MS

N/A

MS/NMR/IR

MS

GC
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

N

**

N

The metabolite was found.
N The metabolite was not found.
N/A--- No metabolism information available, other studies conducted.
* Pentazocinehydate.
** hydroxylation of aromatic ring was suspected (no actual structure).
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2. Metabolism of Analgesics

Biotransformation is the major factor limiting the intensity and

duration of the effects of analgesics1101. In some cases,

biotransformation may become essential for the activation as well as

the detoxification of the analgesics. It is a detoxification process

because after biotransformation, analgesics are transformed to their

metabolites, which are usually pharmacologically less active and/or

more easily excreted than the parent compound.

The development of new analgesics is therefore dependent upon

studies of the drug metabolism to understand the pharmacological

effects and eventually eliminate the side effects of analgesics.

When molecules undergo biotransformation, they interact with

biological systems (enzymes, enzymic systems, cells, tissues, organs,

or organisms). Thus, the metabolism of a drug is governed by the

relationship between the nature of the biological system encountered

and the inherent properties of the drug molecule. Distinct but closely

related drugs may have different metabolisms, or the same drug may have

different metabolic behavior in different species, and may give

different metabolites at different rates by competitive pathways.

It is therefore interesting and worthwhile to study pentazocine

metabolism in the greyhound urine, because the metabolism of

pentazocine in a greyhound may be different from those in the other

species previously studied.

Although individual compounds may undergo different metabolic
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alterations due to their different structural properties, in general,

various metabolic transformations are classified into two categories:

Phase I processes, reactions of functionalization, involving oxidation,

reduction, and hydration/hydrolysis; and Phase II processes, reactions

of conjugation, involving a foreign compound or a metabolite combined

with an endogenous molecule[11]. It is essential to understand the

basics of the metabolic transformation to establish strategies which

aid in the development of analytical methods for metabolites studies.

Among Phase I processes, oxidative functionalization reactions

(monooxygenase-mediated oxygenations) are most important, and can be

described as an activated enzymic species transferring an oxygen atom

(oxene) to the substrate (drug or other foreign compound). As a

consequence of such an oxidative metabolism, hydroxylation of drugs

occurs, resulting in the production of alcohols, as well as carboxylic

acids upon further oxidation.

The overall chemical reactions are:

R---CH3 [0] R---CH2OH

and further oxidation to

011

R CH2---OH [0] R--- ---OH

It is quite clear that any alteration by oxidative

functionalization reactions would result in a more polar metabolite

than the parent drug. The implication herein is very important for the

development of a strategy to isolate drugs and their metabolites from

biological tissues or fluids.

Phase II reactions, conjugation reactions, are a group of
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synthetic pathways in which a drug or its metabolite with a suitable

functional group (which may be added by oxidative functionalization

reactions) is combined with an endogenous molecule to give a

conjugate. It is most common that Phase II reactions are preceded by

Phase I reactions in the biotransformation, although the direct

conjugations or even Phase II preceding Phase I reactions are

observed1121. Phase II reactions are major metabolic pathways for

analgesics and their metabolites produced by such reactions as

oxidative functionalization reactions, and are very important for the

detoxication and excretion of drugs and foreign compounds.

More than seven kinds of conjugation reactions have been described

in the literature. Glucuronidation is one of the major conjugation

reactions. This process involves glucuronic acid combined with

functional groups such as hydroxyl, carboxyl, amino, or sulfhydryl,

catalyzed by an enzyme to form glucuronides. The mechanism can be

described as involving the enzymic transfer of the glucuronic acid

moiety from uridine diphosphate glucuronic acid (UDPGA) to the

metabolite by the enzyme, UDP-glucuronyltransferase. The conjugates

formed are usually extremely water soluble under physiological

conditions and are rapidly assimulated by the kidney and excreted in

the urine.

Glucuronides may be enzymatically hydrolyzed to the non-conjugated

compound by 18-glucosiduronidase. Using this method, non-glucuronided

structures of pentazocine metabolites have been studied.

Methylation is another Phase II reaction undergone by metabolites

containing hydroxyl, amino, or sulfhydryl groups. As a result, a

methyl group is added to the functional group of a metabolite to form
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for example, a methoxy group with a hydroxyl functional group. The

source of the methyl group is generally the high-energy nucleotide

S-adenosylmethionine. Unlike most other conjugations, the methylation

may actually reduce the polarity and hydrophilicity of the metabolites.

3. Analytical Chemistry in Metabolism Studies

In addition to knowledge of the metabolic transformations and the

chemistry of functional groups, it is most important in drug metabolism

studies to have a good appreciation of the analytical techniques that

are used so as to ensure that they are applied thoughtfully and the

data obtained are interpreted accurately. Also, problems solved in a

real sample analysis help to further the development of the field of

analytical chemistry. In the studies of pentazocine metabolism in the

greyhound, numerous analytical techniques were examined, and analytical

strategies were developed. Problems encountered were studied from the

analytical chemistry point of view and solved with practical solutions

applicable to drug metabolism studies.

In most drug metabolism studies, it is essential to first isolate

a drug and its metabolites from biological media, followed by the

separation of the isolated components, and then the identification of

each component. In some cases quantification of the recovered drug and

each metabolite is also involved.

The strategy of the isolation procedure is to use the unique

chemical properties of drugs and their metabolites to remove them from

the biological samples which have different chemical properties. There
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are many ways to achieve the isolation, the two most common are solvent

extraction and the use of resins and adsorbents. Basically, both

methods are based on the idea that the biological samples are extracted

in a intermediate phase, which has similar chemical properties as those

of the drugs and/or their metabolites, but is easily separated from the

biological samples. Thus, by simply removing this intermediate phase,

drugs and/or their metabolites will be brought out of the biological

samples.

An efficient isolation procedure would eliminate most of the

analytical interferences and greatly simplify the separation of the

metabolites from each other in the steps that follow. Since drugs and

their metabolites can be neutral, acidic, basic, or amphoteric

compounds, the total recovery of the metabolites in the isolation step

requires that the whole spectrum of acidity or alkalinity be

considered. By manipulating the pH conditions, it is also possible to

separate metabolites into different groups according to their acidity

during the isolation step. This thesis examined the various isolation

procedures for pentazocine and its metabolites, aimed at the

development of a procedure that selectively recovers pentazocine and

all of its metabolites from greyhound urine.

The purpose of the separation procedure following the initial

isolation step is to separate the mixtures of drugs and metabolites

into individual components. Most separations are carried out by

chromatography techniques. The overall separation strategy and the

specific chromatographic techniques to be applied depend upon whether

the identification of a metabolite and determination of its

concentration is needed, or substantial quantities of one or more of
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metabolites are to be separated for further structural

characterization.

Depending on the degree of the separation and the amount of the

materials to be separated, preliminary separations of a mixture prior

to the use of more specific separation procedures can be done. This is

necessary when separations of all the metabolites are required, since

their structures may be so closely related that specific separations

may be difficult especially if a large number of metabolites is

involved. In the case where structures of individual components are to

be identified, relatively large sample sizes are required for some of

the spectrometers. One-step separation under such circumstances may

turn out to be unnecessarily time consuming depending on the number of

individual components involved. Thus, a preliminary separation by a

low efficiency but quick chromatographic technique can be performed

first to "group" the metabolites into several subgroups according to

their chemical or structural similarities. The final specific

separations by high efficiency chromatographic techniques can then be

done for individual subgroups obtained from the initial separations.

In this way, the specific separation conditions may be easier to find,

because fewer components are involved and their chemical properties are

more clearly defined. For the very same reason, the separation time

may be significantly shortened, and the preparative steps may be done

by analytical scale techniques for final structural identification

purposes. Part of this thesis is focused on the development of this

separation strategy and its application to the separations of

pentazocine and its metabolites for their structural determinations.

The identification of structures of drug metabolites is dependent

upon the degree of the knowledge of metabolite structures expected and
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whether or not synthetic reference compounds are available for direct

comparison of their chemical or physical properties. A tentative

identification of the unknown compound structure is always possible by

mass spectrometric analysis. If metabolites are not expected to be too

much different from their parent drug structure, the study of the

parent drug mass spectral fragmentation can help the metabolites

structural elucidation by tracing the characteristic fragments in the

metabolites mass spectra. This thesis proposes various fragmentation

pathways for the formation of the trimethylsilylated pentazocine mass

spectrum, and by identifying the corresponding characteristic fragments

in the trimethylsilylated derivative mass spectra of the metabolites,

structures of pentazocine metabolites in greyhound urine are

elucidated. With the help of the extensively studied fragmentation

mechanisms such as the hydrogen-rearrangement, it is also possible to

identify the steric isomer structures by mass spectral information

alone.

With modern NMR techniques available today, any structural

identification can be achieved in which little needs to be known prior

to the analysis; it relies on the characterization of a compound by

such powerful NMR techniques as homonuclear and heteronuclear chemical

shift correlation and NOE experiments. Although much larger sample

size, and therefore tedious sample preparation may be required compared

to that of GC/MS, when little else is known about a compound structure,

or when mass spectroscopy provides little information about some part

of a molecule, then NMR techniques, especially the powerful 2D NMR

techniques, become indispensable. This thesis explores the advantages

of modern NMR techniques in the identification of metabolite structures
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in which neither a synthetic reference compound nor prior structural

information are needed. The complete structural elucidation of a new

pentazocine metabolite is achieved by using a combination of one and

two dimensional NMR techniques, and an analysis strategy is proposed

for such a procedure.

Metabolism studies are the joint efforts from fields such as

analytical chemistry, biochemistry, and pharmacology. The potential

metabolic alterations of drugs have been studied extensively. For

example the possibility of the metabolic oxidation of aromatic

hydrocarbons to phenols during drug metabolism has been theoretically

predicted and proven in some examples of drug metabolism[131. Such

information from the science of metabolism pathways may be used to

assist the structural elucidations of the metabolites. In the study of

the pentazocine metabolism in the greyhound, the structures of

pentazocine metabolites are thus characterized by using spectroscopic

and chromatographic information combined with knowledge of the drug

metabolism.
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1. Abstract

Analytical Procedures for the Isolation and Separation of

Pentazocine Metabolites from Greyhound Urine

The proposed investigation of pentazocine metabolism in the

greyhound needs the development of a selective and sensitive analytical

procedure for the determination of such analgesics and their

metabolites in biological fluids. The present work in Chapter II & III

examines various analytical techniques and describes the analytical

assay development for the drug metabolism study of pentazocine and its

metabolites in the greyhounds.

There are many procedures that can be used to isolate drugs and

their metabolites from biological fluids. In chapter II, the isolation

of analgesics and their metabolites from other biological interferences

in the urine sample is examined, and in particular, the development of

the isolation of pentazocine and all of its possible metabolites from

greyhound urine is described.

Various chromatographic techniques can be applied to separate a

mixture of drugs and their metabolites into individual components after

isolation from biological fluids. The assay development for a

particular separation depends upon the required sensitivity and

specificity. In chapter III, the development of the separation of

isomeric pentazocine metabolites is described, and some of the

analytical topics in the area of chromatography are discussed.
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2. Introduction

The purpose of isolation is to remove interferences for subsequent

separation and the final analysis. In the case of this pentazocine

metabolism study, the assay development should be focused on both the

parent drug pentazocine and all the possible metabolites in greyhound

urine. Thus, the isolation procedure should not only exclude a large

portion of the endogenous impurities in the urine sample, but also

recover pentazocine and all of its metabolites.

The most common isolation procedure is a solvent extraction, where

drugs and/or their metabolites are removed from biological fluids by

suitable water-immiscible organic solvents. The development of an

extraction procedure for a drug metabolism study should be based on

three principles:

1. Any organic compound (a drug or a metabolite) is most readily

extracted at an appropriate pH, under which the compound is not

ionized.

2. An organic compound is most likely to be extracted by an

organic solvent whose polarity is similar to that of the compound.

3. Most metabolites of a drug are more polar than the parent

compound (a metabolite produced by the methylation is an

exceptionfl4)).

Although a knowledge of the dissociation constant of the parent

drug is helpful in determining the pH for the extraction, in the case
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of a total metabolite extraction where functional groups of the

metabolites are unknown, the best pH condition should be determined by

trial experiments covering most of the pH range to ensure the best

metabolite recovery.

The choice of the proper solvent is important in determining the

specificity of an isolation procedure. The polarity differences among

the metabolites and between the metabolites and their parent drug may

be exploited to facilitate their separation during isolation. Since

most of the metabolites are more polar than their parent drug, by

starting the extraction with the least polar organic solvent, and by

subsequently increasing the solvent polarity, selective separation of a

drug from its metabolites and some metabolites from the others can be

achieved.

Analgesic alkaloids like pentazocine contains both phenolic and

amino functional groups in their structures. Under either appropriate

acidic or basic pH, pentazocine exists in an ionized form and is

therefore soluble in the aqueous phase of an extraction:

r3

NV-CH3 basic r3

CH3
acidicN/..,
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Thus, such compounds present in the first organic extract from an

aqueous phase can be "back-extracted" into another acidic or basic

aqueous phase under an appropriate acidic condition. This should

reduce the amount of neutral material contaminating the extract, since

neutral molecules remain in the first organic extract. After the

back-extraction, the pH of the aqueous phase is readjusted to that of

the first extraction, and the compounds of the interests are

re-extracted into a second organic solvent.

Many drugs and their metabolites are excreted in urine as

glucuronide conjugates that are very polar and cannot be readily

extracted into organic solvents for the isolation. It is therefore

necessary to hydrolyse the conjugates to release the parent compounds

for the extraction. The hydrolysis can be either chemical, with acids

such as hydrochloric acid, or enzymatic, with enzymes such as

-glucuronidase. The enzymatic approach is mild compared to that of

chemical hydrolysis, and hence is less likely to cause degradation of

the compounds.

Solvent extraction is not effective for the isolation a compound

of interest if the compound is water-soluble at all pH values and not

readily extractable by water-immiscible organic solvents. Liquid-solid

extraction can then be used for the isolation. There are many types of

resins and adsorbents that can be used, and they basically work on

chromatographic principles: biological samples are passed through a

column packed with solid adsorbent, and the compounds of interest are

retained on the adsorbent surface. Then, when eluted with appropriate

solvents, only the analytes will be selectively removed from the column

and the isolation is achieved. The solvent used can be either
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water-miscible or -immiscible, thus very polar organic solvents such as

methanol can be used.

In the following section, isolation procedures are examined, and a

selective isolation scheme aimed at the recovery of pentazocine and all

of its possible metabolites in greyhound urine is developed.

3. Materials and Reagents

,8-glucuronidase (1,400,000 units/g, Sigma Chemical Company)

polypropylene column (65 x12 mm, syringe barrel).

Pencil electrode (No. S803A, Beckman).

pH meter (model 130, Corning).

Amberlite XAD-2 resin (Eastman Kodak)

TLC plates (pre-coated silica gel, 60F254, 0.25 mm. thick, EM

Science)

Chromato-Vue cabinet (model CC-60, UVP, Inc.), containing lamps

emitting "long uv" light at 366 nm, and "short uv" at 254nm.

Gas chromatograph, (Perkin Elmer Sigma 3B) equipped with a 30 m x

0.25 mm i.d. DB-5 capillary column (J & W Scientific, Inc.).

Mass spectrometer (Finnigan 1020B mass spectrometer).

pH 5.0 acetate buffer: 30 ml glacial acetic acid and 82 g sodium

acetate in 800 ml distilled water; adjust to pH 5.0 with concentrated

sodium hydroxide solution or glacial acetic acid; top up to 1000 ml.

5000 units/ml ,8-glucuronidase solution: dissolve 250,000 units in
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50 ml distilled water.

0.6 N ammonium hydroxide solution.

0.2 N sulfuric acid solution.

3:1 (v/v) methylene chloride and isopropanol solution.

Dragendorff reagent: Dissolve 1.3 g of bismuth subnitrate in a

mixture of 60 ml distilled water and 15 ml glacial acetic acid.

Dissolve 12.0 g of potassium iodide in 30 ml of distilled water. Mix

these two solutions and dilute with 100 ml distilled water and 25 ml

glacial acetic acid.

cupric chloride solution: dissolve 25 g of cupric chloride in 75

ml distilled water and 25 ml methanol.

5% (w/v) sodium nitrite solution.

4. Methods

Extraction with base hydrolysis (Fick 11.1). Two 5-ml aliquots of

greyhound urine collected 4 hours after the intravenous administration

of pentazocine were each mixed with 5 ml 0.1 N sodium hydroxide in a

150 x 16 mm culture tube, and set for 10 minutes. After the

hydrolysis, 4 ml of pH 3.3 phosphate buffer was added to each urine

sample. One urine sample was then made acidic to pH 4.0, and the other

was adjusted to pH 9.0 with concentrated ammonia hydroxide. The pH

values were measured with a "pencil" electrode and pH meter. 5 ml of

pre-mixed extracting solvent consisting of methylene chloride and

isopropanol (3:1, v/v) were added to each of the urine samples, the

tube then was capped, and the mixture rotated on a Rotorack for 5

minutes to partition pentazocine and its metabolites into the organic
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URINE, two 5 ml

Add 10 ml 0.1 N sodium hydroxide
Set 10 min. for hydrolysis.

Adjust pH = 4.0 Adjust pH = 9.0

Extract with methylene chloride:
isopropanol (3:1, v/v).

Discard Discard

Organic Aqueous Organic Aqueous
layer layer layer layer

Add anhydrous
sodium sulfate,
filter, dry.

Res.due
tested by
TLC,GC/MS

Add anhydrous
sodium sulfate,
filter, dry.

Res.due
tested by
TLC,GC/MS

Figure II.1 Extraction scheme of pentazocine and its metabolites

in greyhound urine with base hydrolysis.
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phase. Each mixture was then centrifuged, and the organic layer was

transferred to a clean 100 x 13 mm culture tube. After dehydration

with anhydrous sodium sulphate, the organic phase was filtered and

carefully dried under a nitrogen stream in a 35°C water bath. Two

sample blanks were made for comparison by two-5 ml aliquots of

greyhound urine collected before the administration of pentazocine (0

hour) and subject to the same extraction procedure described. Two

other samples were also made for comparison by the same extraction

procedures without the base hydrolysis step.

Extraction with acid hydrolysis (Fig. 11.2). A 5-ml aliquot of

greyhound urine collected 4 hours after the intravenous administration

of pentazocine was mixed with 0.5 ml concentrated hydrochloric acid in

a 150 x 16 mm culture tube, the tube was then lightly capped, and the

contents were incubated for 30 minutes at 115°C in a water bath. After

the hydrolysis, the urine was adjusted to pH 9.0 with the dropwise

addition of concentrated ammonium hydroxide. The pH values were

measured with a "pencil" electrode and pH meter. 5 ml of pre-mixed

extracting solvent consisting of methylene chloride and isopropanol

(3:1, v/v) were added to the urine, the tube then was capped, and the

mixture rotated on a Rotorack for 5 minutes to partition pentazocine

and its metabolites into the organic phase. The mixture was then

centrifuged, and the organic layer was transferred to a clean 100 x 13

mm culture tube. After dehydration with anhydrous sodium sulphate, the

organic phase was filtered and carefully dried under a nitrogen stream

in a 35°C water bath. A sample blank was also made from a 5-ml aliquot

of greyhound urine collected before the administration of pentazocine

(0 hour) and subjected to the same extraction procedure described.
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URINE, 5 ml

Add 0.5 ml conc. hydrochloric acid
30 min., 130°C for hydrolysis

Adjust pH = 9.0 with
ammonia hydroxide

Extract with methylene chloride:
isopropanol (3:1, v/v).

Wash with water

Organic
layer

Add anhydrous
sodium sulphate,
filter, dry

Res.due
tested by
TLC,GC/MS

Discard

Aqueous
layer

Figure 11.2 Extraction scheme of petazocine and its metabolites

in greyhound urine with acid hydrolysis.
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Another sample was also made for comparison purposes by using the same

extraction procedure without the acid hydrolysis step.

Extraction with enzymatic hydrolysis (Fiq. 11.3). A 5-ml aliquot

of urine collected 4 hours after the intravenous administration of

pentazocine was mixed with 2 ml of pH 5 acetate buffer and 1 ml of

18-glucuronidase solution (5000 units) in a 150 x 16 mm culture tube,

and then capped. The urine was incubated for 3 hours at 63°C in a

water bath. After the hydrolysis, the urine was adjusted to pH 9.0 by

the dropwise addition of concentrated ammonium hydroxide. The pH

values were measured with a "pencil" electrode and pH meter. 5 ml of

pre-mixed extracting solvent consisting of methylene chloride and

isopropanol (3:1, v/v) were added to the urine, the tube then was

capped, and the mixture rotated on a Rotorack for 5 minutes to

partition pentazocine and its metabolites into the organic phase. The

mixture was then centrifuged, and the organic layer was transferred to

a clean 100 x 13 mm culture tube. After dehydration with anhydrous

sodium sulphate, the organic phase was filtered and carefully dried

under a nitrogen stream in a 35°C water bath. A sample blank was also

made using a 5-ml aliquot of greyhound urine collected before the

administration of pentazocine (0 hour) and subjected to the same

extraction procedure described. Another sample was also made for

comparison purposes by using the same extraction procedure without the

enzymatic hydrolysis step.

Extraction under different pH conditions after enzymatic

hydrolysis (Fiq. 11.4). Six 5-ml aliquots of greyhound urine samples

collected 4 hours after the intravenous administration of pentazocine

were each mixed with 2 ml of pH 5 acetate buffer and 1 ml of
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URINE, 5 ml

Add 2 ml pH 5 acetate buffer,
1 ml ,6-glucuronidase solution
(5000 units), incubate for
3hr., at 63°C.

Adjust pH = 9.0 with
ammonia hydroxide

Extract with methylene chloride:
isopropanol (3:1, v/v).

Wash with water

Organic
layer

Add anhydrous
sodium sulphate,
filter, dry

Residue
tested by
TLC,GC/MS

Discard

Aqueous
layer

Figure 11.3 Extraction scheme of petazocine and its metabolites

in greyhound urine with enzymatic hydrolysis.
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Enzyme Adjust to DMC:ISO* Water wash
63°C pH=10.42 3:1 filter,dry
3 hr. TLC test

Enzyme Adjust to DMC:ISO Water wash
63°C pH=9.09 3:1 filter,dry
3 hr. TLC test

Enzyme Adjust to DMC:ISO Water wash
URINE,
5 ml

each

63°C
3 hr.

pH=7.15 3:1 filter,dry
TLC test

Enzyme Adjust to DMC:ISO Water wash
63°C pH=5.02 3:1 filter,dry
3 hr. TLC test

Enzyme Adjust to DMC:ISO Water wash
63°C pH=3.59 3:1 filter,dry
3 hr. TLC test

Enzyme Adjust to DMC:ISO Water wash
63°C pH=2.35 3:1 filter,dry
3 hr. TLC test

Figure 11.4 Extraction of pentazocine and its metabolites in

greyhound urine under different pH values after enzymatic

hydrolysis.

* DMC:ISO methylene chloride:isopropanol (3:1, v/v).
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,3-glucuronidase solution (5000 units) in separate 150 x 16 mm culture

tubes, and then capped. The urine samples were incubated for 3 hours

at 63°C in a water bath. After the hydrolysis, the samples were

adjusted to pH values of 10.42, 9.0, 7.15, 5.0, 3.59, and 2.35. The pH

values were measured with a "pencil" electrode and pH meter. 5 ml of

pre-mixed extracting solvent consisting of methylene chloride and

isopropanol (3:1, v/v) were added to each of the samples, the tubes

then were capped, and the mixture rotated on a Rotorack for 5 minutes

to partition pentazocine and its metabolites into the organic phase.

The mixtures were then centrifuged, and each of the organic layers was

transferred to a clean 100 x 13 mm culture tube. After dehydration

with anhydrous sodium sulfate, each organic extract was filtered and

carefully dried under a nitrogen stream in a 35°C water bath. Six

sample blanks were also made from six 5-ml aliquots of greyhound urine

collected before the administration of pentazocine (0 hour) and

subjected to the same extraction procedures described.

Extractions with enzymatic hydrolysis and back-extraction (Fiq.

11.5). A 5-ml aliquot of urine collected 4 hours after the intravenous

administration of pentazocine was mixed with 2 ml of pH 5 acetate

buffer and 1 ml of ,8- glucuronidase solution (5000 units) in a 150 x 16

mm culture tube, and then capped. The urine was incubated for 3 hours

at 63°C in a water bath. After the hydrolysis, the urine was adjusted

to pH 9.0 with the dropwise addition of concentrated ammonium

hydroxide. The pH values were measured with a "pencil" electrode and

pH meter. 5 ml of pre-mixed extracting solvent consisting of methylene

chloride and isopropanol (3:1, v/v) were added to the urine, the tube

then was capped, and the mixture rotated on a Rotorack for 5 minutes to
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URINE, 5 ml

Add 2 ml pH 5 acetate buffer,
1 ml $- glucuronidase solution
(5000 units), incubate for
3hr., at 63°C.

Adjust pH = 9.0 with
ammonia hydroxide

Extract with methylene chloride:
isopropanol (3:1, v/v).

Wash with water

Organic
layer

Add 2.0 ml 0.2 N
sulfuric acid.

Discard

Organic
layer

Discard

Aqueous
layer

Discard

Aqueous
layer

Add 2 ml 0.6 N ammonia hydroxide
adjust pH = 9.0.

Aqueous
layer

Extract methylene chloride
isopropanol (3:1, v/v).

Organic
layer

Add anhydrous
sodium sulphate,
filter, dry.

Res'due
tested by
ILC,GC/M5

Figure 11.5 Extraction of pentazocine and its metabolites in

greyhound urine with enzymatic hydrolysis and

back-extraction.
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partition pentazocine and its metabolites into the organic phase. The

mixture was then centrifuged, and the organic layer was transferred to

a clean 120 x 16 mm culture tube, and then 2.0 ml of 0.2 N sulfuric

acid was added to the same tube. The tube was capped and the mixture

was rotated on a Rotorack for 5 minutes. The organic layer was

discarded, and 2 ml of 0.6 N ammonium hydroxide were added and the

solution was adjusted to pH 9.0. 5 ml of pre-mixed extracting solvent

consisting of methylene chloride and isopropanol (3:1, v/v) were added

to the urine, the tube then was capped, and the mixture rotated on a

Rotorack for 5 minutes to partition pentazocine and its metabolites

into the organic phase. The mixture was then centrifuged, and the

organic layer was transferred to a clean 100 x 13 mm culture tube.

After dehydration with anhydrous sodium sulphate, the organic phase was

filtered and carefully dried under a nitrogen stream in a 35°C water

bath. A sample blank was also made using a 5-ml aliquot of greyhound

urine collected before the administration of pentazocine (0 hour) and

subjected to the same extraction procedure described.

Multi-solvent extraction with increasing solvent polarity (Fig.

11.6). A 5-ml aliquot of urine collected 4 hours after the intravenous

administration of pentazocine was mixed with 2 ml of pH 5 acetate

buffer and 1 ml of i8-glucuronidase solution (5000 units) in a 150 x 16

mm culture tube, and then capped. The urine was incubated for 3 hours

at 63°C. After the hydrolysis, the urine was adjusted to pH 9.0 with

the dropwise addition of concentrated ammonium hydroxide. The pH

values were measured with a "pencil" electrode and pH meter. 5 ml of

cyclohexane was added to the urine, the tube then was capped, and the

mixture was rotated on a Rotorack for 5 minutes. The mixture was then
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Enzymatic
hydrolysis
adjust pH9

Aqueous
adjust pH9

Benzene

Aqueous
adjust pH9

Cyclo-
hexane Dryness

Fraction C
GC/MS test

Dryness

*DMC:ISO

Aqueous
adjust pH3

Fraction B
GC/MS test

Dryness

Fraction D
GC/MS test

**Saved for
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Figure 11.6 Extraction of pentazocine and its metabolites in

greyhound urine with increasing solvent polarity.

* DMC:ISO methylene chloride:isopropanol (3:1, v/v).

** Referring to XAD-2 resin column extraction (Fig. 11.7).
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centrifuged, the cyclohexane layer was transferred to a clean 120 x 16

mm culture tube and washed with 2 ml of water; the remaining urine

sample after the first extraction was also transferred to another clean

150 x16 mm culture tube, and 5 ml of benzene was added to the tube, the

tube was then capped, and the mixture was rotated on a Rotorack for 5

minutes. The mixture was centrifuged, the benzene layer was

transferred to a second clean 120 x 16 mm culture tube and washed with

2 ml of water; the remaining urine sample after the second extraction

was transferred to a third clean 150 x 16 mm culture tube, and 5 ml of

pre-mixed extracting solvent consisting of methylene chloride and

isopropanol (3:1, v/v) were added to the urine, the tube then was

capped, and the mixture rotated on a Rotorack for 5 minutes. The

mixture was then centrifuged, the organic layer was transferred to a

clean 120 x 16 mm culture tube and washed with 2 ml of water. After

dehydration with anhydrous sodium sulphate, all organic phases

collected were filtered and carefully dried under a nitrogen stream in

a 35°C water bath. The urine sample after all extractions was then

subjected to XAD-2 resin column described next. Sample blanks were

also made from a 5-ml aliquot of greyhound urine collected before the

administration of pentazocine (0 hour) and subjected to the same

extraction procedures described.

Isolation of pentazocine carboxylic acid metabolites from

greyhound urine (Fig. 11.7).

(a) Amberlite XAD-2 resin column preparation. The resin was

prepared by rinsing with 4 bed volumes of acetone, 3 bed volumes of

methanol and 3 bed volumes of distilled water two times. The washed

resin slurry in the millipore water was transferred into the 65 x 12 mm
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Urine after muti-
solvent extraction

Adjust to pH = 3.0
with acetic acid

Submitted to XAD-2
resin column

Washed with water,
eluted with methanol

Methanol
eluate

filter, dry

Residue
tested by
11C,GC/MS

Discard

Aqueous
eluate

Figure 11.7 XAD-2 resin column extraction scheme of pentazocine

and its metabolites in greyhound urine after muti-

solvent extraction.
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polypropylene column plugged with glass wool, to provide a resin bed

height of 55 mm (Fig. 11.8).

(b) Metabolite isolation. The urine samples saved after the

multi-solvent extraction for the increasing solvent polarity study were

adjusted to pH 3.0 with dropwise addition of acetic acid, and

filtered. A 15-ml aliquot of the acidified urine samples was applied

to the top of the column, and the column was rinsed with 20 ml of

distilled water twice. The metabolites were then eluted from the

column with 20 ml methanol nonselectively, the eluate was collected in

small tubes, after discarding the first 5-ml fraction. The collected

eluate was carefully dried under a nitrogen stream in a 35°C water

bath. A urine sample blank was also made from the 0 hour urine sample

after multi-solvent extractions and subjected to the same XAD-2 resin

clean-up procedure.

The efficiencies of the isolation procedures were examined by

chromatographic techniques including TLC and GC/MS.

(a) TLC. Each hour-4 urine extraction residue was dissolved in 25

of methylene chloride. The entire methylene chloride solution for

each extract was then applied equally to two TLC plates. The samples

were applied as a thin band 1 cm from the bottom edge of TLC plate.

The plates were developed 5 cm from the origin in a tank previously

saturated in the freshly prepared developing solvents for about 30

minutes. The sample blanks (0 hour) were treated in the same way and

applied to each TLC plate along with hour-4 urine extracts for the

direct comparison. One of the two TLC plates was developed in a

solvent system consisting of chloroform:methanol:ammonia hydroxide

(80:15:5, v/v/v) (system A), and the other was developed in a solvent
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Figure 11.8 XAD-2 resin extraction column.
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system consisting of chloroform:methanol:propionic acid (80:15:5 v/v/v)

(system B). The developed plates were then dried with hot air.

Quenching spots indicating the presence of compounds that quench the

background fluorescence produced by the fluorophore incorporated in the

TLC coating material were marked and compared with sample blank under

254 nm and 366 nm ultraviolet light. The plates were then subjected to

different spray reagents in the following order: 1. Dragendorf reagent;

2. 5% sodium nitrite; 3. cupric chloride solution. The colored spots

on TLC plates produced by the nitrogen containing compounds after each

spray were compared with sample blanks after being dried and pictured

by a Polaroid camera

(b) GC/MS. Each urine extraction residue was dissolved into 5 ml

of methylene chloride, and a 100-ul volume of methylene chloride

solution was evaporated to dryness under a nitrogen stream at 35°C.

The residues were then dissolved in 10 mg/ml sodium acetate in

methanol, and evaporated again under a nitrogen stream. A 100-41

volume of Sylon BFT (Supelco) was then added and the solution was

heated at 60°C for 25 minutes to form the trimethylsilylated

derivatives for gas chromatographic-mass spectrometric (GC/MS)

analysis. After the silylation reaction was completed, the solutions

were evaporated under a nitrogen stream, and the residues were

dissolved in 50 41 of methylene chloride. A 2.5-ul volume of the

trimethylsilylated sample in methylene chloride was injected into the

gas chromatograph of the GC/MS system (Finnigan 1020B mass spectrometer

equipped with a Perkin Elmer Sigma 3B gas chromatograph). The

chromatograph was equipped with a 30 m x 0.25 mm i.d. DB-5 capillary

column (3 & W Scientific, Inc.). Operating temperatures were as
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follows: injector, 260°C, GC temperature program was from 165 to 210°C

at 3 °C /minute; interface, 280 °C; source, 80°C. The carrier gas was

helium, at a flow-rate of 33 cm/sec. The mass spectra were obtained at

an ionization energy of 70 eV and scanned from 45 to 500 a.m.u..

Pentazocine was identified by comparison with the mass spectrum of an

analytical standard. The metabolites were identified by the

characteristic fragments in their spectra as discussed later. The

sample blanks were also treated and injected in the same way for

comparison purposes.

5. Results and Discussion

Hydrolysis procedures. The TLC tests for different hydrolysis

procedures show that pentazocine and its metabolites are excreted in

both conjugated and nonconjugated forms in the greyhound urine. After

spraying with the sequence described, by comparing the intensities and

numbers of spots on the TLC plates for the blanks and the hour-4 urine

extracts with and without hydrolysis, it was found that the highest

number of intense spots showed after the enzymatic hydrolysis. It was

estimated by GC/MS that the conjugated form of pentazocine was about

40% of the total drug excreted. It was also noted that the amount of

pentazocine was significantly less after the acid hydrolysis, which

agrees with previous findings115,161. However, pentazocine seemed to

be stable when incubated at 63°C, pH 5 for enzymatic hydrolysis.

pH conditions for the extraction. The extracts obtained at

different pH conditions were examined by GC/MS. It was found that most

of the pentazocine metabolites were basic and best extracted into an
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organic phase using pH 9-10, but a suspected metabolite (a trans acid),

which was found in other animal species, was only slightly extracted

under acidic conditions.

Back-extraction. The recovery of pentazocine and its metabolites

after back-extraction was very good. The amount of the neutral

material contaminating the extract was reduced. It was also noticed

that the single step extraction produced a clean extract which was

suitable for direct GC/MS analysis without further cleanup. Therefore,

the necessity of the back-extraction would depend upon the requirements

of subsequent separation studies.

Multi-solvent extraction with increasing solvent polarity. The

extraction scheme developed was to isolate pentazocine and its

metabolites into three fractions, fraction C produced by the

cyclohexane extraction, fraction B produced by the benzene extraction,

and fraction D produced by the methylene chloride extraction. Each one

of the extracts was tested by TLC and GC/MS. As shown on the TLC

plates (Fig. 11.9), pentazocine and two of its metabolite suspects were

extracted into fraction C by cyclohexane, three other metabolites were

extracted into fraction B by benzene, and fraction D extracted by

methylene chloride again contained the same metabolites as fraction B.

These results indicate that benzene extraction is not sufficient.

Therefore, this study indicates that pentazocine metabolites can be

separated by using two fractions, by extracting first with cyclohexane

and then with methylene chloride and isopropanol (3:1, v/v).

Isolation of water-soluble pentazocine metabolites by XAD-2 resin

column. Amberlite XAD-2 resin, a stryrene-divinylbenzene copolymer

with high surface area, can adsorb many water-soluble organic compounds
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Figure 11.9 Schematic representation of Thin-Layer Chromatogram

(pre-coated silica gel plates, 60F254, 0.25 mm. thick,

EM Science) of Fraction C, Fraction B and Fraction D

in Developing solvent system:Chloroform/Methanol/Ammonia,

97/3/0.015%, v/v/v.
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by Van der Waals' interaction1171. The eluate residue was silylated

and tested by GC/MS. As shown in Fig. 11.10, the results show three

additional pentazocine metabolite suspects isolated from the greyhound

urine sample, which were not extractable by water-immiscible organic

solvents of various polarities and over a pH range from basic to acidic

(Fig. 11.4). Since the pH of the sample submitted to the XAD-2 column

was adjusted to pH 3.0 (based on the consideration that XAD-2 resin

most efficiently binds the nonionized species of week organic acids and

bases[171), the unextractable pentazocine metabolites are most likely

the carboxylic acid derivatives of pentazocine.

Overall performance and the general scheme of the total isolation

of pentazocine and its metabolites from greyhound urine. This study

indicates that the incorporation of the multi-solvent extractions and a

homemade XAD-2 resin column provide an efficient method for the

isolation of the analgesic drug pentazocine and its metabolites from

greyhound urine samples after enzymatic hydrolysis . The overall

procedures are shown in Fig. II.11. The method separates extracts into

three fractions, each containing different pentazocine metabolites, and

produces clean extracts which are suitable for direct GC/MS analysis

without further cleanup.

The preliminary TLC and GC/MS results also indicate that

pentazocine metabolites consist of basically two different classes:

those metabolites with basic properties, which can be extracted under

basic pH conditions; and those metabolites with acidic properties,

which can be isolated from the urine sample by XAD-2 resin. The

isolation scheme proposed provides for the total isolation of all

pentazocine metabolites from the greyhound urine samples.
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Figure II.10 Gas chromatographic and Mass spectroscopic testing

results of XAD-2 column extracts: (a) Mass spectrum of

trimethylsilylated pentazocine metabolite, MET7; (b) Mass

spectrum of trimethylsilylated pentazocine metabolite,

MET8; (c) Mass spectrum of trimethylsilylated of

pentazocine metabolite, MET9.
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Figure II.11 Overall flow diagram of isolation of pentazocine and

its metabolites in greyhound urine.

* DMC:ISO methylene chloride:isopropanol (3:1, v/v).
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1. Introduction

In the GC/MS studies of pentazocine metabolism in the

greyhound11811 nine metabolites have been found in greyhound urine.

In addition to the metabolites produced by biotransformation through

oxidation of the side-chain of pentazocine to either alcohol or

carboxylic acid, as previously discovered in other species, a new

branch of metabolites has been found, which is apparently produced by

the hydroxylation and methylation of the aromatic ring of pentazocine.

As a result, an additional methoxy group is attached to the aromatic

ring of each of these metabolites, and two different placements of this

methoxy group on the aromatic ring also causes pairs of isomers among

the metabolites. There is evidence for a pair of isomers whose

structures are the same as pentazocine except for an additional methoxy

group attached to the aromatic ring. It is also clear that some

metabolites in this new branch of metabolites have undergone oxidative

biotransformation, that is, some of those metabolites have either

alcohol or carboxylic acid attached to the side-chain. Although the

structural changes on the side-chain of pentazocine after the

biotransformation can be identified from mass spectra, the position of

the methoxy group attached to the aromatic ring cannot be determined by

GC/MS data only. Therefore, the identification of the methoxy group

position in the metabolites by more powerful spectroscopic tools such

as NMR is crucial for the complete structure elucidation of the

metabolites in this new branch of pentazocine metabolites. In this
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chapter, the development of an overall separation strategy is described

to enable the separation of a pair of pentazocine metabolic isomers

(both having a suspected structure with only a methoxy group attached

to different positions on the aromatic ring of the pentazocine parent

structure[181 ) in sufficient quantities for subsequent NMR analysis.

The major problems in isolation and separation of drug metabolites

in urine samples arise from the low concentration of metabolites, and

the high content of endogenous compounds in such biological materials.

The physico-chemical properties of more strongly polar metabolites

could further complicate the chromatographic separation of metabolites

in high purity for structural characterization. However, the

biotransformation of a drug may result in many metabolites with very

different physico-chemical properties. Consequently, a complete

separation covering all possible metabolites can be difficult for a

single HPLC run, and the repeated runs can be extremely time

consuming. Therefore, besides the hydrolysis of the conjugates and

isolation of the drug and its metabolites from biological materials,

pre-separation of drugs and their metabolites into several groups on a

preparative scale can greatly ease the difficulties in the subsequent

specific separation of a drug and its metabolites into individual

components. Since pentazocine metabolites in greyhound urine are found

to be in a fairly small amount[191, an enrichment step where

metabolites are pre-concentrated is therefore also necessary prior to

the use of more specific separation by HPLC for further purification.

Most separations are carried out by various chromatographic
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techniques, and high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) provides

very selective separation results. There have been numbers of

different HPLC systems used for the study of the pentazocine parent

drug itself in biological samples: a reversed-phase HPLC system (C18

column; acetonitrile-water-ammonium chloride, pH 8, mobile phase) was

first used to investigate pentazocine in blood samples12°1; a

different ion-pair reversed-phase HPLC system (C18 column; sodium

octanesulfonate-methanol-phosphoric acid, mobile phase) and a normal

phase HPLC system (5 um Silica column; chloroform-methanol

-isopropylamine, mobile phase) was applied for the analysis of

pentazocine hydrochloride in tablets[211; pentazocine tablets were

also assayed by a method using a nitrile-bonded reverse phase column, a

methanol-0.003 M ammonium acetate (90 + 10) mobile phase(221; while

another reversed-phase HPLC system (C18 column; citrate

buffer-acetonitrile-pyridine, mobile phase) was used to analyze

pentazocine in human blood1231.

Among all of the factors contributing to the separation assay

development, the type of chromatography applied is considered first.

Reversed-phase systems (non-polar bonded-phase columns) are more

commonly used in pharmaceutical analysis due to, for example, the

aqueous mobile phase used that is compatible with biological materials

and particularly suitable for the quantitative analysis of conjugates

of drugs and metabolites1241. However, using bonded stationary phase

materials with aqueous methanol or acetonitrile eluents containing

inorganic salts, pairing ions and/or organic amines in the analysis of

basic drugs was noted to have difficulties[25I, and hence may not be
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appropriate for the proposed study.

Normal-phase systems frequently offer better resolution of isomers

and functional classes than reversed-phase systems [26,271. The

selective separation of isomers in the normal-phase system is achieved

because the polar functional groups are adsorbed by the silinol

surface, and isomeric compounds which have different polarities due to

different attachments of the functional group are therefore readily

separated1271. In addition, because the mobile phases used in normal

phase HPLC systems are volatile, it has another advantage that allows

simpler, more efficient concentration by evaporation and transfer steps

for subsequent spectroscopic structural characterizations of the

separated components.

Mobile phase composition in normal-phase liquid chromatography is

critical to selectivity and retention of analytes [28,29,301.

Therefore the selection of the mobile phase solvent becomes the first

and major decision in a successful separation development. The most

comprehensive and widely accepted method for characterizing mobile

phase solvent selectivity is the Snyder solvent selectivity triangle

concept [28,29,301. This method categorizes solvents into three

classes according to their interaction with analyte: proton acceptor,

proton donor, and large dipole. All commonly used solvents fall into

eight different groups, and the solvents with similar selectivities

(but perhaps different solvent strength) should be within the same

group. The optimization of mobile phase selectivity therefore can be

readily achieved by picking the appropriate solvents from different

groups after an appropriate solvent strength is obtained by varying

percentages of a pilot solvent in the mobile phase solvent system.
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The initial selection of the mobile phase composition can be

carried out by pilot TLC separation, which has been commonly applied in

liquid-solid column chromatography, for example, flash column

chromatographyI311 for preparative separations. However, based on

the Snyder adsorption model1321, TLC plates coated with silica should

have the same retention mechanism as normal-phase HPLC for the

separation, and mobile phase solvents for normal-phase HPLC can be

pre-selected by TLC for their selectivity, and then an appropriate

retention time can be achieved by slightly adjusting the percentages of

the solvents.

In the present study, a normal-phase HPLC system with polar

eluents has been developed for the separation of a pair of pentazocine

metabolic isomers in greyhound urine. After the hydrolysis and

extraction to isolate pentazocine metabolites from the greyhound urine,

a pre-TLC separation was conducted first, which served two purposes:

(1) the enrichment and group separation of pentazocine metabolite

isomers of interest from the urine extract, and (2) initial scouting

for an appropriate mobile phase for later normal-phase HPLC separation

of this pair of isomers. Therefore, the elution of the TLC band

corresponding to the pair of metabolic isomers not only provided a

relatively clean extract, but also pre-selected the mobile phase

composition for further complete separation of the isomers by a

normal-phase HPLC system. The specificity of the HPLC separation

developed in this manner is further validated by mass spectrometry

(MS).
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2. Experimental

Extraction of pentazocine and its metabolites (Fig. 111.1). The

greyhound urine (1000 ml) collected after the intravenous

administration of pentazocine was mixed with 400 ml of pH 5 acetate

buffer and 0.71 g of $- glucuronidase (1,400,000 units/g, Sigma Chemical

Company). The urine was incubated for 36 hours at 37°C. After the

hydrolysis, the urine was cooled to the room temperature and adjusted

to pH 9.0 with the addition of concentrated ammonium hydroxide. The

solution was then extracted twice with 500 and 250 ml of cyclohexane,

and the organic phase was removed and washed with water. After

dehydration with anhydrous sodium sulphate, the combined cyclohexane

phase was filtered and evaporated to dryness.

The urine remaining after the first extraction was extracted again

twice with 500 and 250 ml of pre-mixed extracting solvent consisting of

methylene chloride and isopropanol (3:1, v/v), the organic phase was

removed and washed with water. After dehydration with anhydrous sodium

sulphate, the combined methylene chloride and isopropanol phase was

filtered and evaporated to dryness.

The urine after all extractions was sealed under nitrogen in a

freezer for further treatment by XAD-2 resin.

Thin Layer Chromatography. TLC analyses were performed on

Kieselgel 60/ Kieselge1254 silica gel plates (EM Science). The

samples were spotted as a band 1 cm from the bottom edge of each of the

plates. The plates were developed 5 cm from the origin in a tank

previously saturated in freshly prepared developing solvents for about
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30 minutes. The plates were visualized under 254 nm and 366 nm

ultraviolet light in a Chromato-Vue cabinet (model CC-601 UVP Inc.),

and subjected to different spray reagents in the following order: (1)

Dragendorff reagent, (2) 5% sodium nitrite, and (3) cupric chloride

solution. The colored bands produced by the nitrogen containing

compounds after each spray were noted and compared with sample blanks

after being dried. The suspected metabolite elution bands were also

subjected to GC/MS analysis.

The elution bands obtained after TLC separation were prepared for

further HPLC separation as follows: while being observed under UV light

the band of interest was scraped off the plate onto a weighing paper,

transferred to a 100 x 13 mm tube and extracted twice by 2 ml methanol

with 30 41 ammonium hydroxide. The tube was centrifuged after mixing.

The supernatant was transferred to another clean tube and evaporated to

dryness by a Speed Vac Concentrator (model SVC100H, Savant Instruments

Inc., Hicksville, NY). The residue was dissolved in HPLC mobile phase,

filtered and subjected to HPLC separation.

High-performance liquid chromatography. Analyses were performed

using a Beckman (Beckman, Berkely, CA, U.S.A.) HPLC system Model 110A

pump, Becman Model 160 variable wavelength detector set at 280 nm,

Altex 210 injector (Altex-Beckman, San Ramone, CA, U.S.A.) and Altex

Ultrasphere-Si column (25 x 4.5 mm I.D.; 5 4m particle size). The

mobile phase of chloroform-3% methanol 0.015% ammonium hydroxide, and

chloroform-5% methanol 0.015% ammonium hydroxide was pumped at a

flow-rate of 2 ml/min.

Gas chromatography-Mass spectrometry. In order to analyze the TLC
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plates and confirm the HPLC results, the TLC elution bands and the

fractions collected from HPLC were analyzed by MS. Each of the samples

obtained from either TLC or HPLC in amounts equivalent to analytes

contained in approximately 5 ml urine sample, were dried under a stream

of nitrogen. Each of the residues were then dissolved in 10 mg/ml

sodium acetate in methanol, and evaporated again under a nitrogen

stream. A 100-al volume of Sylon BFT (Supelco) was added, and the

solution was heated at 60°C for 25 minutes to form the

trimethylsilylated derivatives for gas chromatographic-mass

spectrometric (GC/MS) analysis. After the silylation reaction was

completed, the solutions were evaporated under a nitrogen stream, and

the residues were dissolved in 50 al of methylene chloride. A 2.5-al

volume of the sample in methylene chloride was injected into the gas

chromatograph of the GC/MS system (Finnigan 1020B mass spectrometer

equipped with a Perkin Elmer Sigma 3B gas chromatograph). The

chromatograph was equipped with a 30 m x 0.25 mm i.d. DB-5 capillary

column (J & W Scientific, Inc.). Operating temperatures were as

follows: injector, 260°C, GC temperature program was from 165 to 210°C

at 3°C/minutes; interface, 280°C; source, 80°C. The carrier gas was

helium, at a flow-rate of 33 cm3/sec. The mass spectra were obtained

at an ionization energy of 70 eV and scanned from 45 to 500 a.m.u..

Pentazocine was identified by comparison with a mass spectrum of an

analytical standard. The metabolites were identified by the

characteristic fragments in their spectral181.
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3. Materials and Reagents

J.T.Baker HPLC grade methanol, chloroform, methylene chloride,

2-propanol(isopropanol), cyclohexane (VWR Scientific, Denver, CO,

U.S.A.). Pentazocine (Sterling, USA). ,6-glucuronidase (1,400,000

units/g, Sigma Chemical Company). TLC plates (pre-coated silica gel,

60F254, 0.25 mm. thick, EM Science). Dragendorff reagent: Dissolve

1.3 g of bismuth subnitrate in a mixture of 60 ml distilled water and

15 ml glacial acetic acid, dissolve 12.0 g of potassium iodide in 30 ml

of distilled water, mix these two solutions diluted with 100 ml

distilled water and 25 ml glacial acetic acid. Cupric chloride

solution: dissolve 25 g of cupric chloride in 75 ml distilled water and

25 ml methanol. All other chemicals were of analytical reagent grade.

4. Results and Discussion

TLC pre-separation and HPLC mobile phase initial scouting. Table

III. 1 summarizes the developing solvent systems tested and the

separation results along with Rf values for pentazocine for each TLC

development. The Rf value is defined as:

Rf

distance of pentazocine spot from origin

distance of solvent front from origin

One of the purposes of performing TLC pre-separation prior to the
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Table III.1 Summary of TLC developing solvent systems.

Solvent Composition
(v/v/v)

Rf
for Pent.

Metabolites
Separation *

EtOAc /MeOH 9/1 0.28 C

CHC13 /MeOH 9/1 0.24 C

DMC/Me0H 9/1 0.22 C

ACETONE /MeOH 9.5/0.5 0.25 C

HEXANE/Me0H 9/1 0.03 C

EtOAc PURE 0:10 C

HEXANE PURE 0.00 C

Et0Ac/Me0H/NH4OH 20/2/0.5 0.71 A

ACETONE/Me0H/NH4OH 16/4/0.5 0.74 B

CHC13/Me0H/NH4OH 20/2/0.5 0.66 A

DMC /MeOH /NH4OH 18/2/0.5 0.75 A

Et0Ac/Me0H/NH4OH 8.5/1/0.5 0.68 _

Et0Ac/Me0H/HOAc 8.5/1/0.5 0.17

Et0Ac/Me0H/H20 8.5/1/0.5 0.16

* The separation of pentazocine metabolites on TLC plates in different
solvent systems are rated as: A good, B bad, C worst.
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final HPLC separation is to estimate approximately the polarity of the

mobile phase composition for subsequence HPLC analysis. In drug

metabolite analysis in biological samples, the analytes and

interferences to be separated after the solvent extraction often have

medium polarity. Therefore, this pilot separation by TLC was helpful

because normal-phase HPLC to be applied later, uses a polar stationary

phase, silica, which will strongly adsorb any compounds with polar

functional groups. In normal-phase chromatography, it is customary to

add small amounts of a "polar modifier" such as methanol to a non-polar

mobile phase such as hexane1271. However, as shown in Table III.1

and Fig. III.2a, 111.2b, under both pure hexane and hexane with

methanol developing solvent systems, pentazocine is barely eluted.

Obviously, a modified mobile phase composition is needed.

A proper mobile phase composition can be obtained under the

guidance of chromatographic retention theory, which describes the

interactions in a given chromatographic system. There are many

theories that have been developed attempting to explain the

interactions within the normal phase HPLC system, and hence to predict

retention of analytes and their separation. Snyder and co-workers have

developed an adsorption theory based on the displacement of mobile

phase solvent molecules by analytes molecules from the sites on the

stationary phasef321. In the hexane based solvent systems, the slow

elution of pentazocine observed would thus be due to insufficient

solvent polarity according to Snyder's theory, and a solvent system

consisting of more polar solvents, which would pre-adsorb on the

surface of the silica, should give faster elution for pentazocine.

The reason is that the free energy required for displacement of polar

solvent molecules
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Figure 111.2 Schematic representation of pentazocine metabolites

separation by TLC (pre-coated silica gel plates,

60F254, 0.25 mm. thick, EM Science). Developing

solvents: (a) Hexane; (b) Hexane/Methanol (9/1, v/v);

(c) Ehtyl acetate; (d) Ethyl acetate/Methanol (9/1,

v/v).
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pre-adsorbed on the surface of silica by pentazocine molecules must be

greater than that of displacement of non-polar solvents molecules, and

pentazocine molecules therefore will be less likely to be adsorbed by

the silica surface. This prediction proved to have a pronounced

effect, as shown in Table 111.1 and Fig. III.2c, III.2d; the solvents

with polar functional groups showed faster elution for the pentazocine

on the silica TLC plates, and the elution rate increased as the

polarity of the solvent increased.

Although faster elution is achieved using polar solvents with a

methanol modifier, as shown in Fig. III.2c and III.2d, the separation

is severely damaged by band tailings. There are several different

phenomena that can lead to band tailingsr271. By carefully examining

these different causes of band tailings and applying them to the

separation of pentazocine metabolites, it was decided that the tailings

should be suppressed by adding acid, base or water to the mobile phase

depending on whether acidic or basic compounds are to be separated or

some other problem such as the "system mismatch" is encountered[27].

As shown in Fig. 111.3 and Table 111.1, by adding ammonia to the mobile

phase, the tailings are cured and the separations are dramatically

improved. Also note from Table III.1 that the additions of either acid

or water have relatively small effects on the elution rate of

pentazocine. The better separation for the solvent extracts (the XAD-2

fraction is excluded) provided by the addition of the base into the

mobile phase may be attributed to both the basic properties of the

metabolites, and the change of the silinol surface of the column by the

basic modifier in the mobile phase.

The best selectivity can be obtained by changing the mobile phase
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Figure 111.3 Schematic representation of pentazocine metabolites

separation by TLC (pre-coated silica gel plates,

60F254, 0.25 mm. thick, EM Science); Developing solvent

system: Chloroform/Methanol/Ammonia (97/3/0.015%, v/v/v):

(a) Application of combined solvent extracts; (b)

Application of individual extracts.
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solvent to a solvent from a different solvent group, according to the

Snyder solvent selectivity triangle theory (which states that solvents

belonging to the same group should produce similar selectivities,

whereas solvents from different groups exhibit different

selectivity'271). Four solvents from different solvent groups in the

triangle are selected to optimize the separation: methylene chloride

(group V), chloroform (group VIII), ethyl acetate (group VIa), and

acetone (group VIa). The findings in the solvent selectivity studies

for the pentazocine metabolite separation are rather different from

those predicted from the theory. For example, the separation using

solvent system A (CHC13 /MeOH /NH4OH) is similar to that of solvent

system C (CH2C12/Me0H/NH4OH), as shown in Table 111.2, despite

the fact that methylene chloride and chloroform belong to two different

solvent selectivity groups in the triangle and are supposed to exhibit

different selectivities for a given separation. Also a solvent system

consisting of ethyl acetate, methanol and ammonia shows quite different

selectivity from that of a solvent system consisting of acetone,

methanol and ammonia of a similar solvent strength for the separation

of pentazocine and its metabolites, despite the fact that both ethyl

acetate and acetone come from the same solvent group in the Snyder

selective solvent triangle. Fig. 111.3 shows the schematic

representation of the TLC separation of pentazocine and its metabolites

(after extractions) using developing solvent system A.

The failure of the Snyder solvent selectivity triangle to predict

the separation of pentazocine and its metabolites in normal-phase

chromatography with polar solvents might be attributed to the

assumptions in this concept. The triangle concept assumes that the
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Table 111.2 Rf values of pentazocine and its metabolits in TLC.

Spots
(Metabolites)

Rf (a)
Solvent System

B ** C ***

PENTAZOCINE 1.00 1.00 1.00

MET1 1.13 0.76 1.07

MET2 1.13 0.76 1.07

MET3 0.74 0.51 0.64

MET4 0.43 0.11 0.49

MET5 0.88 0.70 0.79

MET6 0.60 0.22 0.53

Solvent system A: CHC13 /MeOH /NH4OH: 97/3/0.5 (v/v/v).

** Solvent system 8: EtOAc /MeOH /NH4OH: 85/5/0.5 (v/v/v).

*** Solvent system C: DMC /MeOH /NH4OH: 90/10/0.5 (v/v/v).

(a). Rf values are relataive to the Rf of authentic pentazocine.

Rf(relative) = Rf(metabolites)/Rf(pentazocine).

Rf The fractional movement of a solute band, relative to
the distance moved by the solvent front.
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selectivity of a given separation is mainly determined by the various

intermolecular interactions between the solvent and analyte molecules,

and therefore the solvents are grouped by using three probe analytes

each representing proton-donor, proton-acceptor, and large dipole

interaction. It is also assumed that the stationary phase in a given

chromatography system and the nature of analytes to be separated play a

less important role in a separationf331. This is in direct

contradiction to the solvent/analytes displacement theory[32I, where

a change in the ability of solvent molecules to interact with a silica

surface should create profound differences in solvent selectivity for

given analytes.

Furthermore, the observed discrepancy for the solvent selectivity

triangle may result from the fact that pentazocine and its metabolites

contain both proton-donor (-OH) and proton-acceptor (-NR2) functional

groups, which should be more complicated in terms of the

chromatographic interactions than those probe compounds (each contains

only a single functional group) used to establish the Snyder solvent

triangle. The implication is that, perhaps, solvents can be grouped by

using new probe compounds which contain both acidic and basic

functional groups for a particular drug analysis and other more complex

molecules, and/or the solvent selectivity may be categorized according

to a given stationary phase. For example, the solvent selectivity can

be categorized according to the interaction between solvent molecules

and silica surface for a silica stationary phase.

The Snyder solvent triangle concept is still by far one of the

most comprehensive and widely accepted techniques for characterizing

solvent selectivity. The concept of the Snyder solvent triangle
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might be extended to drug analysis, where drdgs and their metabolites

are in the same class (e.g. morphine analgesics). That is, the solvent

selectivity can be characterized by selecting probe drugs which

represent a typical functionality for a class of drugs, or drugs can be

similarly characterized in terms of their interaction with both the

solvent and the stationary phases by using probe solvents.

High-performance liquid chromatography. A normal-phase HPLC

system was eluted first with a mobile phase composition optimized by

TLC analysis (chloroform/methanol/ammonia, 97/3/0.015%, v/v/v), and

then with a slightly adjusted composition to produce shorter analysis

time (chloroform/methanol/ammonia, 95/5/0.015%, v/v/v). The

chromatographic separation of MET1 and MET2 in the samples collected

after TLC pre-separation is shown in Fig. 111.4. Pentazocine was also

injected under the same chromatographic conditions and the chromatogram

is shown in Fig. 111.5. The symmetric shape of pentazocine peak again

indicates a well managed chromatographic condition under normal-phase

column elution with a polar solvent system for a moderately polar drug

analysis.

In order to confirm the HPLC results, the collected fractions

before and after the HPLC separation of pentazocine metabolite isomers

MET1 and MET2 were analyzed by GC/MS. Fig. 111.6 shows a GC/MS

chromatogram obtained before HPLC separation of MET1 and MET2. The

peak at 1500 scan counts is a major interference in the same eluting

band as MET1 and MET2 in the TLC pre-separation. The peak at 1778 scan

counts is the pentazocine parent drug injected with the sample as a

reference. The peaks at 1876 and 1902 scan counts are MET1 and MET2,

respectively. The mass spectra of MET1 and MET2 trimethylsilylated
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Figure 111.4 Normal phase chromatograms of (a) pentazocine

metabolite MET1 and (b) pentazocine metabolite MET2 with

mobile phase: Chloroform/Methanol/Ammonia (95/5/0.015%,

v/v/v), stationary phase: 5 um silica, and flow rate:

2 ml/min: (A) Sample injection of equivalent to 10 ml

urine extracts; (B) Sample injection of actual

collection for subsequence NMR analysis of MET1.
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Figure 111.5 Normal phase chromatogram of (a) pentazocine with

mobile phase: Chloroform/Methanol/Ammonia (95/5/0.015%,

v/v/v), stationary phase: 5 um silica, and folw rate:

2m1/min.
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Figure 111.6 GC/MS chromatograms of (a) interference, (b)

pentazocine, (c) MET1 and (d) MET2: (A). GC/MS

chromatogram obtained for collected TLC eluting band

before HPLC analysis; (B). Close-up of chromatogram (A).
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derivatives are shown in Fig. 111.7. MET1 and MET2 are identified as

pentazocine metabolites by comparison with the mass spectrum of the

pentazocine parent compound trimethylsilylated derivative (Fig. 111.8)

and tracing their characteristic fragmentation ions1181. Since MET1

and MET2 have virtually the same mass spectra, they must be geometric

isomers. The ion peak at m/z 387 in both the MET1 and MET2 mass

spectra is the trimethylsilylated derivative molecular ion. Other

important ions at m/z 69, 110, 274-6, 304, 319 resemble those of the

pentazocine parent compound. It is concluded that MET1 and MET2 are

metabolites of pentazocine produced by the additional attachment of a

methoxy group to the aromatic ring of the pentazocine parent structure,

and the isomerism of MET1 and MET2 is a result of different placement

of the methoxy group on the aromatic ring (Fiq. 111.9).

Fig. III.10 shows a GC/MS chromatogram of the fraction

corresponding to MET1 peak collected after the HPLC separation of MET1

and MET2. The appearance of a single peak with the mass spectrum of

MET1 confirms that a highly selective separation of isomers MET1 and

MET2 is achieved by the chosen HPLC conditions.

5. CONCLUSION

The method described has effectively separated a pair of

pentazocine metabolic isomers from greyhound urine. The specificity of

this separation has been documented by GC/MS, and the separation has

been proved fully satisfactory in terms of providing pure NMR spectral

quality samples for the subsequence NMR identification of the MET1
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Figure 111.7 Mass spectra of pentazocine metabolites MET1 and MET2:

(a) mass spectrum of pentazocine metabolite MET1

trimethylsilylated derivative; (b) mass spectrum of

pentazocine metabolite MET2 trimethylsilylated

derivative.
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derivative.
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Figure 111.9 Structures of pentazocine metabolites MET1 and MET2.
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Figure III.10 GC/MS chromatograms of (a) pentazocine metabolite

MET1: (A) GC/MS chromatogram obtained for the fraction

collected for MET1 after HPLC separation; (B) Close-up

of chromatogram (A).
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molecular structure. In addition to estimating approximately the

necessary polarity of and selectivity of the mobile phase for the

subsequence HPLC separation, the initial TLC analysis has also served

as a pre-separation step to eliminate very polar interferences which

are common in a biological sample analysis, and to reduce the number of

analytes to be separated in a single HPLC injection. This is done by

collecting the elution band corresponding to the mixture of pentazocine

metabolites MET1 and MET2 from the TLC plates, which greatly simplified

the selection of subsequence HPLC separation conditions. The strategy

applied in the separation has been successful in methods development

for the separation of isomers, and the findings in the solvent

selectivity implicate the potential and the need for further study in

this field.
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1. Introduction

Biotransformation is the major factor limiting the intensity and

duration of the effects of analgesics, and therefore metabolism studies

become the center piece to much of biochemical and pharmacological

research. The biotransformation of a drug may result in a diversity of

metabolites with widely differing physico-chemical properties.

Structural elucidations of these metabolites are further complicated by

the fact that they are usually present in trace amounts within a

complex biological sample matrix.

As a well established tool for structure elucidation studies, mass

spectrometry has been extensively used in the field of metabolite

identification. The use of GC/MS in the characterization of

metabolites clearly has advantages because GC/MS combines both powerful

separation and identification tools into one method, and hence the

direct analysis after a simple solvent clean-up procedure by GC/MS is

possible without tedious isolation and a large sample size requirement.

Characterization of all of the metabolites derived from a drug

present in a complex biological sample matrix is a difficult task.

Nonetheless, the inherent difficulties can be somewhat reduced by the

fact that the structure of the parent drug is known, and that the

metabolites will retain most or at least parts of the original

substructure of the parent compound. In an attempt to characterize the

structures of pentazocine (Fig. IV.1) metabolites in greyhounds, the

present paper studies the fragmentation pathways of trimethylsilylated
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Figure IV.1 Structure of pentazocine.
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pentazocine upon electron impact (EI), and then applies these

fragmentation pathways to identify metabolites of pentazocine, in

particular, to differentiate the positional isomers due to trans- or

cis- functional group attachment to the terminal methyl groups of the

dimethylallyl side chain of the structure.

2. Experimental

Drug administration and sample collection. Four greyhounds were

used. After the intravenous administration of 40 mg pentazocine

hydrochloride in aqueous solution to each dog, urine samples were

collected naturally into a urinal at 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 24 hours.

All samples were frozen for subsequent experiments. Aliquots of 500 ml

urine collected at 4 and 6 hours were combined for gas

chromatographic-mass spectrometric analysis of pentazocine metabolites.

Urine sample preparation. A 25-ml volume of combined 4 and 6 hour

urine samples was adjusted to pH 6 with acetic acid, and then was

incubated with 125,000 units of )5-glucuronidase (1,400,000 units/g,

Sigma Chemical Company) in 50 ml of 1.0 M acetate buffer (pH 5.0) at

65°C for 3 h for enzymatic hydrolysis. The solution was cooled to room

temperature and adjusted to pH 9.5 with 5.0 M sodium hydroxide, and

then extracted twice with two 75-ml portions of pre-mixed methylene

chloride:isopropanol (3:1, v/v). The combined organic phase was added

to 25 ml of aqueous saturated sodium bicarbonate solution and shaken

for 3 minutes. After dehydration with anhydrous sodium sulphate, the

organic phase was filtered and evaporated to dryness under reduced

pressure at 35°C.
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After the methylene chloride:isopropanol extraction, the aqueous

phase was adjusted to pH 2-4 with acetic acid, taken to one-tenth of

the original urine volume by a Lyophilyzer, dissolved in about twice

the original volume of absolute ethanol, and stood overnight in a

freezer. The solutions were taken to dryness under a nitrogen stream

after filtering out the precipitate. The residue was taken up in water

and submitted to an Amberlite XAD-2 (Eastman Kodak) column. The column

was rinsed with water and then eluted with methanol. The aunt was

taken to dryness.

Both residues were dissolved in 5 ml of benzene, and a 100-al

volume of benzene solution was evaporated to dryness under a nitrogen

stream at 45°C. The residues were then dissolved in 10 mg/ml sodium

acetate in methanol, and evaporated again under a nitrogen stream. A

100-al volume of Sylon BFT (Supelco) was added, and the solution was

heated at 60°C for 25 minutes to form the trimethylsilylated

derivatives for gas chromatographic-mass spectrometric (GC/MS)

analysis. After the silylation reaction was completed, the solutions

were evaporated under a nitrogen stream, and the residues were

dissolved in 50 al of methylene chloride.

Identification of pentazocine and its metabolites in urine. For

each solution obtained from the previous step, a 2.5-11 volume of the

trimethylsilylated sample was injected into the gas chromatograph of

the GC/MS system (Finnigan 1020B mass spectrometer equipped with a

Perkin Elmer Sigma 3B gas chromatograph). The chromatograph was

equipped with a 30 m x 0.25 mm i.d. DB-5 capillary column (J & W
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Scientific, Inc.). Operating temperatures were as follows: injector,

260°C, GC temperature program was from 165 to 210°C at 3°C/min.;

interface, 280°C; source, 80°C. The carrier gas was helium, at a

flow-rate of 33 cm3/sec. The mass spectra were obtained at an

electron ionization energy of 70 eV and scanned from 45 to 500 a.m.u..

Pentazocine was identified by comparison with the mass spectrum of a

trimethylsilylated pentazocine standard obtained by direct injection of

a analytical standard into GC/MS.

3. Results and Discussion

Mass spectrum of pentazocine trimethylsilylated derivative and its

fragmentation pathways. It is reasonable to assume that upon electron

impact, ionization of a pentazocine molecule should occur by loss of an

n-electron of either the nitrogen or oxygen atom, or by loss of a

7E-electron of the aromatic ring, because of their relatively low

ionization energy (favorability for ionization generally is in the

order of a- < 7r- < n-electrons[341). Consequently, intermediates

with radical and charge sites are generated, which can lead to

fragmentation.

The mass spectrum of trimethylsilylated pentazocine along with its

structure is shown in Fig. IV.2. The molecular ion is at m/z 357.

Other prominent and important fragment ions (m/z) are 342, 289, 274,

244 (245, 246), 110, 73, 69, 68.

The base ion peak at m/z 73 is produced by losing the

trimethylsilyl group derivatized to the phenolic functional group. As
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Figure IV.2 Mass spectrum of trimethylsilylated pentazocine
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shown in Fig. IV.3, this fragmentation is initiated by the positive

charge site at the oxygen atom upon the electron impact, and a pair of

electrons can be withdrawn from the adjacent bondi351. Consequently,

a cleavage reaction (inductive cleavage, i) results in loss of the-

trimethylsilylated group with positive charge transferred to the

silicon atom, producing a characteristic ion peak at m/z 73. This base

peak is expected to show in all metabolite trimethylsilylated

derivative mass spectra if the phenolic functional group exists.

The appearance of an ion peak at m/z 289 is one of the

characteristic features of the mass spectrum of pentazocine

trimethylsilylated derivative. The formation of this ion is probably

associated with loss of the fragment I attached to the nitrogen atom of

the pentazocine molecule as indicated by Pathway I in Fig. IV.4. As

shown in Fig. IV.4, Pathway I involves a intramolecular hydrogen

rearrangement initiated by the radical site at the nitrogen

atom1361. The new radical site generated by the hydrogen

rearrangement can then initiate the cleavage of the nearby C-N, 1361

and hence, a neutral fragment I (C5H8) and an ion at m/z 289 are

formed.

It should be pointed out that this intramolecular hydrogen

rearrangement is favored because of the steric selectivity of the

six-membered-ring transition state. Referring to Fig. IV.4, it can be

noted that only the hydrogens attached to the methyl group in the cis

position at the end of the double bond can have such an orientation.

In other words, if there are no hydrogens in the cis position, the

intramolecular rearrangement would not take place, and the

characteristic ion produced by Pathway I would not exist. This mass
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spectral information can be used to distinguish between possible

stereoisomers due to trans or cis attachment to the terminal carbons

for the double bond.

However, a secondary cleavage reaction is possible for fragment

m/z 289, because of the strong tendency for electron pairing at the

nitrogen radical site 1361remaining in fragment m/z 289. Thus, the

odd electron is donated to form a new bond to an atom adjacent to the

nitrogen radical site, and accompanied by the bond cleavage of an

a-atom to the same nitrogen atom (a-cleavage). This secondary

fragmentation of the mlecular ion m/z 357 is shown in Fig. IV.5a.

After the secondary a-cleavage reaction, the product ion still has

an unpaired electron, which can initiate yet another hydrogen

rearrangement ("consecutive" rearrangement[361), accompanied by

further secondary a-cleavage fragmentations. Consequently, two

secondary fragment ions are formed. As shown in Fig. IV.5b (Pathway

II), one characteristic fragment ion m/z 110 appears in the pentazocine

trimethylsilylated derivative mass spectrum as a secondary product of

the molecular ion m/z 357, formed by further losing the aromatic moiety

from fragment m/z 289. Fragment ion m/z 274 accounts for another

secondary product produced by further lose of a methyl group from

fragment m/z 289 described as Pathway III in Fig. IV.5c.

The positive charge site at the nitrogen atom can also initiate a

cleavage reaction involving attraction of a pair of electrons from the

adjacent bond1361. As shown in Fig. IV.6 (Pathway IV), such

inductive cleavage will result in losing an entire side-chain part of

the pentazocine molecule with the positive charge transferred to the

carbon atom bound to the nitrogen in the side-chain. As the result,
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the characteristic ion peak at m/z 69 is produced.

It is also conceivable that the same inductive cleavage can take

place after the intramolecular hydrogen rearrangement described

previously (Fig. IV.4). The ion peak at m/z 68 should be produced by

this fragmentation as shown in Fig. IV.7 (Pathway V).

It is obvious that the inductive cleavage in Pathway V is

competing with the a-cleavage initiated by the radical site resulting

from the hydrogen rearrangement in Pathways I and IV. The fate of

fragmentation Pathway V is thus dependant upon whether there is a

favorable site to loose a hydrogen for the rearrangement, and the

stability of the product ion which contains a radical site (unpaired

electron). That is, if the product ion of Pathway V can stabilize the

radical site, for example, by resonance-stabilization, then the

characteristic ion peak resulting from Pathway V should appear;

otherwise Pathway V would be unfavorable, and the characteristic ion

produced by Pathway IV (which has one unit of m/z more than that of

Pathway V product ion) may appear with a higher relative abundance. In

the case of pentazocine, the fact that the relative abundance of the

peak at m/z 69 is higher than that of m/z 68 (67% vs. 16% to the base

peak) indicates that fragmentation Pathway IV is favored.

Ion peaks produced by Pathway IV or V are very good indications of

changes on the side-chain structure, because their product ions involve

only the side-chain. That is, a higher relative abundance of the

characteristic ion produced by Pathway V should be the indication of a

favorable fragmentation reaction, which should contain a favorable site

to loose a hydrogen for the rearrangement, for example, containing a

electronegative atom such as oxygen, or result in a stabilized product
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structure with a unpaired electron.

It is also possible that upon electron impact, the radical and

charge site occurs at the aromatic ring, which looses a 7-electron due

to its relatively low ionization energy[341. This radical site would

then initiate a series of fragmentations through an intermediate

ion[371. A group of characteristic ion peaks at m/z 244, 245 and 246

are the products of such reactions referred as Pathway VI in Fig.

IV.8. As shown at the far left of Fig. IV.8, an a-cleavage initiated

by the radical-site at the aromatic ring takes place first in Pathway

VI, which forms an intermediate with the radical site moved to the

methylene group near the nitrogen atom. The stabilization of the

radical site in this intermediate then drives the secondary

fragmentation, which involves radical site rearrangement accompanied by

a bond cleavage at the nitrogen atom. As the result, a nitrogen

containing fragment is lost from the intermediate because of larger

electronegativity of nitrogen atom. Thus, a three-bond cleavage in the

intermediate ion will result in losing a neutral fragment II with a

radical-site relocate at the aromatic ring (Fig. IV.8a), and ion m/z

244 will be formed. The ion peak m/z 245 is produced by an ion formed

by a double-bond cleavage in the intermediate ion accompanied by losing

fragment III (Fig. IV.8b), which is a resonance-stabilized radical

product. Ion peak at m/z 246 is from an ion formed by single-bond

cleavage in the intermediate ion to loose a neutral fragment IV (Fig.

IV.8c), and as a product, ion m/z 246 itself is a resonance-stabilized
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Figure IV.8 Fragmentation Pathway VI: (a) producing ion m/z 244, (b) producing ion
m/z 245 and (c) producing ion m/z 246.
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radical 1
.

For the purpose of structure elucidation, the characteristic

fragment ions in pentazocine trimethylsilylated derivative mass

spectrum are put into three classes. As shown in Fig. IV.1, if the

pentazocine structure is described as consisting of three parts,

substructures A, B and C, then ion peaks at m/z 298 would contain

substructures A and B. The characteristic ion peak at m/z 274

represents substructure A and B without a methyl group originally

attached to the edge of substructure B. Characteristic ion peak at m/z

110 contains mostly substructure B except for a methylene group (next

to substructure A). Characteristic ion peaks at m/z 69 and 68 indicate

the existence of substructure C. Finally, the unique appearance of the

ion peak groups at m/z 244, 245 and 246 come from substructure A plus

half of the substructure B with the nitrogen atom. Thus, the

characteristic ion peaks described cover the entire pentazocine

molecular structure. Table IV.1 summarizes the fragmentation pathways,

their corresponding product ions and the structural implications.

The difficulties of structural characterization of drug

metabolites can be greatly reduced by the fact that most of metabolites

usually retain a large portion of the structure of their parent drug

with additional small functional groups attached. This has been found

to be

1
As noted for the Pathway V proposed, an important driving force for

such reaction is stabilization of the radical site. Hence, the ion m/z
244, whose radical and charge site is located in a stable aromatic ring
system, and a stable neutral product fragment II make the particular ion
production most favorable. Likewise, the resonance-stabilized radical ion
m/z 246 with an unstable fragment IV make this fragmentation reaction
least favorable. This also explains the fact that the relative abundance
of m/z 244 > 245 > 246.
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Table IV.1. Important Mass Spectral Fragment Ions (m/z)
and the Structural Implications for the
Trimethylsilylated Derivative of Pentazocine *.

Fragmentation
Pathway **

Characteristic
Mass Fragments

Structural Implication

M+ 357 Molecular Ion

V 69 Substructure C

IV 68 Substructure C H (H rearrangement)

II 110 Substructure B CH2

VI 244-6 Substructure A + B C7H13_15N

III 274 Substructure A + B CH3

I 289 Substructure A + B

TMS 73 TMS Derivative

Refering to structure below

Substructure A

(Aromatic ring) /

/
Substructure B

(N-ring)

Substructure C

(Side-chain)

N
** Refering to the fragmentation Pathway responsible for the

corresponding fragment ion (see text for details).
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the case in the pentazocine metabolism.E67778991 In GC/MS analysis,

such a small functional group attached to a large molecule will only

change the mass spectrum of the parent compound by merely increasing

the mass of the specific ion fragments which contain this functional

group, without changing the relative abundances of these ions to a

great extent1381 unless this functional group makes the fragmentation

pathway more or less favorable or changes the stabilities of the

products. Therefore, by tracing the characteristic fragments in a

metabolite mass spectrum, one can discover the nature and locations of

the additional substituents added to the pentazocine molecular

structure. For example, a common feature of the mass spectra of all

metabolites is the presence of a characteristic ion peak produced by

Pathway I either at m/z 289 or at m/z 319, which indicates that

metabolites in greyhound urine may be divided into two categories

despite their differences in substructure C in Fig. IV.1. That is,

there are those metabolites with a 30 a.m.u. substituent added to

either substructure A or B, and those that have the same substructure A

and B as the pentazocine structure.

Identification of urinary metabolites. The metabolites were

identified with the normalized and background-subtracted mass spectra

of their trimethylsilylated derivatives.

The gas chromatographic retention times of the trimethylsilylated

derivatives of the metabolites are listed in Table IV.2. The

characteristic fragment ions observed in the mass spectra are

summarized in Table IV.3, and the relative abundances of the

corresponding characteristic ions are shown in Table IV.4.

Fig. IV.9 shows the mass spectrum of the trimethylsilylated
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Table IV.2 GC Relative Retention Time2 of the
Trimethylsilylated Derivatives of
Petazocine Metabolites.

Metabolites Relative Retention Time

PENT 1.00

MET1 1.06

MET2 1.07

MET3 1.15

MET4 1.19

MET5 1.23

MET6 1.28

MET73 1.28

MET8 1.40

MET9 1.41

2
Retention times of the trimethylsilylated derivatives of the

metabolites are relative to the retention time of a trimethylsilylated
derivative of pentazocine standard (29.53 min. on DB-5 column).
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Table IV.3. Important Fragment Ions (m/z).

Cmpd.
Substituent *

R1 R2 M+ V IV

Fragmentation Pathway **

II VI III I IX VIII VII TMS

PENT H CH3 357 68 69 110 244-6 274 289 73

MET1 OCH3 CH3 387 68 69 110 274-6 304 319 73

MET2 OCH3 CH3 387 68 69 110 274-6 304 319 73

MET3 H -CH2OTMS 445 156 110 244-6 274 289 342 73

MET4 H -CH2OTMS 445 157 110 244-6 274 289 342 73

MET5 OCH3-CH2OTMS 475 156 110 274-6 304 319 372 73

MET6 0CH3 -CH2OTMS 475 157 110 274-6 304 319 372 73

MET7 H -COOTMS 459 171 110 244-6 274 289 314 342 370 73

MET8 0CH3 -COOTMS 489 171 110 274-6 304 319 344 372 400 73

MET9 OCH3 -COOTMS 489 171 110 274-6 304 319 344 372 400 73

Refering to structure below

** Refering to the fragmentation Pathway responsible for the
corresponding fragment ion (see text for details).
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Table IV.4. Percent Abundances of Important Fragment
Ion Peaks Relative to the Base Peak.

Cmpd.
Substituent *

R1 R2 M+ V IV

Fragmentation

II VI

Pathway

III I IX VIII VII TMS

PENT H CH3 22 17 75 26 33,32,27 24 55 100

MET1 OCH3 CH3 26 16 67 27 33,35,27 21 100 69

MET2 OCH3 CH3 29 15 63 24 44,42,31 20 100 72

MET3 H -CH2OTMS 02 39 10 18,17,14 10 26 11 100

MET4 H -CH2OTMS 05 07 07 14,15,11 07 28 12 100

MET5 OCH3 -CH2OTMS 02 08 13 28,25,18 14 73 09 100

MET6 OCH3 -CH2OTMS 05 08 09 15,16,12 07 55 10 100

MET7 H -COOTMS 08 07 08 17,17,13 06 22 17 12 03 100

MET8 OCH3 -COOTMS 10 12 11 19,27,16 07 43 14 13 03 100

MET9 OCH3 -COOTMS 10 12 09 23,26,17 05 38 16 10 03 100

* Refering to the picture attached to Table IV.3.
** Refering to the fragmentation Pathway responsible for the

corresponding fragment ion (see text for detail).
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derivative of a metabolite which will be called MET1. The molecular

ion peak is at m/z 387, which shows a 30 a.m.0 increase comparing to

that of the pentazocine trimethylsilylated derivative. Other

characteristic ions at m/z 319, 304 and a group of ions at m/z 274,

275, 276 also indicate the same 30 a.m.0 increment in each fragment.

A characteristic ion appears at m/z 304, which has a relative

abundance of 21% of the base peak. Comparing this with that of the

pentazocine trimethylsilylated derivative mass spectrum, it is believed

that the ion at m/z 304 should be formed by Pathway III as shown in

Fig. IV.5c. Hence, the 30 a.m.0 increment, which is equivalent to a

methoxy group, should be attached to either substructure A or B as

shown in Table IV.1.

An unique appearance of a group of ions at m/z 274, 275, 276 and

their relative abundances ( 33% 35% 17% to the base ion peak) suggests

that they could be formed by Pathway VI shown in Fig. IV.8. This

observation further limits the location of the additional methoxy group

to either substructure A or the part of substructure B as indicated in

Table IV.1.

The existence of ion peaks at m/z 110 and 69, which should be

produced by Pathways II and IV, respectively, indicates that MET1

should have the same substructures B and C as those of pentazocine.

Therefore, the structure of MET1 is concluded to be similar to that of

pentazocine with an additional methoxy group added to the aromatic ring

portion (substructure A).

Metabolite MET2 shows the same trimethylsilylated derivative mass

spectrum as MET1 (Fig. IV. 10), but has a different GC retention time

(Table IV.2). Fig. IV.11 shows the GC/MS chromatogram of the injection
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of a mixture of MET1 and METZ. Structures of MET1 and MET2 are shown

in Fig. IV.12.

The molecular ion of the trimethylsilylated derivative of

metabolite MET3 is at m/z 445. The existence of ion peaks at m/z 110,

244-6, 274, 289 in its mass spectrum (Fig. IV.13) suggests that the

structure of MET3 is the same as pentazocine except for substructure

C. The absence is noted of ions at m/z 69 and m/z 68, which arise from

the side-chain (substructure C) in pentazocine. Instead, a

characteristic ion appears at m/z 156 (relative abundance 39%), which

could arise from the same Pathway V as the pentazocine ion at m/z 68

(relative abundance 17% in the pentazocine trimethylsilylated

derivative mass spectrum). Hence, the ion at m/z 156 is probably

responsible for the fragment from substructure C of MET3. An 89 a.m.0

increment in ion m/z 156 compared to that of m/z 68 for pentazocine

indicates that this additional functional group should be

trimethylsilylated with a hydroxyl group.

Similar to the fragmentation described in Fig. IV.3, if there is

an additional trimethylsilylated hydroxyl group attached to the end of

the side-chain, an inductive cleavage fragmentation should be expected

because of the positive charge site at the oxygen atom1361. A

characteristic ion peak at m/z 342 appears in the MET3

trimethylsilylated derivative mass spectrum as expected by such a

fragmentation (Fig. IV.14, Pathway VII). This information further

confirms the proposed hydroxylated metabolite structure.

The fact that ion peak at m/z 156 has a much higher relative
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Figure IV.11 GC/MS chromatogram of pentazocine metabolites (a) MET1 and (b) MET2.
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Figure IV.12 Structures of pentazocine metabolites MET1 and MET2.
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abundance than that of m/z 157 (39% vs. 8%) indicates a favorable

fragmentation reaction Pathway V over Pathway IV. That is, a hydrogen

from the carbon cis position to the double bond is favored for the

intramolecular hydrogen rearrangement before the charge inductive

cleavage (Fig. IV.7, Pathway V). This characteristic ion indicates

that the additional hydroxyl group should be attached to the cis carbon

at the end of the double bond, which would therefore stabilize the new

radical site resulting from losing the hydrogen for the

rearrangement. (39,40,411
It is concluded that MET3 is a metabolite

of pentazocine due to the oxidation of its side chain (substructure C)

to a cis-alcohol.

Metabolite MET4 shows a similar trimethylsilylated derivative mass

spectrum (Fig. IV.15) as MET3, except that the characteristic ion peak

at m/z 157 has a higher relative abundance than that of m/z 156, and it

has a different GC retention time. Since, in this case, fragmentation

reaction Pathway IV, which produces the ion at m/z 157, appears to be a

bit more favored, like for pentazocine itself, there should be no

change in the methyl group cis to the double bond. Therefore it

appears that MET4 is an isomer of MET3 with the hydroxyl group attached

in the trans position to the double bond. Structures of MET3 and MET4

are shown in Fig. IV.16.

The mass spectrum of the trimethylsilylated derivative of MET5

(Fig. IV.17) shows a molecular ion at m/z 475. Similar to the mass

spectrum of MET1, it shows characteristic ion peaks at m/z 319, 304,

110 and a group of ions at m/z 274, 275 and 276. According to proposed

fragmentation Pathways I, II, III and VI, these product ions are an

indication of a methoxy group added to the aromatic ring portion of
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MET3 (cis-OH)

9H2OH

MET4 (trans-OH)

Figure IV.16 Structures of pentazocine metabolites MET3 and MET4.
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pentazocine as discussed earlier in the MET1 section. The absence of

ions at m/z 69, 68, and the appearance of characteristic ions at m/z

372 and 156 suggest the existence of a trimethylsilylated alcohol

attached to the cis position of the double bond of the side-chain, as

in MET4. It is therefore concluded that MET5 is a secondary metabolite

of pentazocine, resulting from the oxidation of the side-chain of MET1

to an alcohol cis to the double bond at the end of the side-chain.

MET6 shows a mass spectrum similar to MET5 (Fig. IV.18), except

that the characteristic ion at m/z 157 shows a higher relative

abundance than that of m/z 156, and it also has a different GC

retention time. Evidently, MET6 is an isomer of MET5, with a hydroxyl

group attached to the trans position to the double bond. The

structures of MET5 and MET6 are shown in Fig. IV.19.

For MET?, characteristic ion peaks are shown at m/z 110, 244, 245,

246 and 289 in Fig. IV.20. This reveals that part of the MET7

structure should be the same as substructures A and B in pentazocine.

The absence of an ion peak at m/z 69 again suggests a different

side-chain in MET7. The appearance of an additional characteristic ion

peak at m/z 171 (Pathway IV) as well as the molecular ion at m/z 459

indicate that MET7 would most likely be a secondary derivative of MET3

produced by further oxidation of the side-chain to a carboxylic acid.

As a carboxylic acid derivative, the trimethylsilylated MET7 would

contain a carbonyl oxygen, a saturated oxygen atom of ester, and both

of these oxygen atoms can evolve as the site of a new charge and

radical site upon the electron impact[361. These charge or radical

sites can then initiate a new series of fragmentations, and their

product ions can be used as further indications of the existence of
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carboxylic acid functional groups.

For example, the carbonyl group in MET7 can initiate an

a-cleavage [42]
, producing a characteristic ion at m/z 370 (Fig.

IV.21), which has the same net result as the fragmentation Pathway VII

shown in Fig. IV.14. The remained charge site in the ion at m/z 370

can also initiate an inductive cleavage (42], resulting in a secondary

fragmentation Pathway VIII as shown in Fig. IV.22. The characteristic

ion at m/z 342 is thus produced by further loss of the carbonyl group.

As shown in Fig. IV.23, Pathway IX fragmentation involves a

/-hydrogen rearrangement[361 after which the resultant radical site

causes the double bond to shift its position. Then an inductive

cleavage takes place to produce an intermediate and another

characteristic ion m/z at 314 as shown. Although this kind of

fragmentation is generally unfavorable1361, the existence of a double

bond in the /3 position to the carbonyl group may promote this reaction.

In the MET7 trimethylsilylated derivative mass spectrum, the

existence of a characteristic ion at m/z 289 indicates an

intramolecular hydrogen rearrangement (Pathway I, Fig. IV.4) involving

the hydrogen attached to the carbon cis to the double bond at the end

of the side-chain. Therefore the carboxylic group at the end of the

side-chain must be attached to the trans position of the double bond,

because otherwise there would be no hydrogens available for the

intramolecular rearrangement within a six-membered-ring orientation to

the nitrogen atom, and no ion peak at m/z 289 produced by Pathway I.

The structure of metabolite MET7 is therefore concluded to be a

secondary metabolite produced by further oxidation of the pentazocine

side-chain to a trans carboxylic acid (Fig. IV.24).
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Figure IV.24 Structure of pentazocine metabolite MET7.
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The mass spectrum of the metabolite MET8 trimethylsilylated

derivative is shown in Fig. IV.25. The molecular ion of MET8 is at m/z

389, which has a 30 a.m.u. increment above that of MET7. The

characteristic ions of MET8 at m/z 319, 304, 110, 274 275 and 276

resemble those of MET1, MET2, MET5 and MET6, which indicates that a

methoxy group is added to the aromatic ring portion of the structure.

The ions at m/z 400, 372 and 344 show the distinct character of a

carboxylic acid side-chain structure produced by fragmentation Pathways

VII, VIII and IX. Again, the 30 a.m.0 increment in these fragments

compared to those of MET7 are due to the additional attachment of a

methoxy group in the aromatic ring. Therefore, MET8 is concluded to be

a metabolite of pentazocine caused by further oxidation of either MET5

or MET6 to a carboxylic acid.

Again, the appearance of m/z 319, which is produced by

fragmentation Pathway I, indicates that the carboxylic group has to

attach to the trans position of the double bond as in MET?.

Metabolite MET9 shows the same trimethylsilylated derivative mass

spectrum as MET8 (Fig. IV. 26), but a different GC retention time. It

also shows a characteristic ion peak at m/z 319 caused by an ion

produced by Pathway I. Therefore MET9 appears to be an isomer of MET8,

where the isomerism is due to a different placement of the methoxy

group on the aromatic ring. The structures of MET8 and MET9 are shown

in Fig. IV.27.

4. Conclusion

Oxidative pentazocine metabolism in the greyhound seems similar to
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that in monkey, mouse and rat 169798991. In those species,

pentazocine is partly converted into either an alcohol or a carboxylic

acid at the end of the side-chain (Fig. 8). It was also reported that

the metabolites produced by oxidation to an alcohol at the end of the

side-chain were isomers due to trans and cis attachment of a hydroxyl

group at the end of the side-chain, and there was no isomer for the

carboxylic acid metabolite produced by further oxidation at such trans

and cis attachments677,879. The finding of metabolites MET3, MET4

and MET7 in this greyhound urine study show the same results for this

side-chain oxidation metabolism.

However, both the hydroxylation of pentazocine in the aromatic

ring and the methylation of the phenolic group are observed in

greyhound metabolism. That is, an aromatic carbon is hydroxylated, and

then methylation changes one of the two hydroxyl groups attached to the

aromatic ring to a methoxy group. As the result of this metabolism,

another branch of pentazocine metabolites are formed: metabolites

produced by oxidation and methylation of the aromatic ring only, MET1

and MET2. Then further oxidation of MET1 and MET2 at the end of the

side-chain to an alcohol produces MET5 and MET6, and further oxidation

of the alcohol group to carboxylic acid produces MET8 and MET9.

Although the GC/MS study has not shown the exact location of the

methoxy group attached to the aromatic ring for the hydroxylated and

methylated metabolites, a study of fragmentation has enabled the

determination of the isomerism due to the trans and cis attachment of

an additional function group to the end of the side-chain without

further spectroscopic assistance. It is found that in greyhound urine,

the carboxylic acid metabolites MET8 and MET9 are both trans acids, and
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are isomers due to a different attachment of a methoxy group in the

aromatic ring. This is in agreement with previous studies which

indicated that only the trans acid would be produced by the oxidative

metabolism on the side-chain. It is also noted that there is only one

pair of cis/trans alcohol isomers, MET5 and MET6, found in the

greyhound urine.

The relative gas chromatographic retention times (Table IV.2) of

metabolite isomers MET1 and MET2 are found to be different by 0.01.

Gas chromatographic relative retention time difference are also found

to be 0.01 for isomers MET8 and MEM. This further supports the

findings from the interpretation of the mass spectra that isomerism for

both pairs are due to a different attachment of the methoxy group in

the aromatic ring. GC retention time data (Table IV.2) also indicates

that the isomerism for MET5 and MET6 is the same as MET3 and MET4,

which are both due to cis and trans attachment of a hydroxyl group to

the end of the side-chain.

This GC/MS study of pentazocine metabolites in greyhound urine has

established a network of pentazocine metabolism. The key question

remaining for the structural determination is the location of the

methoxy group in the aromatic ring, which will be determined by NMR

techniques and described later.
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1. Introduction

In the GC/MS study discussed in the previous chapter,

characteristic fragmentation pathways were applied to identify the

positional isomers due to the cis- and trans- functional group

attachment at the end of the dimethylallyl side chain of pentazocine

metabolic isomers. However, the position of the methoxyl group in the

aromatic ring in the metabolites produced by hydroxylation and

methylation metabolism cannot be clarified, and the use of NMR

techniques to facilitate accurate and complete structural

characterization is necessary.

NMR study of a complex molecule is a formidable task, which can be

further complicated if no synthetic reference is readily available.

Through the years, due to the fast growing two-dimensional NMR

techniques, it is now possible to characterize a molecular structure

with little prior knowledge about its structure. In the field of drug

metabolite analysis, the fact that the structure of the metabolites

will retain some or most of the original substructure of the parent

drug further reduces the inherent difficulty since the parent drug can

be used as a reference for the metabolite analysis.

As part of this NMR study, a description of the theoretical and

experimental aspects of high-resolution NMR in a simple conceptual

fashion with illustrative data will prove beneficial, and this chapter

is thus dedicated to this purpose. The intention herein is merely to

assist the practicing chemist who has a real need but little experience
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in the areas of two-dimensional (2D) and other multi-pulse NMR

procedures, and to explore potentially useful experiments for the

structural characterization of pentazocine metabolites and hence drug

metabolite analysis in general.

2. andand 13C NMR Fundamentals

General theory and FT-NMR. Like other forms of spectroscopy, NMR

studies the energy gaps between states of different energy. However,

unlike most other forms of spectroscopy, the phenomenon requires the

presence of an external magnetic field and concerns nuclei rather than

electrons [43, 441

Every proton has charge as well as spin, and hence behaves as if

it were a small magnet. This magnetization is called the MICROSCOPIC

MAGNETIZATION VECTOR, u. Once a group of nuclei such as protons is

placed in a magnetic field, Bo, they will precess about the direction

of this field with the LARMOR PRECESSION FREQUENCY, wo

'o = /Bo

where 7 is called the MAGNETOGYRIC RATIO and is a constant for all

nuclei of a given isotope. Also, microscopic magnetization vectors

will split into two states: those aligned with the magnetic field Bo

are in the LOW ENERGY STATE, those aligned against the field are in the

HIGH ENERGY STATE. When equilibrium exists, the population of the low

energy state (N_) is greater than that of the high energy state
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(N.0 according to the Boltzmann equation.

/ N_ e-aE / kT

where aE is the energy difference between states, k is the Boltzmann

constant and T is the absolute temperature.

The NMR spectrometer basically consists of a magnet, an radio

frequency (rf) transmitter, a receiver, and a recording system. An

intense external magnetic field is applied to the sample, which results

in the generation of two energy states for nuclei. The nuclei will

also precess in a gyroscopic manner at the Larmor frequency.

Transitions between these energy states are stimulated by the rf field

from a wire coil positioned perpendicular to the magnetic field and

connected to the rf transmitter, tuned to the Larmor frequency.

Subsequent transitions between energy states produce rf signals which

are received by an antenna coil positioned perpendicular to both the rf

coil and the magnetic field.

When a molecule is placed in the external magnetic field, the

nucleus in the molecule is shielded to a small extent by its electron

cloud whose density varies with the environment. This variation alters

the gap between the two energy states, and gives rise to a different

frequency absorption by the nuclei. The shift in frequency in the NMR

spectrum is usually described by the CHEMICAL SHIFT. Since there are

several types of NMR spectrometers with different magnetic field

strengths, it is helpful when the position of a resonance signal is

given in units which are independent of the field of the magnet. The

relative frequency shift S is used for this purpose and is defined as
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S = (vs vTms) x 106 / vTMS

where vs is the nuclei transition Larmor frequency, in Hz, and vTms

is the resonance frequency, in Hz, of tetramethylsilane.

NMR spectra consist not only of individual lines, but also of

groups of lines known as MULTIPLETS. The multiplet structure arises

from interactions between nuclei which cause further splitting of

nuclear energy levels, and hence several lines in place of the single

line expected otherwise. This type of interaction is called SPIN-SPIN

COUPLING, J COUPLING, or SCALAR COUPLING [451. The J coupling

phenomenon occurs because there is some tendency for a bonding electron

to pair its spin with the spin of the nearest nuclus. The spin of a

bonding electron having been thus influenced, the electron will affect

the spin of another bonding electron and so on through to the next

nucleus. In this way the spin direction of a proton on one carbon atom

can influence the magnetic field experienced by a proton on an adjacent

carbon atom. The J coupling information is carried by intervening

bonding electrons through chemical bonds, not through space. (Possible

exceptions have been suggested, especially with nuclei other than

hydrogen, in which J coupling takes place not through bonding electrons

but through space.)

The appearance of the multiplet is usually referred to as the

SPLITTING PATTERN. Simple splitting patterns that are produced by the

coupling of protons that have very different chemical shifts are called

FIRST-ORDER splitting patterns 1461. These can usually be
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interpreted by using two rules:

1. The multiplicity of a proton absorption split by

surrounding coupling protons is n + 1, where n is the number of

equivalent protons causing the coupling.

2. The relative intensities of the peaks of a multiplet may

be obtained from "Pascal's Triangle" as shown in Fig. V.1.

The information from a first-order splitting pattern is one of the

major aids to successful proton assignments.

As the complexity of a chemical system increases, chemical shifts

for different coupling protons may become close to one another, and

first-order rules may then no longer apply. The splitting pattern may

now become unrecognizable, because nearly adjacent multiplets may

coalesce to give fewer peaks than would be expected in a first-order

situation, or the multiplets may appear to have more peaks caused by

neighboring protons which have different chemical shifts. This

phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. V.2, which is a downfield portion of

a pentazocine proton NMR spectrum. Resonances k, 1 and m represent

aromatic protons in the pentazocine structure. If the first-order

splitting rules apply here, resonances k and m would couple to each

other, which in turn would show as two doublets, and resonance 1 would

be a singlet if it were not coupled with any other proton. But a

closer examination shows that both resonances 1 and k are doublets, and

resonance m is a quartet although it is only coupled with two other

resonances k and 1. That is, because of the complexity of this

coupling system, the first-order coupling rules no longer apply in this

case (e.g., instead of showing a triplet according to first-order

coupling rules, resonance m is a quartet although it only coupled with
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Figure V.1 Pascal's triangle for relative intensities of first-order

multiplets (Adapted from refrerence [56]).
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Figure V.2 1H NMR spectrum of aromatic protons in pentazocine.
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two other protons). This example shows clearly that it would be very

difficult and sometimes impossible to extract useful information from

the splitting pattern other than a first-order one.

There is another kind of coupling phenomenon, known as

DIPOLE-DIPOLE COUPLING, which is caused by an interaction between the

magnetic dipole moments of two nuclei [471. It can be described as

the direct coupling of nuclei spins through space. Developed on the

basis of this type of dipole-dipole interaction, the NOE technique

(nuclear Overhauser effect) observes the intensity change of one

nuclear resonance when the magnetization of a nearby nucleus is

perturbed. For protons, a good approximation of the initial rate of

intensity change observed for a nucleus when perturbed by the

magnetization of another nucleus is given by:

K = 34.27-cg 1 4w2Tc2 )
1010T-6

where i is the distance between protons concerned, w is the angular

proton resonance frequency, and Tc is the correlation time of the

molecule (approximately the time it takes the molecule to tumble, on

average, through an angle of 1 radian). This expression shows that the

NOE buildup rate, K, is proportional to /-6, and that measurement of

K directly determines the interproton distance, /1 if Tc is known.

One can also use two protons at a known distance as an internal

reference to determine Tc, if Tc is not known.

The nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) has been known for a long time

and has been used extensively. In the classical NOE experiment [47]

the magnetization of one nucleus is perturbed selectively by
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irradiation with a weak radio frequency (rf) field, and the changes in

the intensities of other resonances in the spectrum are then

monitored. Structure elucidation is aided because the response of

dipole-dipole interactions is a function of the distance between

dipoles, so that information on the spatial orientation of the nuclei

might be extracted in favorable cases. It is worthwhile to note that

confirmatory NOE evidence always leads to greater confidence in the

spectral and conformational assignments, but the lack of an observable

NOE response cannot be used as conclusive evidence for the absence of a

certain spatial orientation.

There are two types of NMR spectrometers: continuous wave (CW) and

pulsed Fourier transform (FT). In CW NMR, the rf oscillator frequency

is normally kept constant and the magnetic field gradually changed. As

the various values of the magnetic field at which transitions of

different protons at that particular frequency occur are reached,

absorption signals are observed. The disadvantage in this method is

that at any one time there is only one field which is being observed.

Thus, for complex molecules like pentazocine and its metabolites, CW

NMR may take a very long time to scan, and perhaps give a largely

unresolved spectrum, because the complicated nuclear environments in

these molecules result in overlapped nuclear transitions and very

complicated splitting patterns. To improve spectral resolution and the

signal-to-noise ratio (S/N ratio), an unreasonably large amount of

sample and experimental time would be required..

A totally different approach to NMR is called pulsed high

resolution Fourier transform NMR (FT-NMR) i481, in which a strong

pulse of energy containing the whole range of frequencies of interest
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is applied while the magnetic field is kept constant. As a result, all

nuclei are flipped to their upper state from which, over time

(evolution time), they will return (decay) to the lower state. By

collecting the resulting rf signal as a function of time, a complex

pattern called the free-induced decay (FID) is obtained.

The FID signal is the result of so-called PHASE MODULATION of the

NMR signal (491: each precessing nuclear magnetization with different

chemical shift and spin-coupling constants will generate different

resonance frequencies in the magnetic field; thus, a compound with

different nuclei will produce an interference pattern consisting of

different resonance frequencies; these individual frequencies will get

out of phase with each other after a certain evolution time, and this

phenomenon (continuing change in phase) is referred to as phase

modulation of the NMR signal.

After FID signals are obtained, a mathematical manipulation, the

FOURIER TRANSFORM, is applied to convert FID information (time domain)

into a spectrum virtually identical to a regular absorption spectrum

(frequency domain). The idea of the Fourier transform is that any

function, y = f(t), can be represented as a sum of sinusoids of

appropriate frequency, phase and amplitudes. Mathematically, this can

be expressed by a series of the form

y = a0/2 + E an cos(wt) + E bn sin(wt)

which is known as a Fourier series. The appropriate phase shift of

each sine wave is accounted for by including both a sine and cosine

term for each frequency. In FT-NMR, FID information obtained is
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represented by the function v = f(t), where v is voltage and t is

time. Because of the validity of the Fourier series, FID information

consists of a sum of cosine and sine functions, each with its own

amplitude (an and bn), and a constant (a0/2), as shown in Fig.

V.3a. Thus, the varying voltage can also be viewed as a sum of

frequencies, each with its own amplitude, as shown in Fig. V.3b. This

sum can then be expressed as another function, a = f(w), where a is

amplitude and w is frequency. The function a = f(w) is obtained from v

= f(t) by applying the Fourier transform. Therefore, a frequency

domain, regular absorption spectrum can be finally obtained, as shown

in Fig. V.3c. This process may also be visualized as the reverse of

phase modulation described above.

The most important advantage of FT spectroscopy concerns an

increase in the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) by means of TIME AVERAGING

or TIME-DOMAIN FILTERING 1501. By taking advantage of a very basic

and important difference between the spectral signal and noise, time

averaging improves the sensitivity by increasing the signal-to-noise

ratio, S/N. If the NMR scan measurement is repeated n times, by adding

one noisy spectrum to another, the signal will increase in direct

proportion to the number of scans, n, but the random noise will

increase only as the square root of n 1501. Thus, the S/N after n

scans is VT-Itimes better than the S/N obtained after one scan:

(S/N)n = nS/InN = inS /N = ViT(S/N)1

It seems that to improve the signal-to-noise ratio by time

averaging would be at the expense of the time required to obtain the
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time

(a)

time

(b)

frequency

(c)

Figure V.3 Different representations of two NMR signals received

simultaneously: (a) the sum of two sine waves; (b) two

separate sine waves; (c) the Fourier transform of (a).
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spectrum. Bare in mind that the time needed for collecting a FIB in

pulsed NMR is of the order of seconds, whereas the time needed for a CW

scan of the same nuclei is of the order of minutes. Thus, during the

time taken for a CW scan, the computerized FT-NMR can accumulate about

a hundred scans and add them up in memory. Ultimately, FT-NMR

represents about an order of magnitude increase in the signal-to-noise

ratio over CW NMR with the same measurement time. Today, quite

literally, it is possible for a FT-NMR spectrometer aided with a modern

computer to run an unknown quantity of an unknown compound through a

set of experiments that are automatically optimized to provide

satisfactory sensitivity 1511.

13C NMR. The direct observation of the carbon skeleton as well

as the carbon atoms in carbon-containing functional groups is the

obvious motivation for using carbon-13 NMR on top of proton

NMR152,53/541. The combination of both forms the basis of a modern

NMR structural analysis. Many of the advantages of carbon-13 NMR

relate to its spectral resolution because of the wide range of chemical

shifts it covers, 600 ppm, comparing to only about 20 ppm for that of

proton NMR It It is therefore not unusual in carbon-13 NMR to be

able to identify individual resonances for each carbon in a relatively

high molecular weight compound. In such complex molecules,

conventional proton NMR may be useful only for "fingerprint"

identification, because so many different resonances lay in such a

narrow range, that is, the spectrum may consist of many overlapping

peaks. However, the overall sensitivity of carbon-13 NMR compared with

proton NMR is about 1/5700 because of the lower natural abundance of

carbon-13 and other technical problems 1561. Thus, even with the

availability of FT carbon-13 NMR,
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in reality a larger sample size and longer acquisition time are still

essential for a successful carbon-13 NMR experiment.

Because of spin-spin coupling with bonded and with more distant

nuclei, usually protons, the intensity of a carbon signal is

distributed among several multiplet lines. Signal splitting, added to

the unfavorable nuclear properties of carbon-13, further decreases the

sensitivity of Carbon-13 NMR. Furthermore, the multiplets may overlap

in molecules with several kinds of carbon, which complicates the

interpretation. Therefore, it is common to employ a DECOUPLING

technique whereby the spin-spin interactions of carbon-13 nuclei with

neighboring magnetic nuclei, protons, are eliminated 1571. Thus, the

spectra normally consist entirely of singlet signals, and the

interpretation of the spectra involves the assignment of specific

signals to the various nonequivalent carbons without the aid of the

multiplets found in proton NMR spectra.

Unlike proton NMR whose absorption peak area is proportional to

the numbers of protons involved, carbon-13 nuclei, whose relaxation

times vary over a wide range compared to the acquisition time in

FT-NMR, cannot be integrated to give the correct number of carbon atoms

[561. Fortunately, almost all carbons in a molecule will likely have

a different chemical shift because of their different chemical

environments; that is, the number of carbons represented by a spectral

peak would be less important.

3. Two-dimensional NMR

General information about a molecule, such as the number of
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distinct protons and carbons, can be obtained by so called 10 NMR

(one-dimensional) spectra (signal vs. ppm). Preliminary assignments

may be made by inspection of these spectra, by taking into

consideration gross chemical shift arguments, and by matching spectral

splitting. These information can be also useful for "fingerprint"

identification if a synthetic reference can be obtained for

comparison. But, as molecular complexity increases, peak assignment

may become impossible due to the problems arising from overlapped

peaks. This creates a serious problem for the structural analysis of

drug metabolites, in which the individual nuclear resonances of a new

metabolite have to be assigned, while usually only parent drug but no

synthetic reference of the metabolite is available. However, 2D

(two-dimensional) NMR spectroscopy, which employs two-dimensional

Fourier transformation and two-dimensional plots in data presentation,

offers dramatic improvements in spectral resolving and correlating

power by spreading out information in two frequency dimensions and by

6416362616059, , , , ,revealing interactions between nuclei [58, Thus,

definite resonance assignments, and hence accurate structural

interpretation can be made even without a particular synthetic

reference.

In order to understand the basic aspects of 2D NMR, it is best to

start with the description of the concept of the "rotating frame"

[59,60,64],
which simplifies the study of the motion of the nuclear

spins.

As shown in Fig. V.4a, if a standard set of Cartesian axes is

arranged with the z axis along the direction of the magnetic field

Bo, then individual microscopic magnetic vectors will precess

clockwise in the frame with more vectors pointing up (low energy state)
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Bo

Figure V.4 The microscopic (u) and macroscopic (M) magnetizations in

the stationary and rotating frames.
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than down (high energy state). If the frame is imagined to rotate at

the same speed and in the same direction as the microscopic

magnetization vectors, then in this "ROTATING FRAME", the microscopic

magnetization vectors are stationary and are not rotating. This is

shown in Fig. V.4b. In the real chemical sample situation, because a

large number of microscopic magnetization vectors exist, the sum of

these vectors is only along the z axis and points up (+z direction).

This vector sum is labeled M in Fig. V.4c, and is called the

MACROSCOPIC MAGNETIZATION VECTOR. The changes in the macroscopic

magnetization vector are observed in a NMR experiment. Magnetization

vectors can only be observed when they lay in the xy plane, because of

the position of the detector coil.

Take as an example a heteronuclear system containing two different

nuclei A and X which are coupled to each other. In the NMR experiment,

a linearly oscillating magnetic field, B1, produced by a radio

frequency transmitter, is set along the x axis as shown in Fig. V.5a.

This field will make the macroscopic magnetization vector of nucleus A

precess clockwise around B1. That is, the macroscopic magnetization

vector M of nucleus A in the AX system will tip away from the z axis

towards the xy plane. Thus a transverse vector component in the xy

plane is generated, Mxy, which in turn produces TRANSVERSE

MAGNETIZATION. If the B1 field is turned off just as M reaches the

xy plane, then Mxy will be at its maximum value, as shown in Fig.

V.5b. A pulse of Bl that causes this 90° rotation of M is referred

to as a 90° pulse.

An individual micromagnetization vector (nuclear spin) cannot be

measured. However, the effect of a 90° pulse is to generate a
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(d) (e)

Figure V.5 Schematic representations of the Spin-echo experiment for

a simple AX system: (a) macromagnetization vector before

applying the 90° pulse; (b) application of the 90° pulse

transverses magnetization; (c) transversed magnetization

splits into its components; (d) application of the 180°

pulse causes interchange of magnetizations; and (e) Spin-

echo information after time r due to refocusing of

magnetizations (Adapted from reference [58]).
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transverse macromagnetic vector Mxy in xy plane, which is an ensemble

of individual microscopic magnetization vectors. Keep in mind that

Mxy is stationary in the rotating frame, that is, it rotates at (Jo

about Bo (z axis). As Mxy rotates, it cuts through the turns of a

receiver coil mounted with its axis along the y axis and induces a

radio frequency current in this coil. This rf current is the NMR

signal, and is produced only when B1 is stationary in the rotating

frame, that is, when the Larmor and transmitter frequencies are the

same.

In fact, the macroscopic magnetization M of nucleus A consists of

two components Mxa and Mxi3, because nucleus A will experience the

effects of nearby nucleus X, which is in two different energy states, a

and 43 3, and part of the total population of X has its spin in

direction that adds to the magnetic field experienced by A. The

magnetizations Mxa and Mx/3 will now precess about the applied field

Bo at different rates in the xy plane, because their Larmor

frequencies are different and, as a consequence, the macroscopic

magnetic vector M now splits into its components Mxa and Mx,63 as

shown in Fig. V.5c. That is, if the Larmor frequency of the

3

a A coupling a
> Xis

as The transition between these energy states

cl4 corresponds vector Mxa
A

----->The transition between those energy levels
corresponds vector Mxi8
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magnetization vector Mxs is very near the reference frequency (the

frequency of the "rotating frame"), the vector Mxs will precess

slowly in the rotating frame, whereas a Larmor frequency of Mxs that

is further away from the reference frequency, will precess more

rapidly. This process is referred as DEPNASING or DEFOCUSING. 4

If another oscillating magnetic field is now applied, which

rotates all magnetization vectors 180° around the x axis, then the

microscopic magnetization vectors will adopt mirror image positions

across the x axis, that is, the direction of each microscopic vector is

unchanged although its position changes5, as shown in Fig. V.5d.

This applied oscillating magnetic field pulse is called a 180° pulse,

and is applied at time r after dephasing begins. After an additional

time T after the 180° pulse, since the faster moving vector Mxa now

lies behind the slower moving vector Mxs, these magnetization vectors

will be REFOCUSED along the -y axis generating a "spin echo signal" as

shown in Fig. V.5e. It should be noted that the 180° pulse applied

here is selective for the A nucleus and does not affect the spin states

of the heteronuclear X. Therefore, the amplitude of the spin echo

signal differs from the initial value only through true relaxation

4
The fact that some vectors go left and others go right in the

rotating frame is because the frequency of the rotating frame is set so
that the frequencies of some vectors are "faster" than this rotating frame
frequency and others are "slower", so if one "sat" on the rotating frame,
one would see one vector going clockwise, the other going
counterclockwise.

5
Bear in mind that this is a heteronuclear system. The 180° pulse

is selective in this case; that is, only nucleus A is affected, its
magnetization vector components will thus adopt the mirror image only; the
state of nucleus X is unchanged.
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losses, which allow the nuclei to relax back to their original state.

The situation will be different in the case of a homonuclear system to

be discussed below6.

The experiment described is usually called a SPIN-ECHO experiment

[651, which is the basis of two-dimensional NMR. When the spin-echo

experiment was first documented, the author noted that "...if only one

of two coupled nuclei is subjected to resonance...no echo envelope

modulation will appear for either of such coupled nuclei, although the

steady state resonance will still reveal the J splitting." [651

Herein lies the concepts of 2D NMR.

In a 1D NMR experiment, a single pulse is used to excite all

nuclei of one type. The resulting transverse magnetization (which is

obtained with respect to only one time variable, say t2) contains

information relating both to the chemical shifts and coupling constants

of the nuclei being irradiated and represents a time-domain signal,

S(t2). Fourier transformation converts it into a frequency-domain

spectrum S(w):

S(t2) F.T.
S(u)

where t2 represents the times at which successive signals are

acquired. The production of transverse magnetization by the short 90°

pulse may be called the PREPARATION PERIOD and the recording of the FID

6
See discussion in 2D homonuclear J-resolved NMR section.
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the DETECTION PERIOD. The idea of 2D NMR is to introduce a second time

period (ti) between the preparation and detection periods, which is

called the EVOLUTION PERIOD. During this evolution period the NMR

receiver is not active but the nuclear motions are made to undergo some

prescribed motions which eventually influence the signal S(t2).

The time axis in a 2D NMR experiment may therefore be divided into

three (sometimes four) periods (Fig. V.6), during which a sequence of

pulses is applied as in the spin-echo experiment. The preparation

period allows the nuclei to reach thermal equilibrium and to establish

reproducible starting conditions. Then one or more rf pulses are

applied, which disturb the thermal equilibrium established in the

preparation period. 2D NMR gains a second dimension by varying the

duration of the subsequent evolution period, t1, which causes a

periodic change in signal amplitudes. During this evolution period,

the x, y, and z components of the magnetization are allowed to evolve

under the forces acting on the nuclei, which include spin coupling

interactions between the coupled nuclei. These interactions appear as

additional peaks in a 2D spectrum, as we will see later, and help in

interpreting molecular structure.

At the end of the evolution period, t1, the existing

magnetization is recorded in the form of an FID during the detection

period, t2. The evolution period ti is increased gradually and for

each t1, a separate FID is recorded. That is, an array of

one-dimensional time functions f(t2) is collected as a function of

the time period t1, f(t1, t2), and the Fourier transform is then

performed twice, first along t1, then, for that result, in the

direction of t2, to obtain a two-dimensional frequency spectrum,
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PREPARATION EVOLUTION MIXING DETECTION

Figure V.6 Timing sequence for 2D NMR spectroscopy.
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F(wl, w2). By applying such a sequence of pulses, the scalar

coupling information or the interactions between nuclei can be spread

out in two dimensions, which will now be discussed in detail along with

different 2D (two-dimensional) NMR techniques.

The original graphic display of 2D NMR data is three-dimensional

[66].
However, the so-called contour plot is in more frequent use.

A contour plot is a cross-section through the three-dimensional plot

parallel to the x,y -plane at a chosen height. If contours at

periodically spaced heights are obtained, a clearly arranged diagram of

contour lines can be plotted, which is easier to interpret.

2D NMR spectroscopy can be divided into three broad categories by

the kind of information it provides: 2D-resolved, 2D- correlated, and

2D-exchange spectroscopes [671

Two-dimensional J-resolved NMR. [62,68] 2D-resolved

(J-spectroscopy) aids the interpretation of even highly overlapping

resonances, resolving them into readily interpretable multiplets, and

permits peak assignments to be made in a simple and direct manner.

2D J-resolved NMR has been applied extensively for NMR analysis of

very large and complex molecules such as proteins, where severely

overlapped J coupling peaks are very difficult to assign [13].

Fortunately this is not the case for pentazocine and its metabolites.

NMR analysis using this technique is therefore only briefly described

here for the sake of completeness.

A 2D-resolved pulse sequence, as shown in Fig. V.7A, results in

the generation of a transverse magnetization at time t1 after the

initial 90° pulse. The effect of this sequence on the two

magnetization components HA and HB representing a proton X coupled
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to another proton A with two different spin states a and 3 can be

briefly described as follows: the 90° pulse puts both the HA and

HB components into the xy plane (Fig. V.7-B1). During the subsequent

t1/2 period, the two vectors move away from one another in the xy

plane because of their different Larmor frequencies (Fig. V.7-B2). The

180° pulse rotates the HA and HB vectors so that they adopt mirror

image position across the x axis (Fig. V.7 -B3). Unlike the case of the

heteronuclear system7 where only one of two coupled nuclei is

subjected to a 180° pulse, the situation for the homonuclear system is

that both coupled protons now experience the 180° pulse. Therefore, as

well as rotating the vectors 180° about the x axis, the vectors are

interchanged with each other (Fig. V.7 -B3). The two transitions of

proton X are EXCHANGED (A B) as coupled proton A changes its spin

state (a f3) as shown in Fig. V.7-B3 and Fig. V.7 -B4. That is, if

HA was coupled to the a state of the neighboring proton before the

180° pulse, it switches over to a state (i.e., HB before 180° pulse)

in which it is coupled to 3 of the neighboring proton after the 180°

pulse (Fig. V.7 -B4). Thus, the faster vector HB continues to move

away from the slower vector HA, and a difference in phase is created

(Fig. V.7-B5). These signals are then said to be J-MODULATED. This

phase difference during the second ti/2 period applies only to the

vectors of the multiplet (coupled) component. For two vectors that are

not connected by spin coupling (Fig. V.7-C1), no exchange of their

Larmor frequencies takes place after the 180° pulse (Fig. V.7-C2). The

faster

7
Referring to the Spin-echo experiment for comparison.
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Figure V.7 Pulse sequence and its effect on magnetization components
in homonuclear 2D J-resolved spectroscopy: (A) Pulse
sequence in homonuclear 2D J-resoled spectroscopy; (B)
Effect of the pulse sequence on a IH doublet; and (C)
Effect of the pulse sequence on two magnetization
components that are not coupled to each other (Adapted
from reference [58]).
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non-coupled vector will therefore catch up with the slower one during

the subsequent t1/2 period, producing a spin-echo (Fig. V.7-C3); that

is, only the chemical shift effects are refocused to produce an echo

and not spin-spin coupling cases. The overall result is a modulation

in phase of the signals by J, as a function of tl.

As a function of the evolution time tl, after Fourier

transformation, frequency wi is recorded, which is determined only by

multiplet components that are J-modulated. As a function of the

detection time t2, frequency u2 is determined by both the chemical

shift and the coupling. Therefore, 2D J-resolved NMR separates the

proton chemical shift along the w2 frequency axis and the homonuclear

J coupling along the wi frequency axis in the spectrum. As

schematically shown in Fig. V.8, individual multiplets lie along

parallel lines which make an angle of 45° with the w2 axis 8. The

chemical shift for a multiplet is the value of w2 at the intersection

of the 45° line containing the multiplet and the horizontal line at J =

0. Overlapped multiplets are thus resolved.

Two-dimensional Correlated NMR. [82788769] After the multiplet

pattern for each nucleus is recognized, maybe with the aid of a 2D

J-resolved NMR spectrum, it is most important to find out next which

nearby nuclei cause such multiplet patterns. 2D-correlated NMR

(homonuclear or heteronuclear correlation spectroscopy) was therefore

developed to correlate spins which are related to each other as a

8
The 45° angle is due to the way the computer system performs data

acquisition, which can be actually "corrected" by "tilting" the data
matrix.
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Figure V.8 Schematic representation of a 2D 3-resolved spectrum for

a proton spectrum containing two overlapped doublets

(Adapted from reference [68]).
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consequence of J coupling, thus identifying spin-coupled networks of

nuclei (C-H, H-H, etc.), or allowing information from one spectrum to

help in the assignment of the other spectrum (C-H, e.g., HETCOR).

1. COSY. In a one-dimensional NMR experiment, to find out which

protons are responsible for the observed coupling and where their

chemical shift is, simple homonuclear (e.g., proton vs. proton)

spin-decoupling of a specific proton may be applied by simply

irradiating this proton at its frequency with an rf field and observe

whether other nuclei are affected by the decoupling from this

irradiated proton. That is, if proton A is "decoupled", the

multiplicity of proton X changes (sharpens or collapses) [701
. But

this procedure can get tedious for a complex spectrum, and sharpening

of complex overlapping multiples is often difficult to confirm. COSY,

homonuclear COrrelated SpectroscopY, has been developed to reveal

interconnections between structural fragments of a entire molecule on

the basis of proton-proton spin coupling networks [631.

The pulse sequence for COSY is shown in Fig. V.9. The first 90°

pulse creates transverse magnetization in the xy plane. During the

evolution time period, tl, the magnetization vectors will precess in

the xy plane according to their Larmor frequency and their spin

coupling constant, J. Thus, as a function of the evolution time tl,

after Fourier transformation, the frequency of the magnetization

vectors, wi, is recorded which is determined by the initial

precession frequency of those vectors. The second 90° pulse causes
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magnetization exchange 9 between spins that are J coupled (just like

the function of the 180° pulse in 20 J-resolved NMR), whereas spins

that are not J coupled retain their initial frequency. The final

precession frequency, w2, is measured during the detection period,

t2. A COSY spectrum is then plotted of intensity versus w2 and

wi. Those spins that do not couple to one another have the same

initial and final frequencies. Hence, DIAGONAL PEAKS occur along the

DIAGONAL LINE, which is defined by wi = w2. Those protons that

exchange magnetization due to J coupling have a final frequency that is

different from their initial frequency. This exchange generates pairs

of OFF-DIAGONAL peaks, which are symmetric about the diagonal line,

connecting spin-spin coupled resonances.

COSY can be displayed in the form of a two-dimensional contour

plot, as shown in Fig. V.10, for example. The diagonal contours

correspond to an overhead view of the 1D NMR spectral peaks with the

9
It can also be said that this second 90° pulse transfers

magnetization among all the possible transitions in the coupled spin
system, and the magnetization transfer between transitions of noncoupled
nuclei and coupled nuclei would result in different appearances in the
COSY spectrum (see later discussions for COSY spectrum appearance). But
this "all possible transitions in the coupled spin system" also implies
the transitions involved here are not only "single quantum" transitions,
but also "double" and "zero" quantum transitions, which cannot be simply
explained by this so-called vector description. In fact as far as the
COSY experiment is concerned, the only successful explanation lies in the
quantum theory itself, for example, the "density matrix" description,
which is beyond the main concern here, since the intention with this
chapter is merely to identify and illustrate potentially useful NMR
experiments.
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Figure V.10 Example of COSY spectrum. Cross peaks A, B and

C establish the proton-proton connectivities

(Adapted from reference (58]).
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upfield chemical shifts at the top end of the diagonal line.

Off-diagonal contours in symmetric pairs represent the coupling

interactions between the protons. In order to bring out the many

couplings involved, a tracing of the diagonal contours and off-diagonal

contours are made by drawing the lines at 90° from each other. In Fig.

V.10, three symmetric pairs of off-diagonal contour peaks, A-A', B-B'

and C-C' represent the coupling proton peaks. The straight lines at

90° from each other linking diagonal and off-diagonal contour peaks

indicate the coupling correlations. The chemical shifts of the coupled

protons are obtained from either the horizontal or the vertical axes.

A complete coupling network in a molecule can be thus established.

2. Heteronuclear Chemical Shift Correlation Spectroscopy (direct

C-H bond). [62,68,71]
HETeronuclear chemical shift CORrelation

spectroscopy, HETCOR, is another type of the 2D correlated technique

which identifies the resonances in the proton and carbon-13 spectra

that arise from the coupled proton and carbon-13 nuclei, through either

1
Jc_H scalar coupling (direct C-H bound) or 2Jc_H, 3Jc_H

long range scalar coupling (H-C-C, H-C-C-C) [72].

The pulse sequence employed for this technique is shown in Fig.

V.11A. The first proton 90° pulse causes the protons to precess at

their characteristic frequencies in the xy plane (Fig. V.11-B1).

During the subsequent t1/2 period, two vectors representing a proton

which is coupled to its bound C (one vector in which the protons are

bound to C nuclei in the a spin state and the other in which the
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Figure V.11 Pulse sequence and its effect on magnetization

components in heteronuclear 2D-shift correlated

experiment: (A) Pulse sequence in heteronuclear 2D-shift

correlated experiment; (B) Effect of the pulse sequence on

a 1
H doublet coupled with a bound C; and (C) Effect of

the pulse sequence on the bound 13C magnetization

component (Adapted from reference [58]).
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protons are bound to C nuclei in the )8 spin state) move away from one

another due to different Larmor frequencies (Fig. V.11-B2). The

heteroatom (carbon-13) 180° pulse reverses the populations of the C

states10, resulting in a corresponding interchange of the frequencies

of the two vectors representing its coupled proton (Fig. V.11 -B3).

Then, in the next t1/2 period, instead of moving away from one

another, the two vectors representing the coupled proton are refocused

at the end of the evolution period (Fig. V.11-B4). Hence, the

precession frequency wl during the evolution period t1 depends only

on the proton chemical shift. Simultaneous application of the second

90° pulses on both nuclei causes exchange of magnetization between

protons and their coupled carbon (just as the second 90° pulse does to

two coupled protons in COSY) and significantly enhances the sensitivity

of the C signal. The resultant heteronuclear signal is detected during

the detection period t2 (Fig. V.11 -B5 & V.11C). If proton decoupling

is employed during the detection period, t2, the final frequency w2

10
Referring to the Fig. V.4. It can be pictured that if the vector

M were rotated 180° pointing in the -z direction, then more microscopic
magnetization vectors would have to point in the -z direction (contrary to
Fig. V.4b). Bare in mind that the -z direction represents a higher energy
state in that case, while the +z direction is a lower energy state, and
the number of microscopic magnetization vectors representing the
population of the energy state. That is, after M is rotated 180° (by
applying a 180° pulse to the nucleus), the population of the higher energy
state is more than that of the lower state, which is the reversed case
before M is rotated. So, it is said that the "180° pulse reverses the
populations of the C states".
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will depend only on the heteronuclear chemical shift. Unlike

homonuclear correlated spectra, there are no diagonal peaks in a

heteronuclear correlated spectrum; all peaks are CROSS PEAKS.

3. Long-Range Heteronuclear Shift Correlation Spectroscopy, LR

HETCOR. 1731 As shown in Fig. V.11, there are two delay times, Al

and A2, following evolution time t1 and the second 90° pulse,

respectively. The function of the delay times is to allow time for the

cross-correlated signal to build up. The delay times can be adjusted

to the mean C-H coupling constant, Jc_H After the first delay time

is adjusted to Al = 1/(2J), the two vectors representing a proton in

Fig. 14 are found to be oriented on the y'-axis in opposite

directions. During the A2 = 1/(2J), the carbon-13 vectors refocus.

Hence, the value of the coupling constant Jc_H determines the final

outcome of the experiment, and two main types of 2D-heteronuclear shift

correlated spectra can be recorded. If Jc_H is set between 125-140

Hz, then direct C-H couplings are observed. If the value is set at

5-10 Hz, then the longer range couplings via H-C-C, or H-C-C-C can be

identified.

The result of HETCOR is often presented as an intensity contour

plot, in which cross peaks indicate partial magnetization transfer

between a specific carbon atom and its coupling proton via the Jc_H

coupling. In this way, the cross peaks correlate the resonance of each

carbon atom to the corresponding proton resonance of its coupling

protons. This is illustrated in the HETCOR spectrum of ethanol

presented in Fig. V.12.

In Fig. V.12, Jc_H is set to be 140 Hz, the two peaks on the

horizontal axis are the carbon-13 chemical shifts of CH3 and CH2
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Figure V.12 Schematic representation of the HETCOR spectrum of

ethanol (Adapted from reference [58]).
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groups while the vertical axis contains the proton NMR spectrum. The

cross peak A below the carbon-13 signal for the methyl group

corresponds horizontally with the methyl protons in the proton NMR

spectrum of ethanol. The second cross peak B similarly establishes a

one-bond coupling correlation between the methylene carbon atom and the

methylene protons. Thus, protons may be assigned based on known carbon

chemical shifts or carbons based on known proton chemical shifts.

In Fig. V.13, Jc_ii is set to be 7 Hz, therefore it only shows

long range couplings. A two-bond long range coupling interaction in

the range of 7 Hz exists between the methyl carbon and the methylene

protons results in the cross peak C. The cross peak D establishes a

long range coupling between the methylene carbon and the methyl

protons. The long range C-H coupling information would be particularly

useful when the direct coupling information is not enough, especially

when the number of such couplings is less than that of long range

couplings. In the case of the pentazocine metabolite MET1 analysis, in

which only two protons directly attach to the aromatic ring, the long

range C-H coupling information becomes very helpful in establishing the

structure.

Two-dimensional exchange NMR. 2D-exchange, such as NOESY (Nuclear

Overhauser and Exchange Spectroscopy), offers a new way to obtain the

same Overhauser effect information for all nuclei in a molecule by a

single experiment and without prior knowledge of the peak assignments

or molecule structure [74/75]

In a conventional 10 NOE experiment, if measurement of NOE for a

large number of different protons is to be made, an equally large

number of such 1-D experiments are needed. Moreover, in complex proton
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spectra, a truly selective perturbation is often impossible because of

spectral overlap. 2D NOE, NOESY, overcomes such problems by measuring

all interproton distances simultaneously and by spreading the

overlapping spectrum in two frequency dimensions. NOESY will be used

later in the structural elucidation of metabolite MET1.

The pulse sequence for 2D-exchange NMR is shown in Fig. V.14. The

first 90° pulse transverses the net magnetization vector to the xy

plane and causes each spin to precess at its characteristic frequency

during the evolution time period, tl. This is followed by the second

90° pulse (mixing pulse). During the subsequent mixing time, rm,

magnetization exchange due to dipolar interactions 11 is allowed to

take place. The third 90° pulse serves to transform the z

magnetization produced into transverse magnetization, which is

detected.

The resultant NOESY spectrum is similar in appearance to a COSY

spectrum. That is, protons that do not dipole-dipole couple to one

another have a final frequency equal to the initial frequency. This

gives rise to a set of peaks along the DIAGONAL LINE, which is defined

by wi = w2. Those protons that exchange magnetization during the

mixing period due to dipole-dipole coupling have a final frequency that

is different from the initial frequency; symmetrical pairs of

OFF-DIAGONAL peaks connecting such protons thus arise.

A NOESY spectrum of pentazocine metabolite MET1 is shown in Fig.

11
Again, like for the COSY experiment, a satisfactory explanation of

the NOESY is impossible without the so-called "density-matrix formalism",
and even the density-matrix becomes rather confusing when considering more
than two or three spins.
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V.15. A 1D proton NMR spectra is drawn on one of the two axes of the

2D plot. The contours represent NOE interactions between protons. The

cross peak marked with red ink shows the NOE interactions between the

methyl group protons Ha attached to C20 and the proton Hb

attached to C17, which indicates that Ha is cis to Hb12.

4. Experimental

1H NMR and 13
C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AM-400

spectrometer. All 13C NMR spectra were broadband decoupled. All NMR

spectra were obtained using 5 mm NMR tubes. Samples were prepared in

CDC13, C3D60 or CD30 and the chemical shifts are reported in

parts per million (ppm) relative to external tetramethylsilane

(SiMe4, 0.00 ppm).

All two-dimensional spectra were recorded at ambient temperature

with a Bruker AM-400 spectrometer equipped with an Aspect 3000 computer

operating in the Fourier transform mode with quadrature detection.

Standard Bruker pulse programs were used.

Solvents for the acquisition of NMR spectra were purchased from

Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc. (Milwaukee, WI). Pentazocine standard

was obtained from Steiling, USA.

12
This information confirms the assignment suggested in the

pentazocine model compound NMR analysis, because this part of the
structure is the same for both pentazocine and MET1, although NOE is not
performed in pentazocine NMR analysis.
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5. Conclusion

In conclusion, there have been a large number of the NMR

techniques developed along with the advancement in NMR instrumentation

in recent years. The use of these high-resolution 2D NMR is also

becoming more and more popular especially in the field of organic

chemistry. In this chapter, several 2D NMR techniques have been

introduced in a very simple and illustrative fashion only because of

their potential in the structural analysis of drug metabolites. The

intention in this chapter is to, hopefully, assist in the acceptance of

2D NMR in the area of drug metabolites identification, in which the

structure of a metabolite may be very similar to its parent drug but

the synthetic reference of this metabolite may not be available. In

the following discussion, some of the introduced NMR techniques are

used for pentazocine structural analysis to explore the potential of

the combination of these techniques in the structural analysis of a

metabolite without any synthetic reference.

The required depth of analysis will depend on various factors,

such as the complexity of the molecule and how much is known about it.

One thing that should be kept in mind is that refined experiments are

often more difficult to perform than basic experiments. Thus, there is

always merit in attempting the basic experiments first, and resorting

to specialized ones only when difficulties present themselves or when

questions remain unanswered. In the proposed study, an investigation

of the pentazocine model molecule is conducted first to yield an

effective structural analysis strategy for the ultimate structural
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identification of a metabolite using a combination of both 10 and 2D

NMR techniques without any synthetic references.
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1. Introduction

One of the common tasks of NMR analysis is the confirmation of a

proposed structure by the assignment of the peaks in proton or

carbon-13 spectra, usually with the help of NMR data from related model

molecules. This might be accomplished with a 1D 1H NMR spectrum,

backed up by 13C NMR data or by some information from proton-proton

as well as proton-carbon spin coupling. When there is no suitable

model compound (synthetic reference), the NMR resonance assignments are

then dependent upon the additivity rules (for example, in a 13C

spectrum) perhaps backed up by more sophisticated 2D NMR techniques.

Additional information is obtained by matching similar nuclear

environments for the regional proton spectrum, using cross-peak

assignments from Heteronuclear Shift-Correlated NMR, and finally doing

an entire network tracing by H-C-C-H connectivity through NOE.

In any case, before attempting to apply various NMR techniques to

complex molecules like a metabolite of pentazocine, a thorough

assessment of each technique using a single model compound will always

be beneficial. Based on the fact that pentazocine and its metabolites

are structurally similar, such an assessment can be done by using

pentazocine as a model compound. The purpose of the NMR study of

pentazocine described in the following chapter is to assign, as far as

possible, all 1H and 13C signals of pentazocine (Fig. VI.1),

through which an analysis protocol for later structural

characterization of metabolite MET1 is also devised. Furthermore, this
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initial investigation of pentazocine also provides a broad base of

expertise and experience, which makes the subsequent metabolite study

more efficient and, perhaps, the descriptions of the metabolite NMR

data analysis correspondingly concise.

2. Discussion and Results

Proton NMR. Fig. V.2 shows a 400-MHz proton NMR spectrum of

pentazocine in D-chloroform. As pointed out earlier, the assignments

in the "one-dimensional" proton NMR spectrum are only preliminary.

Most of the assignments are made by matching with published chemical

shifts for protons in the same or similar nuclear environments, and

will have to be confirmed by spectral information obtained from

"two-dimensional" NMR unless stated otherwise.

The normalized intensity of resonance b at 5.28 ppm amounts to

only one proton, or a methine group. Its splitting pattern appears to

be a triplet. Thus, if the splitting pattern of resonance b follows

the first-order, it should be coupled with two nearby protons. This

assumption would eliminate the possible assignments of this resonance

to methine protons Hd and Hi, because their neighboring coupling

protons are two Hi and a Hi for Hd protons, and three Hh and a

Hd for Hi protons; that is, for both of them neighboring coupling

protons are more than two. Resonance b can be therefore assigned to

the only other methine protons Hip attached on C17, whose triplet

splitting pattern arises from coupling with the two nearby He protons

on C15. The chemical shift of Hd can also be calculated by
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S = 5.28
Zgem Zcis Ztrans

where Z is the substituent constant [56] for the chemical shift of

substituted ethylenes in CC14 as shown in the formula

Rcis

'/'
C=C

Rtrans Rgem

where Rcis !trans = Alkyl

Rgem = -NRR'

Thus using values from Table I, appendix d. in reference [9],

S = 5.28 + 0.66 0.26 0.29 = 5.39 ppm

This calculated value is fairly close to the observed resonance b at

5.28 ppm, which further confirms its assignment.

Resonances a and a' at 1.64 and 1.68 ppm integrate to have 3

protons each. Therefore, they should belong to two methyl groups. The

singlet appearance of both resonances further implies that there is an

adjacent quaternary carbon (no protons directly attached to cause

splitting) such as C18. Since the chemical shift in the literature

for methyl protons such as Ha and Ha attached to a carbon on a

double bond is within the range of 1.6-1.65 ppm 1561, it is

reasonable to assume that resonances a and a' at 1.64 and 1.68 ppm are
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responsible for the Ha and Ha, protons attached to C20 and C19,

which are in turn attached to the quaternary carbon C18. But these

assignments still need to be confirmed, because it is based on the

assumption of first-order coupling and the comparison of chemical

shifts in the similar but not identical environments.

Resonance g at 1.29 ppm is also integrated to a methyl group and

has a singlet appearance, which also indicates a quaternary carbon

attachment (the single side peak f' at 1.326 ppm should belong to

another proton from somewhere else, because the total integration for

both peaks is four, which is more than the maximum number of protons

that can be attached to a carbon, except for methane). In pentazocine,

the methyl group with protons Hg attached to C15 is connected to a

quaternary carbon C6. The chemical shift for such protons can be

calculated according to Curphey-Morrison additivity constant [76].

S = Methyl group basic value + R

in the formula,

R-C-C
1 I

HotH,6

where R in this case is ,B-Aryl.

Hence, using values from the Curphey-Morrison additivity constant table

in reference 1761
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S = 0.90 + 0.35 = 1.25 ppm

This calculated value is pretty close to the observed resonance g

at 1.29 ppm. Thus, resonance g at 1.29 ppm is assigned to Hg

attached on C15.

The doublet appearance of resonance h at 0.84 ppm, which has an

area equivalent to 3 protons, accounts for another methyl group,

probably consisting of the Hh protons attached to C14. The

literature chemical shift for such an environment is 0.87 ppm [56]

and its direct attachment of the methine group (a Hi proton attached

to C11) also fits the doublet splitting pattern.

Up to this point, assignments for all methyl groups still remain

uncertain, because they are heavily dependent upon the assumption that

a first-order system applies. These assignments should be confirmed by

further study, such as a COSY spectrum, which will establish the

coupling network for the entire molecule.

The chemical shift for the methylene protons such as He can also

be calculated from the Curphey-Morrison additivity constants based on

the formula [56]:

Y-CH2-Z

where Y = -NRR' and Z = -C=C-

Hence, by using Table I, appendix b, in reference [56]

S = 1.20 + 1.33 + 0.75 = 3.28 ppm
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Therefore, it is logical to assign resonance c at 3.20 ppm to Hc,

which integrates to two protons and appears to be approximately a

doublet probably arising from nearly first-order coupling with the only

nearby proton Hb. It is also evidence that in this case

"first-order" coupling does not strictly apply, because resonance c

appears to have a more complicated splitting pattern than a doublet,

caused perhaps by the long range coupling with methyl group protons on

the other side of the double bond, which makes this assignment

suspicious.

Other methylene protons He-He,, Hf-Hf, and Hi-Hj, are

impossible to assign at this point, because those protons are

diastereotopic, or chemically nonequivalent protons [561, arising

from asymmetrical rigid structures. Very briefly, although these

protons, for example He and He are attached on the same carbon

C4, their chemical shifts are different due to their

uninterchangeable position (i.e., the -C4- bond cannot be rotated),

and hence these protons are in different nuclear magnetic environments.

Based on their chemical shifts, the proton resonances k, 1 and m

in the 6.5-7.0 ppm region (normalized intensity accounts for a total of

three protons) are assigned to protons on the benzene ring structure.

The splitting patterns of resonances k and m are doublets, and

resonance 1 is a quartet at 6.614, 6.608, 6.594 and 6.587 ppm [attached
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proton NMR print-out resonance report] although it appeared very much

like a singlet. Because of the complexity of this coupling system, the

first-order coupling rules no longer apply, and the specific assignment

of individual protons in this aromatic moiety thus relies largely on

later 2D NMR analysis, which will clearly show the coupling

relationships among these protons.

Table VI.1 shows the probable proton NMR peak assignments so far

with their observed and calculated resonances. Again, most assignments

made at this point are based on assumptions of a first-order splitting

pattern, and comparisons to the available chemical shifts cited from

well studied similar proton environments. Other than these, the

complete proton resonance assignment cannot be done with 1D proton NMR.

Carbon-13 NMR. Fig. VI.3 shows the proton broadband-decoupled

Carbon-13 NMR spectrum of pentazocine in D-chloroform . The possible

assignments comparing the observed chemical shift to calculated or

literature published ones are listed in Table VI.2.

It was recognized at an early stage in the development of NMR that

chemical shift assignments could be made by means of additivity effects

[80].
Specifically, the affects of substituents upon the chemical

shifts of carbon in monosubstituted compounds could be algebraically

added to predict the chemical shifts in compounds with two or more of

these substituents. Thus, in Table II, the calculation of the chemical

shifts of carbons in the aromatic moiety, C7 -C101 C12 and C13

are based on unsubstituted benzene absorptions at 128.5 ppm in

D-chloroform 156], and chemical shift increments of polysubstituted

benzene can be predicted by assuming that increments in chemical shifts

of carbon
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Table VI.1 The probable pentazocine 1 H NMR resonance assignments.

Possible Assignment Observed Calculated Reference

ppm ppm

6.939
Aromatic Protons 6.676 6-7 [56]

6.601

Hb 5.28 5.14 [56]

Ha or Ha, 1.645 1.6-1.65 [56]

1.682

Hh 0.828 0.87 [56]

H
g

1.290 1.25 [76]

He 3.163 3.28 [56]
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Table VI.2 The possible assignments of 13C NMR resonances of
pentazocine.

Carbon Assignment Observed Calculated Reference

ppm ppm

C8 154.70 152.4 [561

Ci 112.56 111.9 [561

C13 143.15 144.5 [77]

C12 135.12 136.5 [561

C10** 128.09 129.0 [56]

C9 * 113.37 112.7 [56]

C4 45.62 46.5-48.2 [55],[561,[781

C5 41.71 35.4 [56],[781,[791

C6 36.40 34.5 [561

C18 ** 127.73 133.9 [561

C20 25.95 25.3 [561

* The assignments of C7 and C9 are based on the fact that calculated
chemical shift for C9 is further downfield than that of C7, although they
are really close to each other. These assignment can be confirmed the results
of HETCOR, which showed the correlation between Hm (quartet) and C9, H1
(doublet) and C7.

** The calculated chemical shift of C10 is very close to the observed
one; the relatively small intensity of resonance 18 in carbon-13 NMR shows the
characteristic of quaternary carbon (the decreased peak height is due to lacks
of the bound proton and thus suffers from a longer TI and a diminished NOE
[56]), which leaves C20 assignment inevitable based on the comparison of the
calculated chemical shift and the observed one.
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atoms in monosubstituted benzene derivatives are additive [77].

Based on the same principle, to assign the carbon-13 NMR spectrum

of a large molecule, appropriate smaller molecules can be chosen in

such a way that they are, or contain, parts of the larger molecule and

have carbon-13 signals which have been assigned previously. Then

certain carbon-13 resonances can be assigned either by the direct

comparison of a similar carbon environment in an appropriate smaller

molecule [811, or by manipulating carbon-13 resonances of several

similar carbon environments in more than one smaller molecule to lead a

preliminary assignment. Such a method enables the assignments of C4

and C5 demonstrated as follows.

As shown in Fig. VI.4, five similar nuclear environments (1)-(5),

which have been studied by carbon-13 NMR, are extracted from references

[551, [781 and [791. Comparing these smaller molecules to the

pentazocine structure shown on the upper left corner (the similar

positions for C4 and C5 in these smaller molecules are indicated in

parentheses), chemical shifts 84 and S5 for C4 and C5 can be

extracted as follows.

By inspecting the pentazocine structure, it is easy to note that

C4 and C5 are in a part of the structure that is close to

piperidine, structure (1). The direct comparison of pentazocine with

piperidine would have a chemical shift for C4 equal to 47.3 ppm,

which is reasonably close to the carbon resonance C4 at 45.62 ppm

(see Fig. VI.4). Substitutions on the piperidine ring shown by

structures 2-4 give similar chemical shifts for C4. Therefore

resonance 4 is assigned to C4.
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Such a direct comparison leads to an ambiguous assignment of C5

because of the difference between the 36.9 ppm shift in structure (2)

in Fig. VI.4 and the shifts for the other three structures which are

close to each other and average 27.1 ppm. Other substituents attached

to the N-ring structure in pentazocine may make the C5 environment

very different from the corresponding ones in the piperidine and other

reference structure. Therefore the influences of the substituents

attached to the N-ring on'structures (2)-(5) are estimated by using the

data in Table III. Comparing piperidine to structure (2), there is an

additional methyl group next to the C5 position, while in the

pentazocine structure, there is a methyl and a phenol both attached

next to the C5. Unfortunately, a carbon-13 shift for a smaller

molecule close to this structure with both a methyl and phenol is not

available in the literature. The calculation of the carbon-13

resonance for C5 could then be ambiguous because of this difference,

but the calculation of carbon-13 chemical shift for C4 should be less

affected. If C4 is to be considered first, the increment in the

carbon-13 resonance for the carbon in piperidine corresponding to C4,

84(2)/ due to the additional methyl group attachment on the

,8-position could be calculated by

84(2) = 47.9 47.3 = 0.6 ppm

where 47.3 ppm is the carbon-13 resonance for the carbon corresponding

to C4 in piperidine, and 47.9 is the carbon-13 resonance for the
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carbon corresponding to C4 in structure (2) in which a methyl group

is attached to the e. position to C4.

Similarly, comparison of piperidine to structure (3) with an

additional methyl group in the $ position to C5, would lead to a

change in the carbon-13 resonance for C4 of

S4(3) = 47.9 47.3 = 0.6 ppm

and an attachment of a three-carbon alkyl chain, structure (4), would

cause a change in the carbon-13 resonance of C4 of

84(4) = 46.5 47.3 = -0.8 ppm

Finally, a N-alkyl, structure (5), would change for the carbon-13

resonance of C4 by

S4(5) = 46.9 47.3 = -0.4 ppm

Therefore, adding these results together, the overall changes due to

attachments to the N-ring structure in pentazocine for the carbon-13

resonance of C4 would be approximately

as4 = -0.8 + 0.6 + 0.6 0.4 = 0 ppm
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Adding this total change to the base value of the carbon-13 resonance

of the equivalent C4 position in piperidine, the calculated chemical

shift can be obtained

84 = 47 3 + 0 = 47.3 ppm

Similarly, for C5, the structural differences between piperidine

and structure (2) would make an increment in the carbon-13 resonance of

85(2) = 36.9 27.2 = 9.7 ppm

and the changes in the carbon-13 resonance for C5 due to an

additional methyl group in the $ position to C5, can be calculated by

the comparison of piperidine to structure (3),

85(5) = 28.0 27.2 = 0.8 ppm

The changes for C10 resulting from an attachment of a

three-carbon alkyl chain, structure (4), would be

85(4) = 26.1 27.2 = -1.1 ppm

and the comparison of piperidine to structure (5) would make changes of

85(5) = 26.0 27.2 = -1.2 ppm
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Thus the overall changes due to the N-ring structure in

pentazocine for the carbon-13 resonance of C5 would be

6S5a = -1.1 + 0.8 + 9.7 1.2 = 8.2 ppm

and the calculated chemical shift for C5 would be the corresponding

chemical shift of the C5 position in piperidine plus the changes due

to additional attachments to piperidine

= 27 2 + 8S5 8.2 = 35.4 ppm. .

There are observed carbon-13 resonances at 41.71 ppm, 36.40 ppm

and 41.15 ppm in pentazocine. Apparently, all of these carbon-13

resonances can be candidate for C5 assignment. Although the

carbon-13 resonance at 36.40 ppm is very close to the calculated one,

its low intensity indicates the possibility of a corresponding

quaternary carbon 1561. If that were the case, then this resonance

should be assigned to the C6 which has a calculated resonance of 34.5

ppm 1561. Obviously, the assignment of C5 up to this point still

remains ambiguous, and further 2D NMR information is needed. Also bear

in mind that the calculated carbon-13 resonance for C5 shown here

could be in error, because the smaller molecules used in the

calculation do not very closely resemble the pentazocine environment.

But, it shows how the C4 resonance is affected very little by other

attachments to the N-ring.

Because only limited information is available from the carbon-13

NMR analysis of pentazocine-like compounds, only certain carbons have
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been assigned, others such as C1, C2,and C14 -C20 still remain

ambiguous from the information presented so far; their assignments can

be completed with help from 20 NMR methods such as HETCOR.

COSY, Proton-Proton Chemical Shift Correlation. Beyond the

assignment of the Hb attached to C17, little can be done directly

with the proton NMR spectrum as far as specific and unambiguous

assignments are concerned. One solution to this problem is to seek

assistant from extracting the proton coupling pattern and interpreting

it in terms of the number of nearby protons. This can be done easily

under the assumption that the splitting patterns observed are due to

first-order coupling as demonstrated above. When it comes to a

complicated molecule like pentazocine, where couplings other than the

first-order coupling also exist, either making a first-order coupling

assumption seems unreasonable (e.g., proton resonance c, Fig. VI.2), or

the splitting pattern simply becomes uninterpretable (e.g., proton

resonances e and e' arising probably from a pair of diastereotopic

methylene protons). But, if we can find out which protons are

responsible for the observed couplings, and where they are to be found

in the chemical shift spectrum, we should still be able to assign one

resonance based on other coupled resonances that may be assigned

previously on the basis of other theoretical grounds (e.g., resonance

b). In this case, a COSY experiment is performed for such a purpose.

A COSY spectrum of pentazocine in D-chloroform is shown in Fig.

VI.5, and Table VI.3a lists J-couplings between protons in pentazocine

observed by the COSY experiment. Beginning with the Hb resonance

unambiguously identified from the 10 proton NMR spectrum, which appears

as the response on the diagonal line corresponding to 5.28 ppm, two
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Table VI.3a Proton J-couplings in pentazocine observed by COSY
experiment.

Normal Couplings Very Weak Couplings

a/b, a/c

b/a, b/c

c/a, c/b

d/j'

e/e', e/f, e/f'

e'/e, e'/f, e'/f'

f/e, f/e', f /f'

f'/e, f'/e', f' /f

h/i

i/h

j/j"

a'/f'

d/i

f'/a'

i/d

Yid, j' /j

k/m

l/m

m/k m/1
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pairs of off-diagonal elements can be observed, labeled c/b and b/a,

which correlate with resonances c and a, at 3.16 ppm and 1.682 ppm. At

this point, logical possibilities, to which Hb is correlated, are

methylene protons He attached to C16, and one of the methyl proton

groups, Ha or Ha., whichever yields stronger Jw.H coupling with

Hb (see Fig. VI.1 for the pentazocine structure).

Since resonance c is integrated to two protons, a methylene group,

it is therefore concluded that resonance c at 3.163 ppm belongs to He

protons. Although J coupling is usually not a spatial effect, it will

be assumed at this point that Ha protons, which account for a methyl

group and are cis to Hb, may be coupled with Hb (The Ha, protons

are trans to Hb and therefore farther away). Thus, resonance a at

1.684 ppm is assigned to Ha and resonance a' at 1.645 ppm is assigned

to Ha.. The assignments of Ha and Ha, are confirmed for

metabolite MET1, as discussed later by a NOE experiment, which

identifies those protons that are coupled through space 13.

The upfield resonance h at 0.828 ppm, which is a doublet

accounting for three protons, is correlated with resonance i at 1.93

ppm that accounts for one proton, and resonance i has a weak coupling

with further downfield resonance d at 3.146 ppm, which also accounts

13
The primary reason for the assignments of resonance a and a' is

the fact that only resonance a is coupled with resonance b. It was
mentioned in chapter V that the J coupling is indeed carried out through
bonding electrons, but with possible exceptions. If it were one of these
exceptions in this case, it would be the best choice to assign resonance a
to the protons that are cis to the proton b; that is, assuming J coupling
is carried out through space in here. The NOE was not performed for
pentazocine itself, but performed on its metabolite. Evidently, the MET1
NOE result confirmed the above assumption (see discussion in chapter VII.)
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for one proton. Again, resonance h at 0.828 is responsible for a

methyl group 14, which could correspond to the Hh protons attached

to C14. If this is the case, then resonance i is responsible for

Hi attached to C11. Those predictions will be further confirmed by

the following results.

The COSY spectrum of pentazocine also shows off-diagonal responses

indicating the coupling correlations between resonances f, f' at 1.845

ppm and 1.326 ppm, e, e' at 2.579 ppm and 2.108 ppm, as well as j,

at 2.910 ppm and 2.697 ppm. From their coupling constants, Table

VI.3b, it can be seen that these pairs of couplings should be the

results of the geminal couplings (two protons attached to the same

carbon but coupled to each other, due to their unexchangable positions

in a rigid structure) between protons in each pair [56]. Thus, the

assignment of these resonances has to be among Hi-Hj,, He-He,,

and Hf-Hf, (attached to Cl, C4 and C5, respectively). These

geminal coupling phenomena are clearly identified in the later C-H

correlated spectrum. Furthermore, two pairs of resonances f, f' at

1.845 ppm and 1.326 ppm, as well as e, e' at 2.579 ppm and 2.108 ppm

are also coupled to each other (see f/e, f/e', f'/e, and f' /e' in Fig.

VI.2). Based on structural considerations, the off-diagonal response

correlates resonances f at 1.845 ppm and e' at 2.108 ppm, for example,

must result from vicinal coupling between one proton attached to C4

(He or He') and another proton attached to C5 (Hf or

14Resonance h belongs to a methyl group because it integrated to
three protons. But, there are four methyl groups all together, and which
one is responsible for resonance h is uncertain from the result of 1D
proton NMR.
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Table VI.3b Proton 3-coupling constants observed in pentazocine.

Proton Coupled Proton (Coupling
Constant, Hz)

Multiplicity

Ha s

Ha,

Hb He (7.2)

s

t

He Hb (7.2) d

Hd Hi (2.9), Hi, (5.5) q

He He (12.1), Hf(3.0) q

He He (12.1), Hf (12.1) m
Hf,(3.0)

Hf Hf,(12.8), He (3.0) m
He, (12.1)

Hf,

H
g

m

s

Hh Hi (7.0) d

Hi Hh (7.0), Hd (2.9) m

H
i

(18.3)HJ, . d

H
i'

Hi (18.3), Hd (5.5) q

Hk Hm (8.2) d

H1 Hm (2.5) d

Hm Hk (8.2), H1 (2.5) q

* Only those of the multicities observed in 1D Proton NMR : s-singlet,
d-doublet, t-triplet, m-multiplet.
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Hfl). The pair of resonances, j, j' at 2.910 ppm and 2.697 ppm,

which are correlated to each other due to geminal coupling and not

apparently correlated with any upfield resonance (e.g., resonances e,

and e' or f, and f'), is therefore assigned to Hi and Hi, both

attached to Cl. Continuing from the resonance j' at 2.697 ppm, there

is another off-diagonal response that correlates with resonance d at

3.146 ppm. Based on the assignment of Hi, to resonance j', resonance

d at 3.146 ppm is thus assigned to Hd attached to C2, which is next

to Hi, attached to C1 in the pentazocine structure. Because of the

correlations among d, i and h discussed previously, resonances i and h

at 1.930 ppm and 0.828 ppm are also concluded to belong to Hi and

Hh protons attached to C11 and C14, respectively. This is also

analogous to the previous assignments of resonances d, i and h from the

earlier discussion of the COSY NMR spectrum, and of course, resonance g

at 1.290 ppm which accounts for a methyl group and appears to be a

singlet (has no off-diagonal response to any other resonances, which

indicates a probable quaternary carbon attachment) should belong to

Hg protons attached on C15.

The downfield resonances m, 1 and k at 6.601 ppm, 6.676 ppm and

6.939 ppm are attributed to the protons on the aromatic ring according

to the previous discussion. As far as the coupling network is

concerned, they are isolated from the rest of the molecule, which

becomes obvious from their location in the lower left hand corner of

the COSY spectrum. The off-diagonal response correlates resonances k

and m at 6.939 ppm and 6.601 ppm; the doublet appearance of resonance k

also indicates that resonance m is the only coupling proton to

resonance k. Resonances 1 and m at 6.676 ppm and 6.601 ppm are also
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correlated, possibly due to long range coupling between them. This

also explains the doublet appearance of resonance 1 and the quartet

appearance of resonance m (coupling to both k and 1). Resonances 1 and

k at 6.676 ppm and 6.939 ppm are not coupled. The logical suggestion

based on structural considerations would be that resonance 1 at 6.676

ppm is responsible for H1, resonance m at 6.601 ppm arises from Hm,

and resonance k at 6.939 ppm is the result of Hk, but further

confirmation is still needed for such specific assignments. A

carbon-proton correlated NMR experiment is therefore conducted to

confirm these assignments and to assign proton resonance n.

Table VI.3c summarizes the couplings observed between protons in

pentazocine and the assignments confirmed at this stage.

Correlation of the Proton NMR and Carbon-13 NMR Resonances Using

Heteronuclear Chemical Shift Correlation Spectroscopy. Despite the

progress made in proton resonance assignments with assistance from

COSY, there are still some proton resonances remaining unassigned or

their assignments are questionable. Also, some of carbon-13 resonances

have not yet been assigned. But it can be noted that between each

bonded pair of C-H there is at least one of the nuclei (either C or H)

that has been assigned. To take advantage of this complementarity,

HETCOR is performed, which correlates the resonance of each carbon atom

to the corresponding proton resonance of its directly bonded protons,

as discussed earlier in the Background section. Thus, it enables

cross-assignment for proton or carbon-13 resonance assignments, such as

the chemically nonequivalent methylene protons He-He, and

Hf-Hf, in pentazocine.

The contour plot of the proton/carbon-13 shift-correlated 2D NMR
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Table VI.3c The 1
H resonance assignments of pentazocine

supported by COSY experiment.

Proton Assignments Observed Calculated Multiplicity*

ppm ppm

Ha 1.645 1.6-1.65 s

Ha,

lid

1.682 1.6-1.65

5.28 5.14

s

t

He 3.163 3.33 m

Hd 3.146 2.88 m

H
g

1.290 1.22 s

Hh 0.828 d

Hi 1.930 1.55 m

Hi 2.910 d

Hj 2.697 2.73 d

Ha/Ha, or 2.579/2.108 2.53 m
Hf/Hf, 1.845/1.326 1.86 m

Hk 6.939 6-7 d

H1 6.676 6-7 d

Hm 6.601 6-7 m

* Only those of the multicities observed in 1D Proton NMR : S-singlet,
D-doublet, 1-triplet, M-more than Triplet observed .
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spectrum (HETCOR) of pentazocine in D-chloroform is shown in Fig.

VI.6. Table VI.4 shows the correlations observed between carbons and

their directly bonding protons as well as the assignments established

by these correlations.

In Fig. VI.6, three carbon-13 resonances in the downfield part of

the carbon-13 resonance axis as well as resonances at 127.73 ppm and

36.40 ppm do not show cross peaks to proton resonances. This finding

indicates the absence of coupling and that these carbon-13

resonances originate from quaternary carbon atoms, which is analogous

to the previous assignments of C8, C13, C12, C6 and C18 from

Table VI.2.

It is noted that resonance 6 observed at 36.40 ppm, although it is

close to that of the calculated C5 resonance, is assigned to C6,

because the HETCOR spectrum indicates that C6 has the characteristic

of a quaternary carbon. In fact, the calculated carbon-13 resonance

for C6 is 34.5 ppm [561 , which is also in favor of the assignment

of C6 to the observed resonance at 36.40 ppm.

In the previously discussed carbon-13 spectrum assignments, the

resonance at 112.56 ppm was assigned to C7. This resonance has a

cross peak with proton resonance 1 at 6.617 ppm in the HETCOR spectrum

as shown in Fig. VI.6. Also C10 at 128.09 ppm, C9 at 113.37 ppm

are also correlated to proton resonances k, m at 6.939 ppm and 6.601

ppm, respectively. Thus, proton resonances 1, k, m at 6.676 ppm, 6.939

ppm, 6.601 ppm are assigned to H1, Hk, Hm attached on C7, C10

and C9, respectively. These assignments are also supported by

previous interpretation of the COSY spectrum.
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Figure V1.6 Heteronuclear shift correlated (direct C-H bond) spectrum of
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Table VI.4 Heteronuclear chemical shift correlation (direct C-H
bond) NMR results for pentazocine.

Chemical Shifts

AssignmentsCarbon Proton

ppm ppm

154.70 C8

143.15 C13

135.12
C12

36.40 C6

127.73
C18

112.56 6.617 H1-C7

128.09 6.679
Hk-C10

113.37 6.594 Hm-C9

45.62 2.579 %/He,
2.108

41.71 1.845 Hf/Hf,
1.362 L5

121.17 5.280 C17-Hb

25.95 1.645
C20-Ha

18.02 1.682 C19-Ha,

52.36 3.163
C16-Hc
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Also referring to the carbon assignments of C4 and C5,

specific proton resonance assignments are possible between He-He-

and Hf-Hf,. Because they all have cross peaks with corresponding

carbons in the HETCOR spectrum (Fig. VI.6), it is concluded that

He-He, are at 2.579 ppm and 2.108 ppm, while Hf-Hf, are at

1.845 ppm and 1.362 ppm.

In the mean time, according to the proton resonance assignment of

Hb at 5.28 ppm, which has a cross peak with the carbon-13 resonance

at 121.17 ppm in the contour plot in Fig. VI.3, the resonance at 121.17

ppm is assigned to C17. Also, the pair of proton resonances at 2.910

ppm and 2.697 ppm previously assigned to Hi-Hj, are correlated to

the same carbon-13 resonance at 23.26 ppm by cross peaks, which in turn

is assigned to Cl. Furthermore, carbon-13 assignments follow

directly from the knowledge of the proton resonance assignments

enabling carbon-13 resonance assignments of 25.95 ppm, 18.02 ppm, 52.36

ppm, 14.17 ppm, 41.15 ppm, 25.41 ppm and 57.08 ppm to C20, C19,

C16, C14, C11, C15 and C2, respectively.

There is no cross peak link to any carbon resonance for the proton

resonance n at 7.264 ppm. This leaves the assignment of resonance n to

the proton attached to the hydroxyl group -OH in the aromatic moiety.

A complete tabulation of all resonance assignments, calculated

versus observed, for both proton and carbon-13 are gathered in Table
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Table VI.5 1H and 13C NMR resonance assignments for
pentazocine in D-chloroform.

Proton NMR Resonance Carbon-13 NMR Resonance Assignments

Obs'd Calc'd Obs'd Calc'd Proton Carbon

ppm ppm ppm ppm

1.645 1.6-1.65 18.02 16.9 Ha C19

1.682 1.6-1.65 25.95 25.3 Ha, C20

5.280 5.14 121.17 130 Hb C17

3.163 3.28 52.36 55.4 He C16

3.146 2.88 57.08 56-58 Hd C2

2.579 2.53 45.62 46-48 He C4

2.108 He,

1.845 1.86 41.71 35.4 Hf C5

1.326 Hf.

1.290 1.22 25.41 22.1 H9 C15

0.828 0.87 14.17 19.6 Hh C14

1.937 1.55 41.15 31.5 Hi C11

2.697 2.73 23.26 20.2 Hi, C1

2.910 Hi

6.939 6-7 128.09 129 Hk C10

6.676 6-7 112.56 111.9 H1 C7

6.601 6-7 113.37 112.7 H m C9

7.264 7 Hn -OH

154.70 152.4 C8

143.15 150.1 C13

135.12 136.5 C12

36.40 34.5 C6

127.73 117.5 C18
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3. Strategic Implications for Metabolite NMR Analysis

Bearing in mind that pentazocine metabolite structural analysis is

the ultimate goal, several conclusions can be drawn from this study.

First, neither 1D nor 2D techniques alone provided the complete

assignments for pentazocine, but in combination a total spectral

analysis is possible. Based on this experience, a general strategy for

the complete NMR analysis of metabolites is suggested in Fig. VI.7.

As the starting point, an integrated, 1D spectrum of the compound

is essential, and with as many assignments as possible. Although

assignments at this stage are preliminary, some very useful information

such as the number of protons in each region of the spectrum can be

obtained, which provides a guideline for further analysis.

The next step is a COSY spectrum to indicate the J coupling

pathways, that is, to identify coupled multiplets, in which different

methylene groups, for example, can be distinguished and further

structural information can therefore be extracted. At this point in

the analysis it is worthwhile to establish SPIN-POCKETS in the

molecule, that is, sets of spins coupled to one another directly or

indirectly, but with no J coupling between the sets. These fragments

will contribute to the structure of an entire molecule once the breaks

in coupling continuity, at the N atom or the quaternary carbon center

that isolates the aromatic moiety in case of pentazocine, are

characterized.

An HETCOR spectrum would then give all the carbon-13 assignments,
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Figure VI.7 Schematic representation of the assignment strategy for

the complete NMR analysis of pentazocine metabolite.
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and in those cases where some parts of the carbon-13 spectrum are more

readily assigned than the proton spectrum, then the assignment may be

made in the reverse order.

Although not used in the pentazocine analysis, an NOE experiment

would be necessary for the metabolite analysis where the structural

information is limited. NOE provides information about the connection

between "isolated" substructures through the coupling effect "through

space" and conformational details.

Pentazocine was chosen to be the model compound for this pilot

analysis because of its structural similarity to its metabolites. It

should not be surprising that most of the assignments for pentazocine

can be readily applied to its metabolites, which makes metabolite

analysis easier even though the quantity and stability of a metabolite

is limited. NMR instrumental time is very expensive, and some 2D

experiments could become financially disastrous if they are not

carefully chosen. Thus, the guidelines established are very important,

and they function as the key to successful metabolite analysis.

D-chloroform was used as a solvent in this analysis, mainly

because most literature chemical shifts for similar nuclear

environments were studied in this solvent, whereas different solvents

may change certain chemical shifts In In addition, D-chloroform

is very well known for its excellent purity and solubility for most

organics: pentazocine is easily dissolved in it. Unfortunately, this

choice was found to cause trouble in metabolite analysis, which will be

discussed later.
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4. Experimental

1H NMR and 13C NMR were recorded on a Bruker AM-400

spectrometer. All 13C NMR spectra were broadband decoupled. All NMR

spectra were obtained using 5 mm NMR tubes. Samples were prepared in

CDC13 and the chemical shifts are reported in parts per million (ppm)

relative to external tetramethylsilane (SiMe4, 0.00 ppm).

All two-dimensional spectra of pentazocine were recorded at

ambient temperature with a Bruker AM-400 spectrometer equipped with an

Aspect 3000 computer operating in the Fourier transform mode with

quadrature detection. Standard Bruker pulse programs were used.

The two-dimensional 1H-1H shift correlated (COSY-45) data for

pentazocine was acquired at a sweep width of 3105.6 Hz (1024 data

points) in the F2 domain; 256 FIDs (8 scans plus 2 dummy scans for

each FID) were accumulated with 322-usec increments and a 3-usec

starting delay. A 1 sec recycle delay was inserted between scans to

allow spin relaxation. The digital resolution was 3.033 Hz/pt in both

dimensions. A sinebell window function was applied to the Fourier

transformation to enhance resolution. The COSY was then summarized

about the diagonal line.

The heteronuclear 1H-13C shift correlated (HETCOR) experiment

for pentazocine was performed with a 16129 Hz (4096 data points)

spectral width in the 13 C (F2) dimension and a + 1450 Hz (512 data

points) window in the 1H (F1) dimension; 256 FIDs (128 scans plus 2

dummy scans each) were acquired with 172-usec increments and a 3-usec

starting delay. A 1 sec recycle delay was used between scans. The
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digital resolution for the 13C (F2) and 1H (F1) dimensions were

3.938 and 5.664 Hz/pt, respectively. A Gauss notification was applied

to both dimensions before Fourier transformation to enhance resolution

(F2: LB=-4, GB=0.9; F1: LB=-5, GB=0.5).
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1. Introduction

During the course of the separation and GC/MS studies, it has been

found that hydroxylation and methylation metabolic transformations have

taken place in the aromatic ring of the pentazocine molecule. It is

also clear that, in the mean time, some of the metabolites that have

undergone hydroxylation and methylation have also undergone side-chain

oxidative metabolic transformation, from which trans-OH, cis-OH or

trans-COOH at the end of the side-chain are produced. Consequently,

besides the isomers resulted from trans- or cis-OH at the end of the

side-chain, an additional methoxyl group is attached to the aromatic

ring of each of these metabolites produced, and two different

placements of the methoxyl group in the aromatic ring cause pairs of

isomers among these metabolites (Fig. IV.11 and IV.27). This isomerism

is also found in a pair of isomers of metabolites, MET1 and MET2, whose

structures are the same as pentazocine except that an additional

methoxyl group is attached to different positions in the aromatic

ring. Although the structure changes on the side-chain of pentazocine

after the biotransformation can be characterized by GC/MS study, the

position of the methoxyl group in the aromatic ring remains unclear.

Therefore, the identification of the methoxy group position in the

metabolites by more powerful spectroscopic tools such as NMR is needed

for the complete structural characterization of the metabolite MET1.
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Complete and accurate structural characterization of a molecule as

complex as pentazocine metabolite MET1 by 1H and 13C NMR is a

formidable task. Nevertheless, NMR study of the parent compound

pentazocine described in the previous chapter laid the groundwork for

the structural analysis of MET1, through which a two-dimensional NMR

analysis protocol has been devised. In the NMR study of metabolite

MET1 described in this chapter, one-dimensional 1H and 13C NMR

spectra are used to obtain general information about MET1, such as the

numbers of distinct protons and carbons. Subsequently, 1H and 13
C

NMR spectral information are correlated to each other via direct and

long-range Jc_ii couplings in HETCOR and LR HETCOR. Moreover,

spin-pockets are established by using COSY. These spin-pockets are

then identified on the basis of their IH and 13C chemical shift

data. Finally, NOE experiments are performed to obtain spatial

information about the molecule, and the structural elements thus

obtained are assembled using NOSEY, yielding the complete structure of

the metabolite MET1.

Most of the structural characterization of metabolites by NMR is

complicated by the fact that the synthetic reference is not readily

available. The inherent difficulty of this task is somewhat reduced by

the fact that the structure of the metabolites will retain some or most

of the original substructure of the parent compound, which can be used

as a model compound. By taking this advantage, the previous

assignments of the 1H and 13
C NMR spectra of pentazocine can be

used as a reference in the MET1 NMR analysis. Nonetheless, differences

especially in the aromatic region do exist. As will be seen, because
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of solvent effects, some of the NMR data analysis, such as carbon-13

resonance assignments could even become the subject of "pattern

recognition". Thus, some parts of MET1 NMR analysis relay on powerful

two-dimensional NMR techniques where little structural information

needs to be known prior to the analysis.

2. Discussion and Results

Solvent selection. Solvent selection plays an important role in

the NMR study: not only must the spectral resolution provided by the

chosen solvent be excellent, but also the solubility of the analyte in

the chosen solvent should be good. In the model compound pentazocine

NMR study, D-chloroform is chosen as the solvent because it provides

excellent solubility and well resolved spectra, and it is also the

solvent for most of the published chemical shifts for well-studied

similar nuclear environments. D-chloroform was also selected at first

for metabolite MET1 NMR study because of its similarity with the

pentazocine parent compound.

Fig. VII.1 shows a 400-MHz proton NMR spectrum obtained for MET1

in D-chloroform under the same instrumental conditions as those used

for the pentazocine analysis. In Fig. VII.1, although certain

characteristics of MET1 predicted by GC/MS are shown (for example, the

resonance peak at 7.264 ppm shows the presence of a hydroxyl group -OH

in the molecule), the spectrum obtained is rather noisy and individual

assignments are difficult. In a "semi-quantitative" study of

metabolites by GC/MS, it is concluded that the most concentrated

metabolite in greyhound urine is MET1, whose concentration is only
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Figure VII.1 400-MHz 1H NMR spectrum of pentazocine metabolite

MET1 in D-chloroform.
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about 1/20 of the unchanged pentazocine concentration in the urine, and

the stability of the metabolites is also uncertain. Hence, the small

amount of the MET1 sample could be the major reason for such poor

spectral appearance, although the estimated amount of MET1 collected

right before dissolving in D-chloroform was above 7 mg using the

"weigh-by-difference" method.

A massive effort to collect a larger sample size was made, and the

collected amount was estimated to be about 5 times larger than that of

the previous collection. In the mean time, the solvent selection was

reconsidered.

It is well known that the polarities of metabolites are usually

higher than that of their parent drug [14] Therefore a more polar

solvent D-acetone was chosen. Fig. VII.2 shows 400-MHz proton, and

carbon-13 spectra of MET1 in D-acetone. The spectra obtained are

obviously better, but the carbon-13 spectrum is still noisy with

unresolved peaks. It is noted that D-acetone may be saturated since

some white crystals precipitated. D-methanol, an even more polar

solvent was then used to provide better solubility than that of

D-acetone.

Fig. VII.3 shows 400-MHz proton NMR spectrum for MET1 in

D-methanol. Clearly, despite the fact that the resonance responsible

for the hydroxyl function group becomes ambiguous, and the residual

H2O in D-methanol is noticeable in the spectrum, it provides much

better solubility and spectral resolution.

1H NMR. Similar arguments for the proton resonance assignments

of the MET1 proton NMR spectrum (Fig. VI.3) can be imposed as those

used in the pentazocine model molecule analysis. All carbons and
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protons in MET1 will be designated with the same number as those in

reference compound pentazocine (Fig. VI.1) if they are in the same

nuclear environments. Table VII.1 lists the possible resonance

assignments for the 10 proton NMR spectrum of MET1 (Fig. VII.3) made by

the direct comparison with those of pentazocine at this stage.

It is noticed that the overall chemical shifts are further

downfield for MET1 in D-methanol compared with pentazocine in

D-chloroform. Since the MET1 structure is predicted to be similar to

that of pentazocine except for the aromatic moiety, the differences

here are presumably due to using a different solvent, D-methanol, as

well as small structural differences.

It was demonstrated at an early stage in the development of the

NMR technique that when a polar molecule is dissolved in a relatively

polar solvent, it induces a reaction field which then tends to increase

the shielding constant, and thus a downfield-shift [82/831. That is,

the higher polarity of D-methanol has an overall increase in shielding

effect, and hence protons in the same nuclear environment would have

further downfield chemical shifts in D-methanol than those in the less

polar solvent D-chloroform.

The proton resonances of MET1 observed in three different solvents

are summarized in Table VII.2. As can be seen there is indeed an

overall further downfield shift with an increase in solvent polarity

from D-Chloroform to D-Methanol. The differences between the MET1

proton resonances and the calculated ones listed in all of the tables

are also due to the fact that most of the calculated chemical shifts

are cited from literature values based on the use of D-chloroform as

the solvent.



Figure VII.3 400-MHz 1H NMR spectrum of pentazocine metabolite MET1 in D-methanol.
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Table VII.1 The probable 1H NMR resonance assignments for
pentazocine metabolite MET1.

Possible Assignment Obs.(ppm) Cal.(ppm) Ref.

PENT MET1

6.939
Aromatic Protons 6.676 6.792 6-7 [56]

6.601 6.607

H
b 5.28 5.324 5.14 [56]

Ha or Ha, 1.645 1.768 1.6-1.65 [56]

1.682 1.826

H
h 0.828 0.909 0.87 [56]

H
g

1.290 1.414 1.25 [76]

He 3.163 3.648 3.20 [56]

Ho 3.818 3.86 [56]
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Table VII.2 The observed 1H NMR resonance of pentazocine
metabolite MET1 in three different deuterated
solvents.

Resonances
Observed

Proton NMR Chemical Shift
of MET1 in Three Different
Deuterated Solvents (ppm)

D-Methanol D-Acetone D-Chloroform

a 1.826 1.726

a' 1.768 1.698

b 5.324 5.375 5.235

c 3.648 3.329

d 3.462 3.130

e 2.982 2.755

e' 2.518 2.691

f 1.905 1.914

f' 1.520

g 1.414 1.350

h 0.909 0.828

2.028 2.229

j 3.021 3.002

j' 2.956

k 6.607 6.583 5.877

1 6.792 6.810 6.742

n 8.034 7.263

0 3.818 3.803 3.920
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Resonance o at 3.818 ppm integrates to three protons and shows the

distinct character of the methoxy group [56] OCH3, which amounts

to 30 mass units, and is in agreement with the results from GC/MS

analysis. Resonance o at 3.818 ppm is therefore assigned to protons

attached to a methoxy group (H0).

Another important feature of 1 D proton NMR spectrum of MET1 is

that the total number of aromatic protons amount to two in MET1 instead

of three in pentazocine, indicating an additional attachment in the

aromatic portion in the MET1 structure. It will be shown later that

the absence of this aromatic proton in MET1 results from the attachment

of the methoxy group on the aromatic ring.

13C NMR. In the proton broadband-decoupled carbon-13 NMR

spectrum of MET1 in D-acetone (Fig. VII.2b), although the upfield

carbon-13 resonances appear to be similar to those of the pentazocine

model compound, the downfield carbon-13 resonances are quite different,

and the total number of recognizable carbon-13 signals is less than

what would be expected.

The proton broadband-decoupled carbon-13 NMR spectrum of MET1 in

D-methanol was also taken, and is shown in Fig. VII.4. Again, since a

more polar solvent is used in this case, the precise match of MET1

carbon-13 resonances to those of pentazocine is not expected for most

parts of the molecule, although their structures are predicted to be

similar.

The comparison of the carbon-13 spectrum of MET1 and that of

pentazocine shows again the overall further downfield shifts. It is

also noticeable that the upfield portion of the MET1 carbon-13 spectrum

(S < 100 ppm) shows a similar pattern to that of pentazocine.
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Therefore, some preliminary carbon-13 resonance assignments for S < 100

ppm for MET1 are made by means of pattern similarities
. Table VII.3

shows the results of the carbon-13 resonances assignments for MET1

along with those of corresponding pentazocine carbons for comparison.

Since the exact position of where the methoxy group is attached to

the aromatic ring is uncertain at this point, the calculation of the

carbon-13 resonances for the carbons in the MET1 aromatic ring portion

by the additivity rule is impossible. Also, because of the attachment

of the methoxy group to the aromatic ring in MET1, carbon-13 resonances

for the carbons in this portion of the molecule are expected to show a

great deal of difference to those of the corresponding carbons in

pentazocine. Hence, assignments based on a direct comparison would be

impossible. That is, the structure of the aromatic portion of MET1

cannot be elucidated from carbon-13 resonance study alone. Therefore,

besides the preliminary assignments made from 10 proton and carbon-13

NMR, the elucidation of the MET1 structure is heavily dependent upon

the assistance of 2D NMR techniques, even though a model compound

pentazocine is available.

COSY, 1H-1H shift correlation NMR. Although the model

compound is available for the MET1 NMR analysis, 10 proton and

carbon-13 NMR provided little unambiguous information about the MET1

structure except the existence of a methoxy group attached on the

aromatic ring. All the assignments made for both the 10 spectra are

preliminary.

In order to get an accurate structural elucidation of MET1, a COSY

experiment is performed for MET1, which determines the proton coupling
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Table VII.3 The possible assignments of 13C resonances of
pentazocine melAbolite MET1 based on the direct
comparison to 1°C resonance of pentazocine.

Preliminary
Carbon Assignment

Carbon-13 NMR Resonance

Pentazocine MET1

Obs'd(ppm) Calc'(ppm) Obs'd(ppm)

C1 23.26 20.2 24.94

C2 57.08 56-58 60.04

C4 45.62 46.5-48.2 46.72

C5* 41.71 35.4 40.62

C6 36.40 34.5 36.36

C15 25.41 22.1 25.26

C11* 41.15 31.5 40.69

C14 14.17 19.6 13.76

C16 52.36 55.4 52.92

C20 25.95 25.3 26.14

C19 18.02 16.9 18.36

C21 54.1 ** 56.58

Although Carbon-13 resonances for C and C11 appear to be unresolved
in the carbon-13 spectrum for MET1 in D-methanol, the "close-up" and
proton/carbon-13 correlated NMR (see Table V) show 0.07 ppm difference for
these two resonances.

** Cited from reference [561 table VII in page 265.
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patterns and helps in the interpretation of its structure in terms of

the number of nearby protons.

A COSY spectrum of MET1 in D-methanol is shown in Fig. VII.5.

Table VII.4 summarizes 3-couplings observed in the MET1 COSY spectrum.

Beginning with the resonance b identified from the 10 NMR spectrum as

responsible for Hb, which is located as the response on the diagonal

line corresponding to 5.324 ppm, three pairs of off-diagonal elements

can be observed, labeled a/b, a'/b and b/c, which correlate with

resonances a, a' and c at 1.768, 1.826 and 3.648, respectively. At

this point, logical possibilities, to which Hb is correlated, are

methylene protons He attached to C16, and two methyl groups

attached to the end of the double bond, Ha and Has.

Since the integral of resonance c indicates two protons, a

methylene group, it is concluded that resonance c at 3.648 ppm belongs

to the He protons. It is noticed that instead of showing coupling

correlation with only one of two terminal methyl groups in the COSY

spectrum of pentazocine, both Ha and Ha, are coupled with Hb and

He in this case. That is, no specific assignments for Ha and Ha,

can be done at this point, and an NOE experiment is necessary.

The upfield resonance h at 0.909 ppm, which accounts for three

protons, is correlated with resonance i at 2.028 ppm that accounts for

one proton, and resonance i is coupled with the farther downfield

resonance d at 3.462 ppm, which is also accounts for a single proton.

Since it is responsible for a methyl group, resonance h at 0.909 ppm

could be the Hh protons attached to C14 as suspected from 10 proton

NMR. If this were the case, then resonance i would be responsible for

Hi attached to C11.
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Table VII.4a Proton J-couplings in pentazocine metabolite MET1
observed by COSY experiment.

Normal Couplings Weak Couplings

Pentazocine MET1 Pentazocine MET1

a/b, a/c

b/a, b/c

c/a, c/b

a/b, a/c

a'/b, a'/c

b/a, b/c

b/a'

c/a, c/a', c/b

d/j'

e/e', e/f, e/f'

e'/e, e'/f, e'/f'

f/e, f/e', f/f'

f'/e, f' /e', f'/f

h/i

d/j

e/e', e/f, e/f'

e' /e,e' /f,e' /f'

f/e, f/e', f/f'

f'/e,f'/e',f'/f

h/i

d/i d/i

i/h i/h i/d i/d

j/j'

j' /d, j' /j

k/m ___

1/m __

m/k m/1
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Just like for pentazocine, the COSY spectrum for MET1 shows

off-diagonal responses indicating coupling correlations between

resonances f, f' at 1.905 ppm and 1.520 ppm, e, e' at 2.982 ppm and

2.518 ppm. J-coupling constants for f-f' and e-e' (Table VII.4b) also

indicate that both of them should arise from the geminal coupling.

Furthermore, two pairs of resonances f and f', as well as e and e' are

also coupled to each other (off-diagonal responses f/e, f /e', f'/e and

f'/e' in Fig. 6). Thus, the assignment for resonances f, f', e, e'

have to be among methylene protons in the N-ring portion of the

structure, Hf -Hf# and He-He,. Continuing from resonance j at

3.021 ppm, which accounts for two protons and is overlapped with

resonance e at 2.982 ppm, there is another off-diagonal response, d/j,

that correlates with resonance d at 3.462 ppm. Unlike for pentazocine,

the off-diagonal response d/j is the only coupling correlation for

resonance j, which accounts for two protons, in MET1. Again, resonance

d is also coupled with i at 2.028 ppm, which is responsible for a

methine proton. If the previous suggestion were true that resonance i

at 2.028 ppm belongs to Hi attached to C11, then resonance d would

have to be responsible for the only other unassigned methine proton

Hd, and therefore resonance j at 3.021 ppm would be responsible for

the methylene protons Hj and Hj,, although they are magnetically

nonequivalent protons appearing as two well resolved resonances for

pentazocine in 0-chloroform.

Resonance g at 1.414 ppm has no off-diagonal response correlating

to any other resonances, and it accounts for a methyl group. The

reasonable assignment of resonance g at this point appears to be Hg

attached to C15.
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Table VII.4b Proton J-coupling constants observed in pentazocine
metabolite MET1

Proton Coupled Proton (Coupling
Constant, Hz)

Multiplicity*

Ha s

Ha,

Hb

Hb (<1) d

m

He m

Hd bs

He m

He He (13), Hf (13) m
Hf -(4)

Hf Hfl(13), He (3) m

He (13)
Hf,

H
g

Hf (13), He (3) m

s

Hh Hi (7) d

Hi Hh (7), Hd (3) m

H.
J

(H-J ,) bs

Hk s

H1 s

Ho s

Only those of the multicities observed in 10 Proton NMR : s-singlet,
d-doublet, t-triplet, m-multiplet.
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The downfield resonances k and 1 at 6.607 ppm and 6.792 ppm are

known to be attributed to the protons on the aromatic ring according to

the previous discussion. As far as the coupling network is concerned,

they are not only isolated from the rest of the molecule, but also

isolated from each other. There could be no unambiguous assignment for

resonances k and 1 based on the COSY spectrum of MET1.

Like in the case of pentazocine, COSY spectral information has

established a similar coupling network for MET1. That is, four

"spin-pockets" consist of an aromatic ring, side-chain, methyl group

Hg/ and the rest of the molecule. Each one of these spin pockets may

have couplings within itself, but each is isolated from the others.

Again, the coupling continuity breaks at either the nitrogen atom or

the quaternary carbon center. Hence, as predicted from the GC/MS

analysis, MET1 has a similar molecular skeleton as that of pentazocine.

Unlike that of pentazocine, the COSY spectrum for MET1 shows less

confirmative information about the aromatic ring portion, which is

nonetheless the main suspected difference between the MET1 and

pentazocine structures. For other parts of the molecule, although

direct comparisons can still enable some of the proton assignments,

most of them are still only suggestions, which need to be confirmed by

further investigations. It is thus necessary to conduct NOE

experiments to establish the connections between the "spin-pockets", to

locate the methoxyl group in the aromatic ring.

HETCOR, 1H-13C heteronuclear shift correlation (direct C-H

bond) NMR. Although the structural information for MET1 extracted from

the NMR analyses so far shows a great deal of similarity to its model
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compound pentazocine as was expected from GC/MS analysis, it is noted

that important differences do exist. Most of the assignments so far

are made by pattern comparisons, since the directly calculated chemical

shifts especially for carbon-13 NMR are not available. As proposed in

the analysis protocol along with the pentazocine analysis, the next

step would be to use proton/carbon-13 heteronuclear shift-correlation

NMR to explore the connections between carbons and their coupling

protons, and thus establish a more complete picture of the molecule.

Fig. VII.6 presents the proton/carbon-13 shift-correlated 2D NMR

spectrum of MET1 in D-methanol in the form of a contour plot. The

cross peaks in the contour plot indicate partial magnetization transfer

between a specific carbon atom and its directly bound proton via

1
Jc4i (one C-H bond) scalar coupling. In this way the cross peaks

correlate the resonance of each carbon atom to the corresponding proton

resonance of its directly bound protons.

Table VII.5 shows the correlations observed between carbons and

their directly bound protons in MET1 as well as the possible

assignments made by these correlations.

In Fig. VII.6, five carbon-13 resonances in the downfield part of

the carbon-13 resonance axis (S = 127.38, 131.67, 143.17, 146.46, and

148.49 ppm) as well as the resonance at 36.36 ppm do not show cross

peaks to proton resonances. This finding implies the absence of

1
Jc4i coupling; that is, these carbon-13 resonances originate from

quaternary carbon atoms. The direct comparison with pentazocine would

enable the assignment of the carbon-13 resonance at 34.50 ppm to C6

in MET1, and the resonance at 143.17 ppm to C18.

As discussed in the 1D proton NMR data analysis section, the
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Table VII.5 Heteronuclear chemical shift correlation (via
coupling through direct C-H bond) NMR results for
pentazocine metabolite MET1.

Chemical Shifts

Carbon
ppm

Proton
ppm

Assignments

MET1 PENT HETI PENT

148.49 154.70 C8

146.46 143.15 C13

127.38 127.73
C12

36.36 36.40 C6

143.17 135.12
C18

110.25 112.56 6.792 6.617 111."'C7

115.06 128.09 6.607 6.679
Hk -C10

46.72 45.62 2.983
2.518

2.579
2.108

HeHe,

40.62 41.71 1.905 1.845
1.520 1.326

1/Hf,

24.94 23.26 3.021 2.910
2.697

116.32 121.17 5.324 5.280 C17-Hb

26.14 25.95 1.826 1.645 C20-Ha

18.36 18.02 1.768 1.682 C19-Ha,

52.92 52.36 3.648 3.163 C16-Hc

60.04 57.08 3.462 3.146 C2-Hd

24.94 25.41 1.414 1.290 Cis-Ng

13.76 14.17 0.909 0.828 C14-Hh

40.69 41.15 2.028 1.937 C11-Hi
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direct comparison of MET1 and pentazocine spectra suggested the

assignment of Hb at 5.324 ppm, which has a cross peak with the

carbon-13 resonance at 116.32 ppm in the contour plot in Fig. VII.7.

Thus the carbon-13 resonance at 116.32 ppm should be responsible for

C17. Similarly, since proton resonances at 0.909, 1.414, and 3.648

ppm show cross peaks with carbon-13 resonances at 13.76, 25.26, and

52.92 ppm, these carbon-13 resonances are thus assigned to C14, C15

and C16, respectively. Carbon-13 resonances at 18.36 and 26.14 ppm

have cross peaks with proton resonances at 1.768 and 1.826 ppm,

respectively; they thus belong to C19 and C20. It is found that,

in general, cis -CH=CH- carbon-13 resonance signals are upfield from

those of corresponding trans groups [56]. If this were the case for

MET1, then the resonance at 18.36 ppm would correspond to C19, which

is cis to C16, and the resonance at 26.14 would be C20, which is

trans to C16. Consequently, proton resonances at 1.768 and 1.826 ppm

would belong to Ha, and Ha, respectively. These assignments are

further confirmed by the NOESY experiment discussed later.

It is also concluded that the proton resonance at 3.818 ppm is

responsible for the protons in the methoxy group, -OCH3, which in

turn has a cross peak linking to the carbon-13 resonances at 56.58 ppm;

this peak is therefore assigned to C21 in -OCH3. It is also noted

that the published carbon-13 resonance for such a carbon in the methoxy

group attached to the benzene ring would have a chemical shift at 54.1

[56]
7 which is fairly close to the observed value. This helps to

confirm that MET1 has a structure similar to that of pentazocine,

except for an additional methoxy group attached to the aromatic moiety,

as is also indicated by the GC/MS analysis.

Both proton resonances f, f' at 1.905 ppm and 1.520 ppm are
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correlated to the same carbon-13 resonance at 40.618 ppm by cross

peaks. There is another pair of proton resonances e (appears to be

overlapped with proton resonance j), e' at 2.982 ppm and 2.518 ppm

showing correlations with a single carbon-13 resonance at 46.72 ppm.

Combined with the previous findings in COSY and carbon-13 NMR studies,

it is concluded that proton resonances f and f' are responsible for a

pair of geminal protons belonging to the same methylene group, namely,

protons f and f' are attached to the carbon which has a similar

environment as C5 in pentazocine; proton resonances e and e' are

assigned to the protons attached to C4 as was done for pentazocine.

Proton resonance i at 2.028 ppm, which is previously assigned to a

methine proton i, shows a correlation with the carbon-13 resonance at

40.685 ppm. The Carbon-13 resonance at 40.685 ppm is therefore

assigned to be a methine carbon as that of C11 in pentazocine. In

Fig. VII.7, it is obvious that the cross peak for i /C11 is not on the

same vertical line linking cross peaks f, f'/C5. This shows again

that there are two different carbon-13 resonances at 40.618 ppm and

40.685, although they appear to be unresolved.

Unlike for pentazocine in D-chloroform, which shows two different

proton resonances for protons Hi and Hi, belonging to the same

methylene group attached to Cl, MET1 in D-methanol shows a single

proton resonance j at 3.021 ppm, which accounts for two protons,

correlating with a carbon-13 resonance at 24.94 ppm. Combining

observations from both COSY and carbon-13 NMR, proton resonance j is

assigned to methylene protons attached to C1 as was done for

pentazocine.

The suspected aromatic proton resonances at 6.792 and 6.607 ppm
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have cross peaks with carbon-13 resonances at 110.25 and 115.06 ppm,

respectively. But the connections in this case do not suggest any

better assignments than in the carbon-13 NMR data analysis, because the

proton resonances concerned have not been specifically assigned

previously.

LR HETCOR, long-range 1H-13C heteronuclear shift correlation

NMR. As predicted from the GC/MS data analysis, the MET1 structure

should have an additional methoxy group attached to the aromatic ring

of the pentazocine structure, but it is questionable as to where it is

attached. The proton/carbon-13 resonance correlation for the direct

bounding C-H also has failed to provide enough information to elucidate

the detailed MET1 structure, because there are only two direct bounding

protons attached to the aromatic ring, and the specific assignments for

these protons and their bound carbons are not possible. To obtain more

connectivity information about the aromatic ring, another

proton/carbon-13 correlated 2D NMR experiment is conducted with

emphasis on the correlations through small coupling constants, that is,

long rang proton/carbon-13 coupling via two or three bonds, H-C-C or

H-C-C-C. Since each aromatic proton has two more possible couplings

3via 2JcH, and two more via JcH, examination of the two

different kinds of spectra allows many more correlations to be

identified than with a single spectrum, and a complete picture of the

molecular skeleton can thus be obtained.

Fig. VII.7 shows the proton/carbon-13 chemical shift correlation

spectrum with long range proton/carbon-13 coupling only.

Table VII.6 shows the observed correlations between proton and

carbon-13 via long range coupling in MET1.
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Table VII.6 Heteronuclear chemical shift correlation (long range
C-H coupling) NMR results for pentazocine metabolite
MET1.

Chemical Shifts

Carbon
ppm

Proton
ppm

Assignments

MET1 PENT MET1 PENT

148.49 154.70 3.818 C8 \H0

148.49 154.70 6.607 6.939 C8 \Hk

146.46 113.37 6.607 6.939 C9\Hk

146.46 113.37 6.792 6.676 C9\111

131.67 143.15 6.607 6.939 C13\Hk

127.38 135.12 3.021 2.910
C12\Hj

127.38 135.12 6.792 6.676
C12\H1

36.36 36.40 1.414 1.290 C6 \Hg

40.69 41.15 1.414 1.290
C11 \Hg

40;62 41.71 1.414 1.290 C5\Hg
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The proton resonance at 3.818 ppm, which represents the protons

attached to the methoxy group, has a cross peak correlating to

carbon-13 resonance 21 at 148.49 ppm. The implication is that the

carbon-13 resonance at 148.49 ppm is responsible for the carbon that is

directly attached to the methoxy group in the aromatic moiety.

Proton resonance g at 1.414 ppm has two cross peaks correlating to

carbon-13 resonance 6 at 36.36 ppm, and either one or both of the

carbon-13 resonances 5 or 11 at 40.62 ppm and 40.685 ppm.

Proton resonance j has a cross peak correlated with carbon-13

resonance 12 at 127.38 ppm. As discussed earlier the carbon-13

resonance at 127.38 ppm is responsible for an aromatic carbon, and the

proton resonance j belongs to protons attached to the N-ring

structure. Thus, this cross peak virtually shows the linkage between

those two segments of the MET1 structure. Most likely, if the

suggestion in the previous proton NMR discussion were applied, that is,

proton resonance j were responsible for proton j attached to Cl, then

carbon-13 resonance 15 at 127.34 ppm should belong to C15 in the

aromatic ring, which would lead to the strongest 2Jc_H coupling

with protons j.

Proton resonance 1 has two cross peaks indicating long range C-H

coupling with carbon-13 resonances 12 and 9 at 127.34 and 146.46 ppm,

respectively. Proton resonance k has cross peaks correlated with

carbon-13 resonances 8, 13 and 9 at 148.49, 131.67 and 146.46 ppm,

respectively. Those C-H couplings could rise from either "two bond" or

"three bond" proton/carbon-13 coupling.

Since the coupling constant JcH is not available, it is

impossible to distinguish whether an observed cross peak is due to
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"three bond", H-C-C-C, or "two bond", H-C-C coupling. But usually,

"three bond" proton/carbon-13 coupling is stronger than those of "two

bond" coupling due to the electron configuration in the molecule

[841, which makes "three bond" coupling more visible. However,

because of the unique structure of the benzene ring, there are only two

"two bond" and two "three bond" connectivities for each proton attached

to the ring. Thus, if there are only two cross peaks correlating each

proton with different carbons, it is very likely that both of them are

due to the same connectivity, that is, either "two bond" or "three

bond", and this is the case for proton resonance 1. Nonetheless, the

fact that there are three cross peaks for proton resonance k indicates

that there is one cross peak arising from different connectivity than

the other two. Therefore, no matter what a kind of proton/carbon-13

coupling is responsible for the correlation observed, the logical

structure in the aromatic portion for proton 1 and k would be as shown

in Fig. VII.8. In any case, the specific assignments of proton

resonances 1 and k would need more conclusive results from experiments

such as NOE, which will be discussed in the following section.

Carbon-13 resonance 8 at 148.49 ppm is determined to be

responsible for the carbon that is directly bound to a methoxy group.

Combining this with all of the other information leads to the aromatic

portion of the MET1 structure as shown in Fig. VII.9.

NOE experiments. In order to assemble the major parts of MET1

into a complete structure, especially the final structure of the

aromatic portion and the linkage between the aromatic portion and the

N-ring portion, NOE experiments are conducted.

As discussed along with the pentazocine NMR study, in the classic
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Figure VII.8 The possible structure of the aromatic ring portion of

pentazocine metabolite MET1 based on long range C-H

coupling information.



CH.O
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Figure VII.9 The possible structure of the aromatic ring portion of

pentazocine metabolite MET1 based on heteronuclear shift

correlated spectral information.
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NOE experiment, the magnetization of one nucleus is perturbed

selectively by irradiation with a weak radio frequency field, and the

changes in the intensities of other resonances in the spectrum are

monitored. Such changes indicate the dipole-dipole interactions

between nearby nuclei through space.

If the suggestion based on the previous study were true, that is,

most of parts of MET1 structure are the same as that of pentazocine,

except the aromatic portion, then proton resonances responsible for the

protons nearby the aromatic ring become the key for the NOE study.

Selectively irradiating proton resonance j at 3.021 ppm, the

intensity changes of other proton resonances are shown in Fig. VII.10,

in which (a) shows the proton NMR difference spectrum of MET1 in

D-methanol obtained by subtracting the off-resonance spectrum (b) from

the on-resonance irradiation of proton resonance j.

Irradiation of resonance j 17 results in an intensity increase

in proton resonance k (3.9% relative to the intensity of irradiating

resonance), while intensity change in proton resonance 1 is not

observed. Thus, resonance k is assigned to the aromatic protons closer

to j in space. Other perceptible increases in intensities are also

observed for resonances e' (8.0%), d (3.7%), and c (2.9%), which all

support the previous assignment of resonance j to the methylene protons

attached to the same position as C1 in the pentazocine structure.

17Since proton resonances j and e are not well resolved, the
irradiation of resonance j is not very selective. That is, both resonance
j and e are likely to be perturbed in this case. This is why an increase
in intensity is also observed for resonance e', because e' and e are
geminal protons.
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Figure VII.10 1H NMR difference spectrum of pentazocine metabolite MET1 in D-methanol
(irradiation of resonance j & e): (a) proton difference spectrum of MET1 in D- methanol;

(b) off-resonance proton NMR spectrum of MET1 in D-methanol.
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Fig. VII.11 (a) and (b) are proton NMR difference spectra of MET1

in D-methanol obtained by subtracting the off-resonance spectrum (c)

from the on-resonance irradiation of proton resonances k and 1,

respectively.

In Fig. VII.11 (a), irradiation of resonance k clearly results in

an intensity increasing in resonance j (5.6% relative to the intensity

of irradiating resonance), but has no affect on resonances o, g and h.

On the contrary, irradiation of resonance 1, as shown in Fig. VII.11(b)

results in an intensity increase in resonances o (9.1%), g (6.8%), and

has no influence on resonance j. It is also noted that the selective

irradiation of resonance 1 or k does not result in any intensity change

in each other.

The most likely conclusion from these NOE results would be that

aromatic proton k is adjacent to protons j in space; whereas aromatic

proton 1 is close to both methyl group protons g 18 and the methoxy

group attached to the aromatic ring.

Fig. VII.12 (a) and (b) illustrate the proton NMR difference

spectrum obtained by subtracting the off-resonance carbon-13 NMR

spectrum of MET1 in D-methanol from the on-resonance irradiation of

resonances g and o, respectively.

The irradiation of resonance g gives a strong NOE signal for

resonance 1 (5.2% relative to the intensity of the irradiating

resonance), while the intensity changes in resonance h (1.9%) and i

(1.5%) are also observed, which confirms that resonance g is

18 Proton 1 is close to proton g in space as can be seen easily in
3-D molecular model.
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Figure VII.11 1H NMR difference spectrum of pentazocine metabolite MET1 in D-methanol
(irradiation of resonance k,1): (a) proton difference spectrum of MET1 in D-methanol
(upon irradiation of k); (b) proton difference spectrum of MET1 in D-methanol (upon
irradiation of 1); and (c) off-resonance proton NMR spectrum of MET1 in D-methanol
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Figure VII.12 1H NMR difference spectrum of pentazocine metabolite MET1 in D-methanol
(irradiation of resonance go): (a) proton difference spectrum of MET1 in D-methanol
(upon irradiation of g); (b) proton difference spectrum of MET1 in D-methanol (upon
irradiation of o); and (c) off-resonance proton NMR spectrum of MET1 in D-methanol
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responsible for methyl group protons attached to the same position as

C15 in pentazocine, which is close to proton i attached to C11 and

proton j attached to C14. Thus, proton g should be adjacent to the

aromatic proton 1 in space.

Irradiation of resonance o, which is responsible for the protons

in the methoxy group attached to the aromatic ring (Refer to proton NMR

assignments), again gives a NOE signal for resonance 1 (1.9% relative

to the intensity of the irradiating resonance), and not for resonance

k, which further indicates that resonances 1 and k are not meta to each

other with the -0CH5 group in between. Since resonances 1 and k are

not ortho to each other either, which was concluded from Fig. VII.11,

it is inevitable that aromatic protons 1 and k are in the para position

to each other with the methoxy group attached to the aromatic ring next

to proton 1.

Again, the -0CH5 group is attached to the C8 carbon

responsible for carbon-13 resonance 8, whereas two other quaternary

carbons have to be used to connect with the N-ring portion of the

structure. It is thus inevitable that the only other quaternary carbon

C9 in the aromatic ring, responsible for carbon-13 resonance 9 at

146.46 ppm, has to be the carbon that has the hydroxyl group -OH

attached to it. It is noted that there is no proton resonance

corresponding to -OH observed for the proton NMR of MET1 in D-methanol,

due to the rapid exchange of -OH between the MET1 molecule and the

D-methanol solvent molecule, although the existence of -OH is evident

in proton NMR of MET1 in both D-chloroform and D-acetone.

The results of above NOE experiments are summarized in Table

VII.7. The structure of aromatic ring portion of MET1 and its
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Table VII.7 Intensitiy changes observed by NOE experiments upon
selective proton resonance irradiation.

Resonance Irradiated Observed Intensity Changes (%)

Proton Resonance

cde'ghijkl o

j,

k

e 2.9 3.7 8.0 3.9

5.6

1

g

6.8

1.9 1.5 5.2

9.1

0 1.9

* The intensity changes observed are related to the intensity
of the irradiating proton resonance as 100%.
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connection to the N-ring derived from the above data is presented in

Fig. VII.13.

NOESY, two-dimensional NOE. In order to assemble the complete

structure of MET1, and establish conformational details of the entire

molecule, a NOESY, two-dimensional NOE, spectrum is recorded as shown

in Fig. VII.14. Table VII.8 shows the coupling observed in NOESY

(through space) comparing with those obtained in COSY (through bonds).

Starting from the proton resonance 1, cross peaks are found for the

resonances o and g. Moreover, starting from resonance k connectivity

is found to j and h. Hence the aromatic moiety is next to the protons

Hj and Hg attached on the N-ring, and the aromatic protons k and 1

in para positions to each other with 1 next to the methoxy group,

-OCH3. Proton resonance g, which is responsible for methyl group

protons, shows no correlation with any other proton in the COSY

spectrum. That is, this methyl group must attach to a quaternary

carbon, yet close to the aromatic proton 1 in space according to the

NOE results. The logical structure for this part of the molecule is

thus concluded to be as shown in Fig. VII.15.

Resonance b shows cross peaks to resonances d and a 19, which

indicate trans positions of the methyl group Ha at the end of the

double bond, and the configuration of the methine proton Hb and the

other methine proton Hd attached to the N-ring is on space to each

other.

Resonance c shows cross peaks to resonances d, e and a'. It is

19
H
c
and H

b may point to opposite directions in a 3-D model;
that is, they are not close to each other in space.
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Figure VII.13 The structure of aromatic ring portion of pentazocine

metabolite MET1 deduced from NOE experiments.
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Figure VII.14 NOESY spectrum of pentazocine metabolite MET1 in

D-methanol.
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Table VII.8 Proton couplings observed by both NOESY and COSY
experiments for pentazocine metabolite MET1.

Dipole-Dipole Spin-Spin

NOESY COSY

a/b a/b, a/c

a'/c a'/b, a'/c

b/a, b/d b/a, b/c

b/a'

c/a', c/d, c/e c/a, c/a', c/b

d/j, d/i, d/h d/j, d/i

e/e', e/c e/e', elf, e/f'

e'/e e' /e,e' /f,e' /f'

f/f' f/e, f/e'l f/f'

f'/f f'/e,f1/e',f//f

g/i, g/1

h/d, h/i, h/k h/i

i/h, i/g i/h, i/d

j/d, j/k

k/j, k/h

l/g, 1/o
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Figure VII.15 The structure of aromatic ring portion of pentazocine

metabolite MET1 and its connection to the rest of the

molecule deduced from both COSY and NOESY spectral

information.
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therefore concluded that methylene protons Hd are cis to the terminal

methyl group proton Ha, upon the double bond, and Hd are on a

carbon that is attached to the nitrogen atom with nearby protons Hd

and He on both sides in the N-ring.

The connectivity between the proton resonances d, j, e-e', f-f',

g, h and i indicate that these protons reside in the same part of MET1,

that is, the N-ring portion. This finding is in accordance with other

2D NMR results, which suggest the same structure for both MET1 and

pentazocine in the N-ring portion.

The above analysis of the NOESY spectrum completes the structure

elucidation of MET1 as 8-methoxy pentazocine (Fig. VII.16). Table

VII.9 summarizes the assignments for the MET1 NMR data. For the sake

of completeness, it is noted that the cross peaks in the NOESY spectrum

which are not addressed in this study are in full accordance with the

proposed structure.

3. Experimental

1H NMR and 13C NMR were recorded on a Bruker AM-400

spectrometer. All 13C NMR spectra were broadband decoupled. All NMR

spectra were obtained using 5-mm NMR tubes. Samples were prepared in

CDC13, C3D60 or CD30 and the chemical shifts are reported in

parts per million (ppm) relative to external tetramethylsilane

(SiMe4, 0.00 ppm).

All two-dimensional spectra of pentazocine metabolite MET1 were

recorded at ambient temperature with a Bruker AM-400 spectrometer

equipped with an Aspect 3000 computer operating in the Fourier
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Table VII.9 Comparison of andand 13C NMR spectra data obtained
for pentazocine in D-chloroform and pentazocine
metabolite MET1 in D-methanol.

Proton NMR Resonance Carbon-13 NMR Resonance Assignments

PENT. MET1. PENT. HETI. Proton Carbon

ppm ppm ppm ppm

1.645 1.826 25.95 26.14 Ha C20

1.682 1.768 18.02 18.36 Hat C19

5.280 5.324 121.17 116.32
HID C17

3.163 3.648 52.36 52.92 He C16

3.146 3.462 57.08 60.04 Hd C2

2.579 2.982 45.62 46.72 He C4

2.108 2.518 He

1.845 1.905 41.71 40.62 Hf C5

1.326 1.520 Hf,

1.290 1.414 25.41 25.26 H
g

C15

0.828 0.909 14.17 13.76 Hh C14

1.937 2.028 41.15 40.69 Hi C11

2.697 23.26 24.94 H. C1

2.910 3.021 Hj

6.939 6.607 128.09 115.06 Hk C10

6.676 6.792 112.56 110.25 H1 C7

6.601 113.37 146.46 Hn* C9

3.818 56.58 Ho C21

143.15 131.67

135.12 127.34 C12

36.40 34.5 C6

127.73 143.17 C18

154.70 148.49 C8

Proton Hn in the hydroxy group attached to the aromatic ring is not shown
in the proton NMR spectrum of HETI in D-methanol because of the rapid exchange
of -OH between MET1 and the solvent molecules. Existence of the -OH is
indicated in the proton NMR spectrum of MET1 in both D-chloroform and D-acetone.
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Figure VII.16 Molecular structure of pentazocine metabolite MET1.
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transform mode with quadrature detection. Standard Bruker pulse

programs were used.

The two-dimensional 1H-1H shift correlated (COSY-45) data for

pentazocine metabolite MET1 was acquired at a sweep width of 2793 Hz

(1024 data points) in the F2 domain; 256 FIDs (8 scans plus 2 dummy

scans for each FID) were accumulated with 352 ['sec increments and a

3 -['sec starting delay. A 1-sec recycle delay was inserted between

scans to allow spin relaxation. The digital resolution was 2.727 Hz/pt

in both dimensions. A sinebell window function was applied to the

Fourier transformation to enhance resolution. The COSY was then

summarized about the diagonal line.

The heteronuclear 1H-13C shift correlated (HETCOR) experiment

for pentazocine metabolite MET1 was performed with a 16129 Hz (4096

data points) spectral width in the 13C (F2) dimension and a + 1450

Hz (256 data points) window in the 1H (F1) dimension; 128 FIDs (64

scans plus 2 dummy scans each) were acquired with 167 -['sec increments

and a 3 -['sec starting delay. A 1-sec recycle delay was used between

scans. The digital resolution for the 13C (F2) and 1H (F1)

dimensions were 3.938 and 11.328 Hz/pt, respectively. A Gauss

multiplication was applied to both dimensions before Fourier

transformation to enhance resolution (F2: LB=-4, GB=0.9; F1: LB=-5,

GB=0.5).

The long-range heteronuclear shift correlated (LR HETCOR) spectral

data of pentazocine metabolite MET1 were acquired with sweep widths of

161290 Hz (4096 data points) in the F2 (13C) domain and + 1500 Hz

(512 data points) in the F1 (1H) domain. The digital resolution in

F1 and F2 domains were 5.860 and 3.938 Hz/pt, respectively; 256
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FIDs were accumulated of 128 scans plus 2 dummy scans each, with an

incremental delay of 333 usec and starting delay of 3 usec. A 1-sec

recycle delay between scans was used. A Gauss multiplication was

applied to both domains to enhance resolution (F2: LB=-7, GB=0.9;

F1: LB=-5, GB=0.5).

The two-dimensional NOE (NOESY) data for pentazocine metabolite

MET1 was acquired at a sweep width of 2793 Hz (1024 data points) in the

F2 domain; 256 FIDs with 32 scans plus 2 dummy scans for each FID

were accumulated with 179-usec increments and a 3-usec starting delay.

A 1-sec recycle delay was inserted between scans. The digital

resolution was 2.728 Hz/pt in both dimensions. The NOE mixing time was

1.3 sec randomized with a range of + 26 msec. A Gauss multiplication

was applied to both domains to enhance resolution (F2: LB=-5, GB=0.9;

F1: LB=-5, GB=0.5). The NOESY was then summarized about the diagonal

line.

A Brucker pulse program (NOEDIFF.AUR) was used in all

one-dimensional NOE experiments for pentazocine metabolite MET1. All

data were acquired at a sweep width of 2793 Hz (16000 data points); 64

scans were accumulated for each FID. A 1.5-sec recycle delay was

used. NOE irradiation time was 1.5 sec.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

A drug metabolism study, as in many other scientific fields,

requires good methodology with special skills. The diversity of

interest in metabolism studies also requires the successful

coordination of multi-disciplinary activities. However, analytical

chemistry methodology and skills are critical in most, if not every

part, of drug metabolism studies. That is, it is most important in

drug metabolism studies to have a good appreciation of the analytical

chemistry used so as to ensure that it is applied thoughtfully and the

data obtained are interpreted accurately. On the other hand, the

problems that need to be solved for "real sample analysis" in

metabolism studies are often direct challenges to analytical chemists,

and their solutions can be used as guidelines for the further

development of analytical techniques in general.

In this project, analytical chemistry methodology and specific

skills in the field such as chromatography and spectroscopy have been

extensively studied and tested through the study of pentazocine

metabolism in the greyhound following intravenous administration. The

study shows that after enzymatic hydrolysis, nine metabolites and

unchanged pentazocine were isolated from the urine samples by solvent

extraction and XAD-2 column isolation. These compounds were further

separated by TLC, HPLC, GC, and characterized by electron impact mass

spectrometry, as well as various two-dimensional 1H and 13C NMR

techniques.
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In the GC/MS study, the electron-impact-induced fragmentations of

pentazocine, 1,2,3,4,5,6-Hexahydro-6,11-dimethy1-3-(3-methy1-2-

buteny1)-2,6-methano-3-benzazocine-8-ol (Fig. VIII.1a), and its nine

metabolite trimethylsilylated derivatives have been described. The

different fragmentation pathways have been applied to establish ion

structures of metabolites found in greyhound, and in particular, to

identify the positional isomers of metabolites produced by oxidative

metabolism of the terminal methyl groups of the dimethylallyl side

chain of pentazocine. As a result, metabolite MET3 was determined to

be 1,2,314,5,6-Hexahydro-8-hydroxy-a,6111-trimethy1-2,6-methano-3-

benzazocine-3-cis-2-buten-1-ol (cis-alcohol) by GC/MS (Fig. VIII.1b).

Metabolite MET4 (Fig. VIII.1c) was identified as

1,2,3,4,516-Hexahydro-8-hydroxy-a,6,11-trimethy1-216-methano-3-

benzazocine-3-trans-2-buten-1-ol (trans-alcohol), and metabolite MET7

as 1,2,3,4,5,6-Hexahydro- 8-hydroxya,6,11-trimethy1-2,6-methano-3-

benzazocine-3-crotonic acid (trans-acid) (Fig. VIII.1d). These

findings agreed with the side chain oxidative metabolism for

pentazocine in most other species15761. However, norpentazocine, a

metabolite produced by N-dealkylation1711 and pentazocine

hydrate[91, another metabolite resulting from reductive metabolism

were not found in the greyhound.

Moreover, six other metabolites found to be three pairs of isomers

were also detected in the greyhound urine, and an additional methoxyl

group attachment was responsible for this new branch of pentazocine

metabolites. The structure of metabolite MET1 was then positively

identified by subsequent high resolution NMR (including various 2D
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Figure VIII.1 Structures of pentazocine and its metabolites produced

by the side chain oxidative metabolism in the greyhound:

(a) pentazocine, (b) metabolite MET3 (cis-alcohol), (c)

MET4 (trans-alcohol), and (d) MET7 (trans-acid)
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experiments) as 1,2,3,4,516-Hexahydro-6,11-dimethy1-8-methoxy1-3-(3-

methyl-2-buteny1)-2,6-methano-3-benzazocine-9-ol (8-methoxy

pentazocine) (Fig. VIII.2a). This finding is in complete agreement with

an anticipated hydroxylation metabolism of the pentazocine aromatic

ring, which in theory 185,861 can only lead to an additional hydroxyl

group attached to the position (9-position) ortho to the original

phenolic group at the 8-position. The resulting two vicinal hydroxyl

groups then establish a necessary condition for the subsequent

methylation, which leads to only one of the hydroxyl groups being

methylated [87,88] to methoxyl pentazocine. Metabolite MET2, which

was identified as a geometric isomer of MET1 by GC/MS, is therefore

concluded to be 112,3,4,5,6-Hexahydro-6,11-dimethy1-9-methoxy1-3-(3-

methyl-2-buteny1)-2,6-methano-3-benzazocine-8-ol (9-methoxy

pentazocine) (Fig. VIII.2b).

The difference in gas chromatographic retention times between

metabolic isomers MET1 and MET2 is the same as the difference in

retention times between another pair of pentazocine metabolic isomers

MET8 and MET9 (Table IV.2). This further supports the findings from

mass spectra interpretation that isomerism for both pairs is due to a

different attachment of the methoxyl group in the aromatic ring (8 or 9

position), and that MET8 and MET9 are both trans-acid (Fig.

VIII.2e,f). GC retention time data (Table IV.2) also indicates that

the isomerism for MET5 and MET6 is the same as MET3 and MEI4, which are

both due to cis and trans attachment of a hydroxyl group to the end of

the side-chain (Fig. VII.2c,d).

These results clearly reveal that, in addition to the side chain
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Figure VIII.2 Structures of pentazocine metabolites produced by

hydroxylation and methylation of aromatic ring and

oxidation of side chain metabolism in the greyhound:

(a) metabolite MET1, (b) MET2, (c) MET5, (d) METE,

(e) MET8 and (f) MET9.
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oxidative metabolism, pentazocine has also undergone hydroxylation and

methylation in the aromatic ring in the greyhound. As a result

of this metabolism mechanism, another group of pentazocine metabolites

is formed: metabolites produced by hydroxylation and methylation of the

aromatic ring only, MET1 and MET2; metabolites produced by

hydroxylation and methylation of the aromatic ring as well as the

side-chain oxidation to alcohols, MET5 and MET6; and metabolites

produced by hydroxylation and methylation of the aromatic ring and

further oxidation of the side-chain to carboxylic acid, MET8 and MET9.

The probable metabolic pathway of pentazocine in the greyhound is shown

in Fig. VIII.3.

The comparison of chromatographic results of extracts obtained

after enzymatic hydrolysis with those obtained before hydrolysis

reveals that pentazocine and its metabolites are excreted in both

glucuronide conjugated forms and non-conjugated forms in greyhound

urine. The conjugation was found to be extensive. It is also shown

that the excretion rate of pentazocine and its metabolites reaches a

maximum around 6 h, and a trace of pentazocine is still detectable 24 h

after the administration.

This study also indicates that unchanged pentazocine is the major

form excreted, although nine other metabolites are present in greyhound

urine. The relative amounts of these metabolites are: MET1 >> MET2,

MET1 > MET3 > MET4, MET5 > MET6, MET7 > MET8 = MET9. These facts

demonstrate not only qualitative but also quantitative differences in

pentazocine metabolism in greyhound compared to those in other species.
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D43

Figure VIII.3 The probable metabolic pathway of pentazocine in the

greyhound.
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